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ABSTRACT 
Thi s dissertation examines the nature and extent of 
residential energy conservation behavior as we l l  consumers ' 
views of the energy problem . The primary policy question 
rai sed by this research has been to c larify the link between 
energy attitudes , beliefs and conservation actions performed 
in the home context as a basis for furthering energy 
policies directed at encouraging res identia l energy 
conservation .  Despite a plethora of such studies , research 
findings have fai led to provide an unequivocal understanding 
of the role of consumer energy attitudes and be liefs in 
guiding behavior . 
Theoretical basis for this research i s  drawn from 
attitude theory , particularly recent discussions of the 
attitude-behavior problem in social psychology . Two recent 
attitude-behavior models are examined in detai l :  ( 1 )  
Fishbein and A j zen ' s  theory of " reasoned action " based upon 
an informationa l process ing mode l of behavior , and ( 2 )  
Triandis '  mu lticomponent mode l which assumes the latter 
perspective as wel l  as elements of both symbolic 
interactioni st and behaviorist traditions . Although the 
models are simi lar in how they conceptualize social 
behavior , they differ cons iderably with respect to the 
actor ' s  degree of volitiona l control over behavior they 
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assume . Predicting conservation behaviors ,  which 
manifest marked differences in terms of such control ,  time 
and resources required of the individual , provided an 
appropriate test case to examine the validity of either 
model ' s  approach . To clarify the analysis , three general 
classes of conservation behavior were constructed : (1) 
curtai lment activities--which involve a limitation of energy 
services , ( 2 )  efficiency behaviors--which make better use of 
energy services , and ( 3 )  efficiency improvements--which 
involve home retrofit and appliance change . 
Uti l i z ing data from a mai l  survey of Knoxvi l le area 
residents ( N=286 ) ,  the results indicate that the ma jority of 
individuals have made at least moderate efforts to conserve 
energy . Such efforts usually entai led some curtai lment of 
energy use ( primarily turning thermostats down ) , more 
efficient use of appliances and additiona l insu lation and 
weatherstripping . Overa ll , the relationship to consumer 
energy attitudes and beliefs is moderate although 
consistent . The best cognitive predictors o f  behavior tend 
to be attitudes toward specific actions as wel l  as beliefs 
about the outcomes of those behaviors ;  i . e . , their expected 
uti lity . Whi le thi s  finding suggests that definitions of the 
energy problem are not strongly linked to behavior , such 
general beliefs are instrumenta l  in shaping more proximate 
attitudinal and belief determinants . 
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A compari son o f  the two models  suggests that their 
predictive power i s  equivalent when the behavior requires 
only consumer motivation to perform ( e . g . , turning down the 
thermostat ) .  As the behavior becomes more constrained by 
resource and opportunity factors , the uti lity of either 
model dimini shes . The Triandis mode l i s  clearly superior 
under such circumstances as it includes measures of 
" faci litating " factor s --such as perceived diff iculty of the 
behavior and behavior relevant knowledge , constraining 
behaviora l choices . By incorporating resource and 
opportunity factors affecting behavior , the Triandi s mode l 
provides a broader based theoretical mode l for understanding 
behaviors of sociologica l interest . 
Several pol i cy implications are discussed . Programs 
endeavoring to promote conservation shou ld f irst encourage a 
broader based view of the energy problem . A more integrated 
view of energy i ssues could be instrumental in providing a 
receptivity to speci f i c  appeal s  to conserve . Second , 
programs should target specific behaviors for change a s  wel l  
as normative bel iefs and attitudes toward thos e  behaviors . 
Third , providing practical knowledge for saving energy in 
the individua l ' s  res idential context cou ld encourage 
behavior , at least for some types of conservation activity . 
v 
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Cheap and abundant energy s upplies have p layed an 
integra l part in the evolution of an American way of life . 
Migration , including extens ive suburbanization , the 
preponderance of automobi les and single fami ly hous ing 
units , styles of leisure and recreation are just a few 
features of American l ife which have been intimately 
affected by energy . Since the 1 9 73 o i l  embargo , however , 
the era of energy abundance has at leas t  been temporari ly 
threatened ( Barbour et al . , l9 ij 2 ) .  The exorbitant energy 
needs of American society [ near ly twice the per capita 
consumption of other industrialized nations ( Humphrey and 
Buttel , l9 8 2 ) ]  engendered a resource dependency abroad and 
political vulnerabi lity at home . The emerging " energy 
crisis "  has come to represent more than just a temporary 
perturbation on the road to continued economic progres s . 
For many it i s  seen as a chal lenge to the dominant l ifestyle 
and cultural perceptions of American society ( Stobaugh and 
Yergin , l9 7 9 ) .  
America ' s  energy problems did not begin with the oi l 
embargo , however . The roots of the problem can be traced to 
the patterns of production and consumption which developed 
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throughout this century ( Schnaiberg , l9B0 ) .  In parti cular , 
the postwar baby boom population increase combined with 
relative prosperity brought about fundamental change in the 
demand for energy . The production of energy shifted 
dramatically after World War II from primarily a coal base 
to the convenience and low price of oil and gas . In 1949 , 
coal was the primary fuel , meeting 49 . 5  percent of the 
country ' s  needs . From this peak period , coal use declined 
to a low point of 19 . 1  percent of total energy use in 1979, 
primarily in electricity generation . Concomi tantly , oil 
imports rose steadily from 1 1 . 3  percent of total use in 1949 
to 4 5 . 6  percent in 1979 ( Congres sional Quarterly , 19B1).  
Americans were also finding new end-uses for energy . 
In the same 30 year period, energy use increased by 132 
percent despite the fact that population increased by only 
4 5  percent ( Elli son , l98 0 : 1 } . Electricity consumpti on alone 
increased a dramatic 7 0 0  percent . Such factors as an 
increase in the number of vehicles and miles driven per 
capita , a continuing preference for larger les s  efficient 
automobiles , rural electrification , and increas ing appliance 
load-- especially air conditioning , clothes dryers and 
dishwashers , were leading causes of America ' s  voracious 
appetite f or energy ( Congressional Quarterly , l98l ) .  
The oil embargo , with the double shock of quadrupled 
energy prices and decreased availability , brought about 
2 
changes in America ' s  perception and use of energy . After 
195 0 and prior to 1973 energy demand had been growing at 3 . 5 
percent per year . The combined effect of price change , 
reces sion and conservation efforts brought this figure down 
to - . 1  percent by 19�1--the net effect being that l9ijl 
energy use per capita was less than the 1973 f igure ( Hirst 
et a l . , l9ij3 : 196 ) . 
The seventies also saw a shift in attitude toward 
energy in the general public .  Despite early cynici sm 
regarding the reality of the energy cris i s  ( Barte l l , l97 6 ) ,  
mos t  Americans came to accept the significance of the energy 
problem . Farhar et al . ( l9ij0 ) reporting on a 1 9 7 9  Harri s 
Pol l  indicate that 8 0  percent defined the energy problem as 
" serious " or "very serious . "  In addition to putting the 
energy issue on the national agenda , the energy cri sis  
stimulated considerable social science debate on the role of  
energy ( and energy business ) in the socia l  and political 
1 
s tructure of American society . 
Clear ly , however , concern for energy problems has 
declined at the general public level with the s tabi li zation 
1 
Unti l  recent ly , social science interest on the subj ect 
of energy was not particularly s trong . Rosa and Machli s ( 19�3 ) 
note that energy as a distinct social science concern was 
brought to the fore by two developments : ( 1 )  a recogni tion of 
the inf luence of nonsociologica l  variables in the study of 
human society--particularly natural resources , and ( 2 )  the 
oil embargo . 
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of oil prices and competition among members of the OPEC 
carte l ( Hershey , 1 9 8 2; Zinberg , l9 83 ) . Attention to such 
is sues as nuclear power ( Ladd et al . , l9d3 ) ,  " hard" versus 
" soft " energy technologies ( Lovins , 1 9 78 ) , or " equity"  in 
energy policy ( Morrison , l9 7 7 ) suggests a refocus ing of 
concern on questions regarding the appropriate 
instrumentality for satisfying present and future energy 
needs . 
One such a lternative is  increasing energy conservation 
at the res idential level . Barbour et al . ( 1 9 8 2 ) a s  wel l  as 
Morell ( 1 9 8 1 ) indicate that conservation cou ld reduce by 1 0  
t o  4 0  percent energy usage i n  the residential sector [which 
accounts f or about a third of total consumption ( Newman and 
Day , 1 9 7 5 ) J , thus forestalling " supply side " solutions to 
energy needs . Work by Mazur and Rosa ( 1 9 7 4 ) ,  Nader and 
Beckerman ( 1 9 7 8 ) and others suggests that such reductions 
could be achieved without a concornrni tant decline in the GNP 
or qual ity of life . 
Perhaps the mos t  important ques tion facing res idential 
energy policy is  how best to achieve such potential . In 
order to answer this question ef fective ly ,  energy policy 
studies must be able to anticipate the population • s  
aggregate response to different energy policy a lternatives 
( Black et a l . , l 9 8 5 ) .  Some observers argue that increased 
technical efficiency as well as change in the relative price 
4 
of energy will be sufficient to stimulate greater 
conservation ( Landsberg , l9 7 9 ) .  However , thi s  view does not 
take into account the wide discrepancy in energy use between 
structurally s imilar households ( Sonderegger , l9 7 8 ) as well 
as the personal and social factors inhibiting greater 
efficiency . Thus , others argue that long term energy 
adaptation will reguire individual behavior change . Efforts 
directed toward thi s  strategy have included increas ing 
public knowledge of energy conserving practices and 
providing opportunities for individual participation in 
conservation programs . 
While continued technical improvements of residential 
buildings can be expected in the near future 
( Landsberg , l9 7 9 : 1 3 0 ) , greater efforts need to be made in 
understanding the motivational and i ns titutional factors 
2 
affecting residential conservation behavior . The latter 
problem entails examining individual decision making 
processes in the home context , particularly thos e  factors 
2 
Such an effort appears justified at this t ime . 
Increasi ng conservation in the residential sector suggests 
the need for a better understanding of the motivational and 
institutional factors affecting consumer energy deci sions . 
Thi s  i s  especially true now as " i ssue attention " ( Downs , l 9 7 2 ) 
to energy problems has declined . Second , attention to the 
motivational and institutional factors affecting energy 
deci sions at the residential level has lagged s ignif i cantly 
compared to research on " hardware ' i s sues . As Landsberg 
( 1 9 7 9 : 1 30 )  notes : 
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inhibiting greater res idential conservation . Some of these 
problems would include lack of consi s tent price " s ignals " 
( Stobaugh and Yergin , l9 7 9 ) ,  lack of control over decis ions 
af fecting energy use ( Stern and Aronson , l9 8 4 ) ,  need for 
appropriate conservation knowledge ( Milstein , l9 7 8 ; Kempton 
and Montgomery , l9 8 2 ) ,  as well as lack of resources for 
implementing conservation . 
What i s  lacking in prevalent consumer research i s  how 
such obstacles to furthering residential conservation are 
themselves af fected by other consumer attributes ,  
particularly attitudes toward conservation and the energy 
" problem . "  This  problem is important as it a f fects whether 
or not consumer education and attitude change represent 
appropriate avenues for overcoming personal and social 
inhibitions to conserve . 
Considerable effort has been devoted to unders tanding 
Better light bulbs and advanced engines receive 
their due but scant attention goes to s tudying 
motivations to conserve , or to legal and 
institutional research . Yet in our j udgement ,  these 
are exactly the areas that are mos t  promis ing for 
a f urther expansion of knowledge . 
Landsberg estimates that only about 4 percent of DOE ' s  R&D 
devoted to energy conservation i s  directed toward the latter 
"nonhardware " i s sues . Perhaps the chief goal in 
conservation policy should be as Landsberg notes , to remove 
motivational and institutional barriers to greater energy 
eff iciency . Research directed at the home energy consumer 
should help achieve thi s  objective . 
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such persona l characteristics of consumers in the hope of 
deve loping an appropriate behavioral change s trategy ( Stern 
and Gardner , l 9 ij l ) . Unfortunate ly , research on the link 
between consumer attitudes , bel iefs and conservation 
behavior has been equivocal .  Mos t  of the research suggests 
a lack of strong relationship between genera l beliefs 
regarding the energy problem-- such as belief in the rea lity 
and seriousness of the problem , efficacy of conservation , 
commitment to national conservation goa l s , and actual 
conservation in the home ( Farhar et al . , l 9 7 9 ) . 
Simi larly , general value orientations , such as 
ecological awarenes s  and li festyle f lexibi lity ( Gladhart et 
a l . , l 9 7 8 ) ,  support for science and technology ( Anderson and 
Lipsey , l 9 7 8 ) ,  political trust ( Bartel l , l 9 7ti ) and perceptions 
of "blame " in the energy crisis ( Hes lop et a l . , l 9 8 1 ) are not 
strongly related to behavior . Whi le the logic provided by 
many energy researchers for including such variables i s  
often intuitive , the accumulated evidence indicates that 
general definitions of the energy problem do not provide a 
strong basis  for conservation actions . Milstein ( 1 9 7 7 : 9 ) , 
Olsen ( 19 8 1 ) and others indicate that given the lack of 
s trong atti tude-behavior relationship , educational programs 
directed at fostering a more favorable attitude toward 
"energy problems " may not produce intended consequences . 
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Reflecting on this problem , many observers indicate 
that the influence of such social psych ological 
characteristics of the consumer may be through more 
proximate beliefs , att itudes or norms toward conservation 
action i tself . This is  logical considering that the bes t  
predictors of behavior are relatively specif ic attitudes 
toward the behavior ( Heberlein and Black , l9 7 6 ) or norms 
which are activated in the behavioral context ( Cook and 
Berrenburg , l9 8l ) . 
The latter view has been supported in the literature . 
In particular , conservation activity appears to be higher 
for those individuals who have developed a personal norm of 
conservation and have inculcated this into everyday behavior 
( Leonard-Barton and Rogers , l 9 7 9 ; Gladhart et al . , l 9 7 8 ) .  
Additionally , such normative influences appear to be 
s tronges t  where the behavior is relatively recurring and 
under volitional control ( Black et al . , l 9 8 5 ) .  Likewi se , 
attitudes demonstrate much greater predictive utility when 
the attitude measure is directed at specific conservation 
actions in the home context ( Stutzman and Greene , l9ij2 ) .  
Thus while general definitions o f  the energy problem 
are not correlated directly with conservation , behavioral 
norms and atti tudes toward conservation behavior are 
re lated . What remains unclear from such research i s  the 
interrelationship between general and specific cognitive and 
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normative influences on behavior . If as Olsen ( 1 9�1 ) and 
others indicate general conservation beliefs provide a 
" context " for conservation acceptance , then such beliefs 
have a direct consequence for other beliefs/attitudes toward 
conservation behavior . While recent research has begun to 
examine interrelationships among energy belief s ( e . g . , 
Dunlap and Olsen , l 9 8 4 ) ,  a pauci ty of research exi sts 
speci f ically examining how a variety of energy beliefs , 
attitudes , and norms affect different types o f  conservation 
behavior . 
Similarly , few studies carefully examine how such 
" personal " characteri stics ( Black et al . , l 9 8 5 ) of residential 
energy consumers interrelate with other s ituational factors 
as household s tructural variables , and sociodemographic 
characteristics . While both sets of variables have been 
extensively examined in the residential context ( Gordon et 
al . , l 9 8 1 ) ,  li ttle research exists examining how such factors 
influence both social psychologi cal characteristics and 
behavior for a range of different conservation behaviors . 
The lat ter i s  e specially important as conserva tion behaviors 
vary cons iderably in effort , skill and resources required . 
I t  follows that different personal and s i tuational factors 
may operate for different kinds of behavior ( Cunningham and 
Cook-Lopreato , l9 7 7 ) .  
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The lack of a reliable relationship between energy 
attitudes , beliefs  and behavior suggests a need for 
examining the problem in the context of recent discuss ions 
of attitude-behavior cons istency . Prevalent attention to 
this i s sue has tended to emphasize factors whi ch moderate 
the strength of the attitude-behavior relationship . These 
include such i ssues as cognitive-affective cons i stency 
( Sample and Warland , 1 9 7 3 ) ,  social support and s i tuational 
factors ( Liska , 1 9 8 4 ) ,  attitude s tructure ( Schlegel and 
DiTecco , 1 9 8 2 ) , and measurement speci f icity between attitudes 
and behavior ( Heberlein and Black , l9 7 6 ) .  Attention has thus 
been refocused away from the examinat ion of the bivariate 
relationship between attitudes and behavior per se to one of 
" . • •  identifying the conditions whi ch a ffect the extent 
and direction of the relationship" ( Liska , l9 7 4 : 2 6 2 ) . 
I n  thi s  light , recent research has focused on the i s sue 
of how best to "model" the most relevant determinants of 
behaviors .  Two such " attitude-behavior " models will be 
discussed here , one proposed by Fishbein and A j z en ( 1 9 7 5 ) 
and the second by Triandis ( 1 9 7 7 ) .  Both of these models 
include a number of determinants of behavior whi ch past 
research suggests are important ; e . g . , knowledge , 
facilitating conditions , beliefs about the outcome of the 
behavior , norms , as well as att itude toward the behavior . 
While there are a number of similarities i n  the variables 
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each model includes and their operationali zation , 
s ignificant differences exist in their causal order . Thus 
the energy conservation attitude-behavior problem will 
provide a context for examining the comparative validity of 
either model for explaining behavior . The primary advantage 
of utiliz ing either of these models lies in their predictive 
superiority compared to other attitude-behavior approaches 
( see A j zen and Fishbein , l 9 H O ; Brinberg , l 9 7 9 ; Jaccard and 
Davidson , l 9 7 9 ) ,  at least with regard to specific behaviors . 
The aim of thi s  research i s  to : ( 1) analyze the impact 
of " personal " factors , such as consumer attitudes , beliefs ,  
norms , knowledge on residential conservation behavior , ( 2 )  
explain variation in household energy consumption , 
particularly as it relates to conservation behavior and 
social psychological attributes of energy consumers ,  and ( 3 )  
examine how noncogni tive influences , such as demographi c  
variables and household structural features , af fect both the 
latter cognitive determinants and behavior . Apart from a 
discussion of the comparative utility of either model , the 
analysis will further specify the causal s tructure 
underlying the relationship between attitudes and behavior . 
Thi s  research has relevance both for meas uring public 
response to energy conservation in the " post-cri s i s " period 
of America ' s  energy problems , as well as a bas i s  for 
def ining objectives for residential energy policy . 
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The Study 
The previous discuss ion suggest s  the need to understand 
how both personal and situational factors interrelate and 
af fect behavior . For thi s reason , this study developed a 
research instrument specifically designed to tap relevant 
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dimensions o f  energy behaviors neces sary for a comparison of 
model approaches . The " Horne Energy Use"  ques tionnaire was 
developed with the intent of gathering data through a mailed 
survey method . The questionnaire contain s  a wide range of 
items pertinent to concerns for energy problems . The ma jor 
divisions o f  the questionnaire focus on general definitions 
of present and future energy problems , energy policy 
preferences , inventory of present and pas t  con servation 
behaviors and future conservation intentions , specif i c  
attitudes toward conservation i n  the horne , a n  energy 
knowledge qui z , value expectation associated with s pecif ic 
conservation behaviors in the horne , perceived social support 
for energy conservation , as well as description of household 
characteri stics and socio-dernographic variables ( see 
Appendi x  A ) . 
The sampling frame for thi s study constitutes the 
customer list of the Knoxville Utility Board . Thi s  li st 
covers a geographic area of 6 counties in the East Tennes see 
area . Knox county is  the most centrally located and also 
. 
serves as the operations center of the Utility Board . KUB 
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serves electricity , gas and water to approximately 1 5 0 , 000 
cus tomers . 
The Utilty • s  customer li st was selected as the sampling 
frame for two reasons: ( 1) to obtain actual energy use data 
for participants , and ( 2 )  to include respondents from 
divers e  geographic areas , especially rural sections of Eas t 
Tennessee , rather than a predominantly urban sample . 
Accessing customer accounts directly would provide the most 
reliable means for obtaining energy consumption data . Also 
this sampling frame allowed for a selection of potential 
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respondents from the s ix county region served by KUB. 
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The organi zation of the customer listings dictated in 
part how the s ample was to be drawn . The utility lis t  is 
organi z ed into approximately 2 0  customer routes . These 
routes are geographically specific and run fairly uniformly 
over the 6 county area . However , each route i s  exclusive of 
other routes . Thus , random selection from each route could 
provide a fairly representative selection o f  the entire 
li s ting . In  order to minimize utility computer t ime , three 
random starts were obtained in each of the 2 0  routes 
( through use of a random number table ) based on customer 
account numbers .  After the computer selected randomly from 
the account numbers closest to the random number provided , a 
page of entries following that account were printed 
( approximately 24 accounts ) .  These 2 4  accounts are all 
adjacent to one another in a selected neighborhood .  Thi s  
s i tuation raised the problem o f  the independence of sample 
responses . I n  order to minimi ze thi s  problem , 12 accounts 
were randomly selected from each page of 2 4 . Thi s  method 
provided 3 6  accounts for each of the 20 routes , or 7 2 0  
customers . Following thi s ,  an analysis of the geographic 
distribution of the sample was made to assess i t s  
compatibility with the overall utility lists . The analysis 
sugges ted that while sample accounts tended to be drawn from 
either the beginning or end of the utili ty routes , there did 
not appear to be any mani fest geographic bias . 
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Data collection lasted over the s i x  week period from 
the first week of March to the third week of April using a 
survey des ign s imilar to that suggested by Dillman ( 1 9 7 8 ) .  
The first mail out consisted of a cover letter explaining 
the purpose of the s tudy , a ques tionnaire and return 
envelope . A week following the f irst mailing , a follow up 
post card was sent reminding the respondent to fill out the 
questionnaire i f  they had not already done so .  The first 
two mailings obtained approximately 1 6 0  responses . Two 
weeks following the pos t  card another cover letter and 
questionnaire was sent . Finally a second reminder post card 
was mailed a week later . The second and third mailing 
obtained an additional 1 2 6  responses , bringing the total to 
2 86 .  Ad justing for deceased , moved , physically 
incapacitated persons , and undeliverable questionnaires , the 
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final response rate is 41 . 6  percent . 
The response rate i s  low by current s tandards f or mail 
surveys ( Dillman , l 9 7 8 ) .  Several factors can probably help 
account for thi s . Firs t ,  the s tudy asked respondents for 
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Information for these categories was usually written 
by the postal service on the returned envelope or by the 
occupant on the questionnaire . These factors together 
accounted for 3 2  questionnaires bringing the effective 
sample s i ze to 68B . 
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permi ss ion to access their tility records to obtain energy 
consumption data for a specified period ( i . e . , three years ) .  
Because of cost limi tations , the consent form to access 
uti lity records was included in the ques tionnaire . This  
f orm was stapled to the back page of the questionnaire to 
avoid affecting respondent ' s  wil lingness to complete the 
quest ionnaire . Warriner et al . ( 1 9 8 4 ) report that such 
requests usua l ly net about 7 0 - 8 0  percent comp liance . 
However , they do not assess whether the request itself 
affects the overal l  response rate . The rather high number 
of pers ons (ijl percent ) who f i l led out the questionnaire and 
who provided such permi ssion may sugges t that many 
respondents who might otherwise have f i l led out the 
questionnaire , were alienated by the reques t  form itself . 
However , we do not have any data bearing directly on this 
point . 
Second , the questionnaire was mailed in late winter and 
ear ly spring . Knoxvi lle ' s  winter weather was particu lar 
severe in the months of January and February , as were many 
parts o f  the nation . The early part of the data col lection 
period probably capita li zed on the genera l attention to 
energy issues during this period , as wel l  as a concern for 
high utility bil l s . As spring approached , concern for 
heating costs undoubtedly waned with s ome concomitant effect 
on the respons e  rate . The subsequent return to sma l ler 
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energy bills may have decreased the " sa li ence " of  energy 
i s sues , at least for those not already concerned . Heberlein 
and Baumgartner ( 1 9 7 8 ) indicate that salience of the topic 
to the respondent as well as number of call backs or 
contacts are the two mos t  important factors af fecting 
response rate . They note that a response rate of 42 percent 
is considered average for mai led questionnaires with a low 
salience level ( see also Goyder , l 9 8 5 ) .  Perhaps a more 
effective data collection period may have been somewhat 
earlier in the winter , especially January and February . 
Finally , while use of KUB ' s  cus tomer list provides a 
rather diverse geographic sample , inclusion of a large rural 
element probably brought down the response rate . Rural mail 
surveys may not yield as high response rates compared to 
mixed or urban samples . Appendix B demons trates that the 
response rate from the predominant ly rural or partially 
rura l routes ( as defined by z ip code ) tended to be lower 
than those from urban areas . 
The questionnaire i tself was fairly complex . A number 
of s ections of the questionnaire may be considered 
complicated for some--such as an energy "qui z , " a section 
asking respondents to evaluate the outcomes for behaviors 
they may not have performed , as well as the e f fectiveness o f  
programs which they more than likely had not participated . 
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Coupled with thi s , the length of the questionnaire (!6 
pages ) and the small print may have affected the response 
rate . The i s s ue of questionnaire complexity undoubtedly 
interacts with i s sue salience ( Schuman and Presser , 1 9 8l ) . 
Appendi x  B provides a detailed analysis and 
comparison of some selected demographic variables in the 
study with relevant census data . Like many utilities , the 
Knoxville Utility Board is not bounded by specific political 
boundaries . KUB serves six counties in the Eas t  Tennesse 
area . However , it does not provide exclusive service for 
any of these counties , including Knox which is the ma jor 
center of operation and the county with the highes t  
population dens ity . Although census estimates for the 
aggregate counties have been examined for comparison 
purposes they represent a crude bas i s  for estimating 
difference . 
Generally , the sample tends to over represent persons 
who are higher in income , older , higher in education and 
those who are homeowners .  Some apparent reasons can be 
cited : ( l ) the s tudy focuses on energy behaviors whi ch 
apartment dwellers or renters generally have les s  control 
over , and ( 2 )  unattached individuals , especially the young , 
are more mobile and les s  amenable to filling out a 
questionnaire . Arguably , the socioeconomic bias rai s�s 
questions f or estimating parameters for the population . 
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This i s  especially true when cons idering that energy 
conservation attitudes and behaviors are affected by 
socioeconomic level , especially for those behaviors which 
require material as sets . While the sample i s  thus " liberal" 
in such estimates , research suggests that the relationships 
between variables are largely unaffected by small 
differences in the nature of the distribution ( see Schuman 
and Presser , l9 Hl ) . 
Outline of Dissertation 
The dissertation is organi zed into s ix chapters . 
Chapter I I  provides a review of social psychological and 
sociological cons iderations in predicting conservation 
behavior and energy consumption . Th i s  i s  done by examining 
energy attitude-behavior consistency and contingency factors 
moderating this relationship . While the argument i s  
presented here that atti tude-behavior models are appropriate 
for analy zing residential conservation behavior , some 
limitations of thi s  approach are noted . The chapter 
proceeds with a general discuss ion of the problem of 
attitude-behavior " cons istency " in social psychological 
perspective . The purpose here will be to clarify important 
theoretical and methodological problems in thi s res earch . 
Following this , a discussion of the Fishbein/A j zen and 
Triandi s  models i s  provided . Finally this chapter concludes 
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with a discus sion of either models applicability to 
conservation behavior . 
The aim of Chapter I II 1s twofold : (l) review 
relevant determinants of conservation behavior , and ( 2) 
examine the interrelationship between conservation 
knowledge , behavior and actual energy consumption . This 
analysis will take into consideration dif ferences among 
conservation actions ( in terms of degree o f  dif ficulty , time 
and resources required ) ,  as well as s tructural factors 
affecting energy use . 
Chapter IV examines conservation behavior and energy 
consumption in the context of the Fishebien/Aj zen and 
Triandis approaches to behavior . The chapter examines the 
utility of either model for understanding specific 
conservation behaviors , general conservation as well as 
energy consumption . The chapter also examines two 
criticisms of the causal structure of the Fishbein/A j zen 
model . Two modifications of of the basic model are 
suggested : ( 1 )  including a measure of attitude toward the 
ob ject , and ( 2) including a measure of attitude certainty . 
This chapter concludes with a discussion of the attitude­
behavior problem and pos sibilities f or future research . 
Chapter V examines both situational and personal 
determinants of energy conservation behavior . The primary 
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problem here is  developing a plausible causal model of 
behavior which takes into account relevant social­
demographi c ,  household structural and and cognitive 
determinants .  Causal models are developed for three 
individual conservation behaviors as well as more general 
conservation indices . The analysis will serve the twofold 
purpose of testing the " sufficiency " of social psychological 
approaches to conservation behavior di s cu s sed in Chapter 
IV as well as provide possible policy implications . 
Chapter VI provides a discuss ion of the relevant policy 
implications of thi s  work . 
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CHAPTER !I 
ENERGY CONSERVATlON AND ATTITUDE-BEHAVIOR CONSI STENCY 
With the advent of the oi l crisi s ,  greater efforts have 
been made in the u.s. to increase the uti lization of 
domestic o i l  supplies whi le at the same time decreasing 
domestic consumption . The latter proposal has inc luded 
conservation planning and programs at the level of 
residential consumption ( Berry , l 9ijJ ) . Social science 
research has attempted to provide greater information on the 
nature of residential energy consumpti on as a basi s  for 
gauging anticipated levels  of compl iance to voluntary 
appeals to conserve and provide guidel ines for pol icy 
formation ( Olsen , 1 9 7 H : 9 3 ) .  
Two observations evident in the period shortly 
following the embargo remain true today : ( 1 )  considerable 
differences exi s t  in energy consumption between households 
in the u . s . - -not all of which is  a function of household 
structural and climatic factors ( Newman and Day , l 9 75 ) , and 
( 2 )  exis ting knowledge for developing relevant energy 
policies directed at the residential consumer is inadequate 
( Cunningham and Cook-Lopreato , l 9 7 7 ) . A number of s tudies 
indicate that consumer-determined behaviors may account for 
a large portion of the variation in energy use between 
households ( Verhal len and Raai j , l 9 8 1 ; Sonderegger , l 9 7 8 ; 
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Fritsche , ! 9 8 l ) .  However , few studies provide unequivocally 
c lear explanation for such behavior ( Olsen , l 9 8 1 ) . The 
latter is important cons idering that cons ervation may be the 
mos t  cos t  effective and the least social ly disrupt ive 
s trategy for deal ing with energy supply problems 
( Sant , l 9 7 9 ) . 
Thi s  chapter begins with a review of some of the 
existing research analyzing energy attitudes and behavior 
and factors aff ecting their relationship. An argument is  
presented that the energy attitude-behavior relationship can 
be analyzed within the context of recent attitude-behavior 
"models , " s uch as those suggested by Fishbe in and Aj zen 
( 1 9 75 )  and Triandis ( 1 9 7 7 ) ,  which have a demonstrated 
val idity for predicting behavior . Conservation " behaviors " 
represent a particu lar class of activities whi ch vary 
considerably in difficu lty and consumer control . Thus , some 
issues affecting the volitional control o f  conservation 
behavior--a factor important in understanding the attitude­
behavior-link , wi l l  be discus sed . Fol lowing this the 
attitude-behavior " problem "  is discussed in socia l  
psychological perspective . Thi s  section serves a s  an 
introduction to the review of two attitude-behavior models 
uti l iz ed in thi s analys i s ; i . e . , the Fishbein and A j z en and 
Triandis approaches as we l l  as thei r  appli cation to 
conservation behavior . 
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Energy Attitude-Behavior Consistency 
over the pas t  decade , social science research directed 
at the res idential energy consumer attempted to as sess 
whether and how individual consumer attributes ,  particularly 
attitudes , contribute to residentia l energy conservation . 
Much of this research , following in the wake of the embargo 
assumed that acceptance of the real i ty and seriousnes s  o f  
the energy problem was important both for public acceptance 
of energy pol icies as wel l  as wi l lingne s s  to comply with 
voluntary conservation measures ( Gladhart et a l . , l 9 7 8 ) . Many 
argued that widespread acceptance of a " conservati on ethic"  
( Olsen , l 9 7ij :  CONAES , l9 8 0 ) wou ld have important consequences 
for s lowing down the rate of energy consumption . 
Whi le mos t  of the public is favorable to acceptance of 
conservation measures as wel l  as the reality of the energy 
problem ( Farhar et al . , l 9 7 9 ) ,  researchers obtained sma l l  
success in predicting behavior from genera l  energy beliefs 
and atti tudes . Three s tudies in part i cu lar indi cate l i ttle 
close relationship between genera l definitions of the energy 
problem and reported conservation action s . Murray et al . , 
( 1 9 7 4 ) show that at the outset of the energy cri si s , litt le 
change in self -reported behaviors had occured . Respondents 
reported some changes in appliance use and turning off  
lights but thermostat setting was consistent between 
November of 1 9 7 3  and February of 1 9 7 4 .  What • s  more , only 
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one behavior--shutting off lights , was s tatistically 
associated with belief in the importance of the current 
problem . Gottlieb and Matre ' s  ( 1 9 7 6 ) s tudy of four Texan 
communities confirms Murray et a l . ' s  findings . However 
Gottlieb and Matre note that due to Texas ' oil  advantage , 
the price and avai labi lity of energy had not changed 
appreciably . Fina l ly ,  Luyben ' s  ( 1 9 8 3 ) s tudy of thermostat 
setting behavior during the 1 9 7 7  natural gas cri s i s  
indicates l i tt le o r  n o  relationship between perceptions of 
the energy cri s i s , exposure to Carter ' s  " f ireside " chat on 
the energy cris i s , or perceived salience o f  indivi dual 
effort to differences in actual observed thermostat 
settings . 
Simi lar efforts were made at examining the relationship 
between commitment to speci fic energy pol i cy preferences and 
behavior . Research suggests that those viewing the energy 
problem as serious were more likely to support specific 
conservation pol icies aimed at changing consumer behavior ; 
e . g . , gas rationing , speed limi ts , recycl ing 
( Mi l stein , l9 7 8 ) .  However , those more proconservation 
oriented do not report any greater efforts to conserve 
( Curtin , l9 7 6 ) .  
Some research has looked at the pos s ibi lity that other 
bel iefs may be intervening between belief in the seriousness 
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of the problem and behavior . Bartel l  ( 1 9 7 6 ) examines the 
impact of political cynicism on belief in the probl em and 
behavior . He indicates that politica l  trust and be lief in 
the seriousnes s  of the energy problem are pos itive ly 
correlated ( r= . lO ) , the former being primari ly a function of 
attitude toward the adminis tration ( i . e . , Nixon ) .  Bartell 
as wel l  as Beck ( 1 9 8 0 ) did not find that lower support for 
the pol itical adminis tration , nor general seriousness , to 
correlate with likelihood of conserving . Simi larly , Martin 
( 1 9 8 1 ) suggests  that empathy for others affected by the 
cri s i s  may be an important factor affecting individua l 
behavior as wel l  as moderating cynici sm toward the energy 
problem . 
I t  i s  important to cons ider that beliefs toward the 
energy problem will differ significant ly even for those who 
cons ider the problem serious and who favor conservat ion 
action . Belk et al . ( 1 9 8 1 ) have explored the pos s ibil i ty 
that genera l definitions of the energy problem faci l i tate 
individual behavior only when its cause and solution are 
shifted to the individual level . They indicate that when 
blame for the energy problem i s  attributed to individuals , 
rather than the administration , OPEC or the o i l  companies , 
individuals are more wil ling to support mandatory 
conservation , enforcement of the speed limi t , gasoline 
rationing , and the like as solutions to the problem . They 
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do not assess whether those with an " interna l locus of 
control "  were more conservative . However , the impl ication 
of their work is  that personal blame for the energy problem 
shou ld be more likely to activate personal norms of 
conservation , particularly when col lective respons ibi lity is 
enhanced . 
Van Liere and Hand ( 1 9 8 4 ) examine thi s  hypothes is  in 
greater detai l .  Their research suggests that individuals  
are more likely to conserve when their " definition of the 
s ituation 11 encourages individua l action . The authors assume 
that such a defini tion wou ld have three components : ( 1 )  a 
" diagnosis " o f  the energy situation emphas i zing its 
seriousness as well as blame for the problem ,  ( 2 )  a 
"rationale 11 emphas i z ing effectivenes s  of conservation , and 
( 3 ) a 11 prognosis " emphasi z ing the desirabi l ity o f  individual 
conservation action . Results indicate that an index 
combining these three components was more effective in 
predicting behavior than the items taken individual ly .  
However , the rank order of mean number of conservation 
actions between different opinion groups , whi le genera l ly 
monotonically ordered and in the appropriate direction , 
achieves stati stical significance in only one of the two 
survey samples examined . 
Thus , the evidence reviewed suggests that general 
definitions of the energy problem--such as attitudes toward 
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the adminis tration , belief in the real i ty of energy 
problems , favorabi lity toward energy conservation policies , 
are not predictive of energy conserving action s . 
Interesting ly ,  evidence suggests some degree of consi stency 
between energy be liefs , but not between beliefs and action . 
The lack of s upportive evidence led O lsen ( 1 9 81 : 1 1 8 ) to 
s tate : 
I t  appears that broad attitudes and beliefs about the 
real i ty and seriousness of the energy cris i s  or the 
des irabi l i ty of conservation pol icies bears little or 
no relationship to reported adoption of energy saving 
practices . 
Mi lstein ( 1 9 7ij )  concurs noting that changing genera l 
attitudes toward the " energy problem " is unneccesary for 
creating behaviora l change . Apparently , general be lief and 
attitudes toward the energy problem do not carry specific 
enough behavioral dispositions to affect conservations 
directl y .  
The lack o f  be lief-behavior consi s tency at the genera l 
level could have been predicted . As Curtin ( 1 9 76 )  and Olsen 
( 1 9 8 1 ) note , it takes very litt le cognitive commitment to be 
" proconserva tion . "  Like commitment to " environmental 
protection , "  conservation in the abstract does not arouse 
great oppositi on in the general public . However , public 
opinion data often fails to segment those commi tted to 
conservation a s  a general value--i . e . , need for national 
commitment to conservation or pol icies aimed at promoting 
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conservation, from those committed to a persona l norm of 
conservation . 
Researchers have found that measures tapping the latter 
are more effective in predicting behavior . Two studies in 
particu lar demonstrate support for thi s  notion . Leonard­
Barton ( 19 8 1 ) f ound a moderate correlation between 
commitment to "voluntary simplicity " beliefs and reported 
number of conservation practices ( r= . 2 4 ) ,  such as turning 
furnace l ights off during the summer months, weather 
stripping and caulking doors and windows . Leonard-Barton 
and Rogers ( 1 9 7 9 ) report a moderate corre lation between 
commitment to a "personal norm " of conservation and reported 
energy conservation practices ( In Olsen,l 9 8 1 : 11 7 ) .  
These findings are logical considering that the best 
predictors of behavior are relatively proximate norms or 
attitudes toward the behavior ( Fishbein and A j zen,1 9 7 5 ) .  
Thi s  evidence s uggests that cognitive factors do enter into 
motivational proce s ses in the decis ion to conserve or not to 
conserve energy but that significant variance remains 
unexplained . 
Some observations can be made regarding the lack of a 
strong observed correlation between bel iefs and behavior . 
Perhaps the most noticeable omis sion in the research 
reviewed i s  that researchers fail to include attitude toward 
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conservation behavior itself . Individua ls may have a 
definition o f  the energy problem which favors conservation 
but f ind it inconvenient to conserve persona l ly .  Such 
reticence to conserve should be ref lected in the 
individual ' s  attitude toward persona l conservation . We 
might expect that whi le belief in the reality and 
seriousness of the energy problem and commitment to energy 
conservation po licy will place greater strain on individual 
need for cons istency, other attitudinal di sposi tions could 
effectively rationa lize the apparent discrepancy ; e . g . ,  
takes too much time/effort, costs to much, effort not worth 
payoff . It  fol lows that research examining specific beliefs 
about the outcomes of conservation may be more useful in 
predicting behavior . 
A·second problem in the reported studies focu ses on the 
concept and measurement of conservation behavior . The use 
of self-reported behaviors raises questions of reliabi lity, 
particularly when we consider the social context o f  the 
s eventies f avoring conservation, a factor which might 
inf luence reporting of behavior in a more proconservative 
direction ( see Hummel et al . ,l 9 7 H : 3 9 ) .  For example, Luyben 
( 1 9 8 3 ) found a noticeable difference between reported and 
actual observed thermostat settings . Verhal len and Raaij 
( 1 9 8 1 ) also indicate a tendency to overreport conservation 
for Canadian hous eholds ( see also Black et a l . ,l 9 8 5 ) .  
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Researchers often compound this  problem by treating a l l  
conservation behaviors as equivalent--usual ly by summing 
them into an overal l  index ( e . g . ,  Leonard-Barton,l 9 81 ) . As 
Cunningham and Cook-Lopreato ( 197 7 )  note, conservation 
behaviors vary cons iderably in time, ski l l  or resources 
required to perform . For this reason, we can expect that 
conservation behaviors wi l l  also vary with respect to 
relevant predictors . Olsen ( 19 8 1 ) and Farhar et a l .  ( 1 9 7 9 )  
indicate that what behavior change i s  attributable to 
general belief orientations tends to be curtai lment of 
relative ly recurring behaviors, such as lighting and 
thermostat ad justment, which require litt le change in 
household lifesty le . Such ·behaviors are apparently rather 
" elastic " and thus more direct ly inf luenced by attitudinal 
dispos ition . Les s is  known how motivational factors 
interact with resources and opportunity in the case of more 
expens ive retrofit and appliance change . 
A number of researchers have attempted to correlate 
attitudinal orientations directly with energy use . Some 
argue that consumption data accurately ref lects past 
behavioral choices in the home and thus represents an 
adequate surrogate of behavior ( Stut zman and Green,l 9 8 2 ) .  
In thi s  sense, energy consumption is  a " behaviora l trace 11 
meas ure ( Heberlein and Warriner,1 9 8 3 ) . Perhaps more 
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importantly , explaining and ultimate ly altering energy use 
is  of primary s ignificance for residential energy po licy . 
Again research would suggest the need for 
dist inquishing be l iefs and attitudes toward the general 
energy context from the home context . Craig ( 1 9 8 3 ) , 
Gladhart et a l . ( 1 9 7 8 ) and Seligman et a l . ( 1 9 7 9 ) confirm the 
view that perceptions of the energy problem--such as 
legitimacy and seriousness of the energy problem , a s  wel l  as 
commitment to general conservation , apparent ly have little 
d irect impact on energy consumption . Simi larly , Hes lop et 
al . ( 1 9 8 1 ) found very weak though significant effects of 
price , environmenta l and conservation " consciousness " on 
actua l  energy consumption ( r ' s=- . 2 3 ,  - . 11 ,  - . 12 
respectively ) .  
The lack of strong findings here are not unusual given 
that energy use i s  affected by a number o f  factors other 
than behavior . The most useful predictors o f  energy use 
tend to be c limactic , as we l l  as structural characteristics 
of the household ( McDougal et a l . , l 9 8 1 ) .  However , as 
Schipper and Ketoff ( 1 9 7 9 ) note , differences in energy use 
between structurally similar households are too great to be 
explained by technological and climactic factors a lone , 
suggesting the importance of behavioral dimensions ( see also 
Sonderegger , l 9 7 8 ) . 
Cognitive factors do influence actual energy consumed 
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but through their impact on household behavior . The Twin 
Rivers, New Jersey study of Seligman and as sociates provides 
strong pos itive evidence linking attitudes with actual 
energy consumption . Seligman et a l .  ( 1 9 7 9 ) focused on 
explaining summer electricity use ( primari ly due to air 
conditioning ) using six factors based on a battery of 
belief/attitude items . Only two of these--therma l 
preference and family health consequences, were directly 
relevant to the personal behavior of the i ndividual . The 
factors together explain an impres sive 5 9  percent of the 
variance in energy use--mos t of which is due to thermal 
preference and fami ly health . The study was repeated in the 
winter months ( Becker et al . ,l 9 8 l ) .  Again therma l preference 
and health emerged as the most s igni f i cant factors, but only 
1 8 . 2  percent of variance in energy consumpti on was 
explained . They attribute the difference in explained 
variance between the two studies to the discretionary nature 
of summer conditioning use compared to winter space heating . 
The latter evidence indicates that general definitions 
of the energy problem do not p lay a s ignif icant direct role 
in energy consumption . Such general be liefs appear to be 
too abstract to impact consumption directly but it  i s  
unknown whether they help condition attitudes toward 
specific  energy consuming behaviors . " Therma l preference " 
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and concern for hea lth appear to p lay some motivationa l role 
in actual energy use . The latter may be understood as 
beliefs regarding the likely outcomes of conservation 
action ; such as being uncomfortable or increasing 
susceptibi lity to cold . This  implies that energy be liefs 
affect energy consumption when the content of those beliefs 
have direct relevance for behavior . Final ly , attitudes 
appear to play a larger role where energy use i s  more 
discretionary , as in summer air conditioning use ( see a lso 
Craig , l 9 8 3 ) .  
Attitudes or beliefs toward energy problems or toward 
specific conservation actions cannot be expected to 
unequivocally predict behavior . A number of f orces inhibit 
individuals from being more efficient in the horne . The 
following section reviews some of these i s s ues . The section 
serves the purpose of introducing other factors whi ch may 
help account for the lack of strong research f indings in the 
energy attitude-behavior area ; in particu lar , energy 
knowledge , lack of resources , and lack of contro l  over 
decis i ons affecting conservation behavi or . This section 
provides a qualified justification of uti l i zing an 
attitudina l approach for predicting behavior and energy 
consumption in the residential context . 
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Mediating Factors Affecting the Attitude-Behavior Re lation 
A number of is sues have been di scus sed as factors 
affecting individual conservation behavior, particu lar ly the 
question of why individuals have not made greater efforts to 
conserve . Lack of appropriate energy knowledge and 
information may be one factor inhibiting attitude-behavior 
consistency . Milstein ( 1 9 7 8 ) notes that energy consumers 
often lack adequate information for how to maximize energy 
efficiency . He reports that a large minority of individuals 
did not know their water heater temperature and f u l ly half 
of the respondents in his study felt that 11 • • •  one must 
turn down the temperature 5 degrees ( F )  in order to save 
energy " ( 1 9 7 ij : 8 2 ) .  The problem goes beyond this, however . 
Stern and Gardner ( 1 9 8 1 ) indicate that individuals  have 
difficulty integrating complex quantitative information . 
Determining when appliance replacement wi l l  be cost 
effective for example, involves assessing l ifecycle costs of 
appliance stock against both upfront and long term operating 
costs of new equipment . This  problem becomes more difficu lt 
when utility costs are rising over the payback period and 
additional ly ,  individuals  are a l lowed to deduct part of new 
equipment costs from their income tax . 
Whi le need f or quantitative information i s  high, 
consumers may not have verifiable information sources . 
Stern and Aronson ( 1 9 8 4 ) show that whether or not energy 
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information is  useful to the consumer may depend on the 
credibility of the source . Uti lities, for example, may not 
be the most effective information source ( Mi lstein,l 9 7 H ) .  
This  problem is  often compounded by the fact that " expert "  
information i s  often conf licting ( Stern e t  a l . ,l 9 d l ) ;  for 
examp le, between government appeals  to reduce energy and the 
local uti lity interested in marketing e lectricity . 
Second, lack of capital resources for home improvement 
is obvious ly a significant factor in improving energy 
efficiency . Lower income groups, whi le general ly living in 
les s efficient dwel l ings ( Newman and Day,l 9 7 5 ) ,  often can 
least a fford to improve home efficiency and are least able 
to arrange f inancing ( Jacobs,l 9 7 6 ) .  Beck et a l . ( 1 9 8 0 ) also 
note that the lower income are more likely to be renters and 
thus less inclined to modify existing app liance s tock or 
home efficiency . 
However, other evidence suggests that considerable 
differences in energy use exist within income groups even at 
the subsi stence level . For example, Klausner ' s  ( 19 7 8 ) study 
of wel fare mothers in public housing indicates that 
significant differences in energy use can be found between 
households . K lausner was able to attribute part of the 
difference to " home-centerednes s "  of the mother as wel l  as 
extent of social activities in the home . This  research 
suggests that whi le the lower income are l imited in the 
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number of energy reducing options they have, some 
discretionary opportunities for conservati on may exi st . 
Indeed, lack o f  resources may be incentive to conserve . 
Cunnigham and Cook-Lopreato ( 19 7 7 ) support this view showing 
that low and middle income groups tend to conserve more, at 
least with regard to curtai lment of behavior, lighting and 
thermostat adjustment . 
A third barrier to greater conservation activity deals 
with the extent to which consumers have contro l over the 
decis ions affecting their energy use . Apartment dwellers in 
particular have litt le input into energy efficiency 
improvements . Maj or energy decisions, such as app liance 
change and insulation are made by " intermediaries " ( Stern 
and Aronson,l 9 8 4 ) such as bui lding owners who may not have 
the interests of the consumer in mind . Even where some 
structural changes are possible, many renters do not have 
the added home-owners incentive to deduct such investments 
from income taxes . Final ly, as Darmstadter ( 1 9 7 5 ) notes, 
where rental units are master metered, occupants are not 
provided with the necessary feedback to monitor behavior . 
He indicates that the removal of such master meters could 
have a significant energy saving potentia l . 
Again, renters are limited by the extent of home 
retrofit and appliance stock improvements but signi ficant 
variation between s imi lar ly situated households exist . For 
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examp le ,  Sonderegger ( 1 9 7 8 ) reports a difference o f  as much 
as f ifty percent variation in energy consumption between 
"movers "  and " s tayers " within an apartment complex . The 
ana lysi s  assumed that behavioral factors affected the 
residual differences between households control l ing for 
s tructural and c limactic features . However , it was not able 
to pinpoint which behavioral factors affected energy use . 
The implication of his work is that occupant determined 
characteristics affect energy use s ignificant ly . 
This  research points to the neces s ity o f  
differentiating conservation behaviors into appropriate 
c lasses of activity . In particular , different behaviors , 
although ostens ibly fa lling under the rubric " conservation , "  
differ considerably in degree of difficu lty , money , time and 
ski l l  required . Stern and Gardner ( 1 9 8 1 } suggest 
distinguishing between " curtai lment " and " ef ficiency " 
behaviors . The former type refers mos t ly to repeated 
behaviors which have smal ler savings potentia l . The latter 
refers to nonrecurring or " one shot " behaviors which have 
more direct and extensive effect on energy use . Cunningham 
and Cook-Lopreato • s  ( 1 9 7 7 ) research suggests at least two 
types of recurring behavior : ( 1 )  curtai lment o f  energy use , 
and ( 2 ) improved use patterns . The implication here is  that 
different attitudinal ,  structural and sociodemographic 
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factors may operate for different conservation behaviors . 
Thus different attitude model s  may be needed to predict 
dif ferent types of behavior . 
Thi s  discuss ion suggests that conservation behavior 
does not conform to traditional economic mode l s  of behavior 
( Yates and Aronson,l 9 d 3 ) .  Individua ls may not a lways have 
access to the kinds of information necessary to realize and 
act upon self-interests . Second, given information that is  
appropriately framed and integrated, consumers may not be 
able to act to improve efficiency because o f  a lack of 
resources, lack of control over their living environments, 
or both . However, given that not a l l  conservation 
actions are under complete voli tiona l control, motivational 
factors may enter, especial ly for many recurring no/low cost 
behavi ors . 
The review thus far indicates that whi le prior research 
suggests a lack of strong A-B fit, few studies have 
expl icitly tested this relationship whi le including 
a lternative explanatory factors . Those studies which do 
show a relationship focus on speci fic attitudes and 
normative inf luence directed toward specific behaviors . The 
study of the interre lationship between energy attitudes and 
behavior can be furthered by examining the problem in the 
context of other social psychological factors affecting 
behavior . This  shifts the analysis from strictly an 
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"attitude-behavior " problem to one of  explaining behavior 
given certain social psychological attributes . This  latter 
interest ,  rather than attitude-behavior problem per se , has 
come to dominate discussions of how attitudes and other 
socia l  psychological characteristics af fect behavi or . Some 
of this literature is  reviewed in the following section . 
This  review provides an introduction to discuss ion of the 
Fishbein/A j z en and Triandis "attitude-behavior " models and 
i s  not intended to be exhaustive . 
Attitudes and Behavior in Social Psychological Perspective 
Attitudes in Brief Historical Review . The attitude 
concept has had an interesting attention cycle . I ts one 
t ime popularity led Allport ( 193 5 ) to c laim that the 
attitude concept has been so " • • •  widely adopted that it 
virtual l y  establ ished itself as the keystone in the edi fice 
of American social psychology 11 ( 19 6 6 : 15 ) . Despite such 
early enthusiasm, interest in the concept has waxed and 
waned considerably over the past fifty years . McGuire 
( 19 6 8 ) indicates that the lack of conceptual agreement and a 
lopsided interest in quantification and meas urement brought 
about a decline in attitude interests in the f ifties . In 
the mid-fi fties , Blumer ( 19 5 5 ) claimed that the attitude 
concept had fai led "mi serably" to establ ish itself as a 
s cientific concept ; it did not dist inqui sh a particular 
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class of objects , nor a " . . •  high conformi ty . • •  between 
as serted attitudes and subsequent behaviors " ( 1 9 5 5 : 6 1 ) . 
Strauss ( 1 9 4 5 ) noted that attitude theorists did not seem 
parti cu lar ly bothered by the " sprawling " nature o f  the 
attitude concept , nor the lack of congruence between theory 
and research . 
Def leur and Westie ' s  ( 1 9 6 3 ) inf luential review brought 
many of the critici sms of attitude research to the fore . 
They argue that it is  unlikely that behavior i s  mediated by 
1 
a single " latent · process . "  Other s ituational factors , 
particularly the s ocial and normative context of behavior , 
probably provides better prediction of actual behavior . 
Second , individuals do not possess the capabilities to 
fathom " true attitudes " or self concept assuming that the 
researcher is even capable of providing such a test . Third , 
attitudes are not consistent acro s s  situations and social 
contexts .  Fina l ly , the accumulated research suggests that 
attitudes are not good predictors of behavior ( which they 
refer to as the " fal lacy of expected correspondence " ) .  
1 
Def leur and Westie argue that two conceptualizations of 
attitudes exist in the literature : " probability " and " latent 
proces s " .  Both views assume a stimu lus-response 
framework . The former position conceptualizes atti tude as a 
response consistency infered from a behavior pattern . The 
latent proce s s  view postulates the existence o f  some hidden 
or hypothetical variable which "mediates the observed 
behavi or " ( 1 9 6 3 : 21 ) .  
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The sixties did see a resurgence of interest in the 
attitude-behavior problem ( McGuire , l 9 6 8 ) .  The decade ended , 
however ,  with further vili fication of the attitude concept 
and prognostication of its ultimate demise by leading social 
psychologists ( Hill , l 9 8 1 ; see also Deutscher , l 9 6 6 ) .  
Wicker ' s  ( 1 9 6 9 )  often cited review of thirty-one attitude-
behavior studies expands the critique of the expected 
correspondence between attitudes and behavior . In  Wicker ' s  
classification of studies , the ma jority of  findings ( 6 8 
percent ) indicate no relationship between attitude and 
behavior , a sma l l  positive relation ( below a coefficient of 
. 3 0 )  or an inverse relation ( contrary to expectations ) .  
Wicker selected only those studies which had a measure of 
actual behavior ( rather than retrospective ) thus giving his 
findings greater plaus ibi lity .  As Wicker ( 1 9 6 9 : 6 5 )  
indicates : 
Taken as a whole , these studies s uggest that it is  
considerably more likely that attitudes wi l l  be unrelated 
or only s lightly related to overt behavior than that 
attitudes wi l l  be closely related to actions . 
Recent reviews of the attitude-behavior problem 
( Hill , l 98 1 ; Schuman and Johnson , l 9 7 6 ) suggest that the 
prediction of the withering away of atti tude research has 
been premature . Attitude researchers appear more confident 
than ever that at least under specifiable conditions , 
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attitudes can predict behavior . However , as Wicker ( 1 9 6 9 ) ,  
Schuman and Johnson ( 1 97 6 ) ,  Liska ( 1 9 7 4 ) and others 
indicate , the nature of the " expected correspondence " has 
changed dramatica l ly . Liska notes that the bivariate 
relationship between atti tudes and behavior is  no longer a 
compelling research interest . Rather , the attitude-behavior 
( A-B ) problem has been redefined as one of " • • •  
identifying the conditions which affect the extent and 
direction of the relationship" ( Liska , l 9 7 4 : 2 6 2 ) .  
To some degree , this turn in the focus of research 
cou ld have been predicted . As Hill  somewhat 
sarcastical ly suggests , when social s cientis ts are faced 
with " failure " ( i . e . , low A-B correlation s ) they typical ly 
" • invoke the image of a complex , multivariate world"  
( 1 9 81 : 3 6 0 ) . Be that as it may , social scienti sts have 
increasingly come to recognize a range of considerations 
affecting the A-B relationship . 
one approach developed from the view that atti tudes 
have multicomponent attributes . A j z en and Fi shbein ( 1 9 8 0 ) 
s tate that though attitudinal researchers have used a 
unidimensional conception of attitudes , the prevai ling view 
was actual ly more complex . At least as far back a s  A llport 
( 1 9 3 5 ) , attitudes have been conceptuali zed as having three 
components : ( l )  an affective or evaluative d imension h ( 2 )  a 
cognitive or knowledge/belief dimension , and ( 3 )  a connative 
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or behavioral disposition ( Insko and Schopler , l 9 6 7 ; Calder 
and Ross , l 9 7 3 ) . Despite this , little effort has been made 
unti l the sixties and seventies to measure s uch dimensions 
of attitudes independently ( Aj zen and Fishbein , l 9 8 0 ) .  As 
Aj zen and Fishbein indicate , the s ca ling advancements of 
Guttman , Likert , Thurstone and Osgood measure primarily the 
evaluative dimension . 
Mos t  recent conceptualizations of  attitudes have 
followed in this tradition . As Hi l l  ( 1 9 8 1 ) indicates , 
attitude is  general ly thought of as an evaluation of an 
attitude " object" and is usua l ly measured in terms of  
pos itive or negative affect . This  perspective a llows 
researchers to focus more specif i ca l ly on what role 
attitudes play in guiding behavior ( rather than assuming 
they do ) .  The following two sections review some recent 
developments in attitude theory- -particularly , atti tude 
structure and situational factors af fecting attitude­
behavior consi stency . 
Attitude Structure . Attitudina l researchers have been 
aware for s ome t ime that attitudes can occupy varying 
positions of importance in cognitive structure 
( Rokeach , l 9 7 9 } .  The functional importance or role attitudes 
play in individual belief structure ( see Katz , l 9 6 0 ) 
determines in part how or if they affect behavior . Poor 
43 
atti tude-behavior correlations reported by Wicker ( 1 9 6 9 ) and 
others appears to be due in part to not considering attitude 
structure--a problem which in many respects remains 
unrectified . Petersen and Dutton ( 1 9 7 5 ) indicate that 
attitude researchers have consistently neglected a number of 
attitude structure components ; for example , " obj ect 
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centrality , "  atti tude " extremity " and attitude " intensity . " 
Their analysis  of twenty eight A-B studies reveal s  that only 
a handful have taken two or more of these cons iderations 
into account . 
Research in thi s  area has focused primari ly on two 
problems : ( 1 )  dimensions of atti tude structure and their 
interrelation , and ( 2 )  factors affecting att itude structure . 
Whi le a number of attitude structure dimensions have been 
hypothesiz ed , such as those suggested by Petersen and 
Dutton , little conceptual uniformity exists . Conceptua l ly 
simi lar attitude dimens ions often appear under different 
classifications ( Schlegal and DiTecco , l 9 8 2 ) . The latter 
problem makes compari sons between dimens ions somewhat 
2 
Centrality refers to the importance attached to the 
attitude object , either in a cognitive or emotional sense . 
Direction refers to whether the affect as sociated with the 
obj ect can be characteri zed as pos itive or negative , 
favorable or unfavorable . Extremity refers to the degree of 
favorableness or unfavorablenes s whi le intensity refers to 
the strength or conviction associated with the attitude 
obj ect . 
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di fficu lt .  Perhaps one approach to attitude stru cture is  to 
view them as different dimenisons of attitude strength 
( Rokeach , 1 9 7 9 ) .  Generally , the research suggests that the 
stronger an attitude is ; i . e . , more " certain " ( Sample and 
War land , l 9 7 3 ) ,  " intense " ( Crespi , l 9 7 1 ) ,  and the more 
" centra l "  the attitude object is within individua l ' s  total 
belief structure ( Sch lege l and DiTecco , l 9 8 2 ) ,  the more 
likely it i s  that attitude toward the object wi l l  inf luence 
behavior , a l l  else being equal . Recent attitude research 
s uggests that the strength of attitude effects primari ly 
whether attitudes are cued or "accessed " in behavior 
re levant contexts ( Fazio et a l . , l 9 8 3 ) . Accessing attitudes 
may also be dependent on how individual s  " define the 
situation " as relevant or not to a given set of attitudes . 
Thus " fi lter " questions designed to separate the attitude 
informed from those with no opinion wi l l  undoubtedly improve 
A-B fit ( Schuman and Presser , l 9 8 1 ) .  
The question of factors affecting atti tude structure 
looks primari ly at how attitudes are formed . Work by Regan 
and associates ( Regan and Fazio , l 9 7 7 ; Zanna et a l . , l 9 8 0 ;  
Faz io et a l . , l 9 8 3 ) suggests that direct experience with the 
attitude obj ect i s  an important f actor affecting whether or 
not it becomes a dispos ition to act . Those with d irect 
attititudinal experience tend to have more s table attitudes 
and tend to be more resistent to counter-attitudinal 
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information . The research on the role of direct prior 
experience suggests that the " behavior-to-attitude " model 
may be appropriate in some circumstances .  Thi s  view has 
been articulated e lsewhere , most noticeably in Bern ' s  ( 1 9 6 7 } 
" self-perception " theory and Festinger ' s  ( 1 9 5 7 ) cognitive 
dissonance theory . 
As Olsen ' s  ( 1 9 8 1 } review of energy literature would 
suggest , most energy attitude research has not considered 
structural dimensions of attitudes beyond the question of 
direction of attitude statement s .  I n  this respect , the 
energy attitude literature ref lects the more general lack of 
attention to such i s sues . Research on consumption feedback 
in the home suggests some possible connections to attitude 
strength . Whi le some of these studies indicate that 
information feedback does not have a direct effect on energy 
consumption ( e . g . , Heberlein , l 9 7 5 ) ,  other evidence s uggests 
that information and consumption monitoring helps arouse 
feelings of personal efficacy and reinforces the desire to 
consume less energy ( Gaskel et a l . , l 9 8 0 : 2 5 2 ; Seligman et 
al . , l 9 8 1 ) . The effect of consumption feedback may be to 
increase the strength of proconservation attitudes at least 
among those individuals  already interested in saving energy . 
Some effort has been focused on how direct experience 
of the energy shortage has affected perceptions and 
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behavior ; for example , the importance of price increases for 
encouraging conservation behavior ( Cunningham and Cook­
Lopreato , l 9 7 7 ) ,  perceived negative employment consequences 
( Barte 1 1 , 1 9 7 6 ) ,  or direct experience of a coal strike 
( Beck , 1 9 8 0 ) .  However , few studies examine how the inf luence 
of direct experience is mediated by attitudes . 
Social Influence . In a more sociological view , a 
number of observers have noted that even when atti tudes are 
salient and highly stable , situational factors may intervene 
and affect the expected correspondence between attitudes and 
behavior . Wicker ' s  ( 1 9 6 9 ) discussion of situational factors 
suggests that A-B congruence is most likely to occur when 
both verbal and overt behavioral responses are obtained in 
the same or s imi lar situation . Wicker adds that the study 
of si tuational variables " • • •  wi l l  have a higher payoff 
than s imilar efforts on intrapers onal factors " ( 1 9 6 9 : 6 9 ) . 
Most researchers today , however , tend to recogn i z e  that 
both information from internal states and external cues wi l l  
be operative i n  mos t  behaviors ( Eagly and Himmelfarb , 
1 9 7 8 : 53 8 ) .  Schuman and Johnson ( 1 9 7 6 ) and Li ska 
( 1 9 7 4 ) suggest that additional variation in behavior can be 
gained by mea suring perceived social support , either in 
terms of a " generali zed other " or reference group s upport . 
A number of studies indicate that A-B consi stency i s . likely 
to be a ffected by the level of social support . As  Wicker 
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implies above , when both attitudes and social support are 
congruent , A-B consis tency is likely to be higher . Liska 
notes that the causa l dimensions underlying the interface 
between attitudes and social support are not completely 
understood . He s uggests three possible conceptions which 
bear repeating : ( 1 )  a " consistency " conceptualization which 
assumes the priority of attitudes in predicting behavior and 
social support acts as a suppressor variable , ( 2 )  an 
" additive "  conceptualization where attitudes and social 
support act together but are statistica l ly independent , and 
an ( 3 )  " interaction " conceptuali zation which assumes that 
neither attitude nor social support have independent 
effects ; the contribution of one depends on the other . 
Research bearing on this point indicates that the 
relative inf luence of attitude and situational factors on 
behavior is determined by two considerations : ( 1 )  
characteri stics of the behavior , and ( 2 )  characteristics of 
the individual .  Attitudinal factors probably play a greater 
role where the behavior is relative ly recurring and stable . 
In such cases , poss ible lines of action have been 
anticipated and are thus more likely to be influenced by 
prior disposi tions ( Hewitt , l 9 7 9 ) .  Where the behavior is  
relatively new and stable disposition not yet formed , socia l 
cues may be more important ( Liska , l 9 8 4 ) .  Likewi s e , 
normative or social cues may be more operative when the 
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behavior is  performed in a public rather than private 
context ( Farhar et al . , 1 9 7 9 ) . 
Recent research indicates that certain ind ividuals are 
more likely to infer behavioral cues from the s ituation than 
from atti tudes . Studies of '' self-monitoring " reflect this 
concern . For example , Zanna , Olsen and Fazio ( 1 9 8 0 ) 
indicate that " low self monitors "  were much more likely than 
high self monitors to infer their attitude directly from 
behaviors performed in the study context . 
Few energy attitude-behavior studies additional ly 
include measures of social support for behavior . Normative 
inf luences appear to be strongest for publicly vi s ible 
behaviors ,  such as solar adoption ( Leonard-Barton , l 9 8 1 ) or 
conservation a ctions made publicly vis ible through a program 
of social commendation ( Pallak and Cummings , 1 9 7 6 ; Pallak et 
a l , l 9 8 0 ) .  It  fol lows that increas ing the public vi sibi lity 
of energy conservation behaviors among individuals may 
provide a " foot-in-the-door " technique for encouraging 
conservation ( Cook and Berrenburg , l 9 81 ) .  However , the 
inf luence of normative factors is les s clear for private 
conservation actions . Stutzman and Greene ( 1 9 H 2 ) do not 
show a strong effect for perception of normative influences 
for conservation actions on actual energy consumption 
2 
( R  = . 02 ) .  Their study was rather limited in the number of 
conservation actions considered , however . 
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More importantly , lttle research has been conducted 
examining how normative inf luences a f fect attitude toward 
conservation , perhaps because the concept of normative 
inf luence--in the case of residential energy conservation , 
is  itself rather vague . For example , s tronger attitude­
behavior consistency can be expected when perceptions of 
normative " oughtnes s "  are also consistent with s uch behavior 
( see Liska , 1 9 7 4 ) . Unfortunately , such normative influence 
may vary considerably between contexts ; e . g . , friends , 
neighbors , fami ly , local community and nation . Even where 
individual s  perceive such normative inf luences as 
consistent- -which is  not very likely--they may be unwi l ling 
to comp ly .  The implication of the latter i s  that normative 
" inf luence " should be defined with respect to specific 
contexts .  
In summary , the A-B problem has s timulated con siderable 
interest and research . Early disenchantment with atti tudes 
stemmed in part from ambiguity surrounding the meaning of 
the concept itself and from the apparent inabi lity of 
attitude researchers to predict behavior . In more recent 
years , the A-B problem has itself become the focus of 
attention . Three features of the A-B problem have been 
discussed : ( 1 ) measurement--both atti tudes and behavior 
measures should be at the same level of specificity and 
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generality , ( 2 )  attitude structure--atti tudes which exhibit 
greater affective commitment or cognitive central ity wi l l  
have a greater impact o n  behavior than wi l l  attitudes with 
low affect or peripheral importance , and ( 3 )  soci a l  
influence--both attitudes and behavior are sub j ect t o  social 
influences , especially when atti tudes have low salience and 
the behavior is public . In the latter case when attitudes 
are salient ( i . e . , cognitively central ,  intensely held , 
etc . ) and social pres sures are mutua l ly reinforcing , 
congruent behaviors are more l ikely to result . 
Thus whi le research has identified factors af fecting 
the attitude-behavior relationship , considerable debate 
continues to exist as to how such variables should be 
organi zed into coherent causal models . The following 
section reviews two approaches to modeling attitudes and 
behavior which have received wide attention in the 
literature . 
� Modeling the Attitude-Behavior Relationship 
A number of observers have indicated that whi le the 
relevant f actors affecting the attitude-behavior 
relationship have been identif ied , few studies provide a 
systematic analysis  of the interrelationships among such 
components . The Fi shbein ( 1 9 6 7 ) model has received wide 
attention among researchers as a promis ing approach . Hill 
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( 1 9 8 1 ) notes that the Fishbein model has attracted more 
attention during the latter ha lf of the past decade than any 
other A-B model .  Aj zen and Fishbein ( 1 9 8 0 ) refer to the 
approach as a theory of "reasoned action " ; that i s , it 
assumes that humans are rational ,  information uti l i zers , and 
that most behaviors of interest to social scientists are 
under volitiona l control . 
Briefly , the most relevant determinant of a ct ion i s  the 
" behavioral intention " to perform that action . Behavioral 
intention is  a function of : ( 1 )  attitude toward the behavior 
( or act ) and , ( 2 )  " subj ective norm" --or the specif i c  
behavioral prescriptions/proscriptions attributed t o  a 
generalized other . The Fishbein mode l can be summariz ed as : 
B BI = Att ( act ) wi + SNwii 
where : 
BI = behavioral intention 
Att ( act ) = affect as sociated with obj ect 
SN = normative beliefs ( what referents think s ub j ect 
shou ld do ) attributed to s ignif i cant others 
wi and wii are empirically determined regress ion 
weights 
Furthermore : 
Ati( act ) = Biei ( sum of the probabi lity of  certain 
outcomes multiplied by evaluation of those outcomes 
SN = NBiMCi ( sum of probabi lity of  normative 
expectation attributed to significant others 
multiplied by willingness to comply ) 3  
Attitude toward the act i s  defined as an affective 
3 
This  i s  not cons idered an interaction term . 
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evaluation ( i . e . , liking/dis liking ) of the behavior . Thus 
attitude is  conceptuali zed as having a single dimension . 
For Fishbein and Ajzen ,  att itude toward the behavior is  
determined by the "expected va lue " as sociated with a 
particular action . The expectancy value construct consists 
of two dimensions as the equation above indicates : ( 1 )  the 
probabi lity of certain outcomes occuring as a consequence of 
performing the behavior , and ( 2 )  the evaluation of those 
outcomes on a desireabi lity scale . Under most conditions , 
the expectancy value construct and attitude toward the 
behavior should be highly correlated . In fact , Fi shbein and 
Aj zen consider them to be functional ly interdependent . 
The second ma jor determinant of behavioral intention is 
subjective norm . This can be defined as the perception of 
what signi ficant others think the individual shou ld do . 
This component is contructed by summing the normative 
expectations which the individua l attributes to others and 
multiplying these by the wi llingness to comply with these 
expectations . Subjective norm and attitude toward the 
behavior constitute the sufficient determinants of 
behaviora l intention . More general beliefs and attitudes or 
factors exogenous to the model are mediated by these two 
factors . Fishbein ' s  ( 1 9 6 7 ) earlier model included a third 
component , persona l subjective norm . He dropped this 
component later arguing that it was a surrogate measure of 
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behavioral intention . Furthermore ,  behavioral intention is  
sufficient to explain behavior . 
A number of studies have demonstrated the uti lity of 
the Fishbein mode l ( e . g . , Bowman and Fishbein , l 9 7 8 ; 
Brinberg , l 9 7 9 ; see A j zen and Fishbein , l 9 8 0 ) .  The importance 
of the Fi shbein model is that it is inclusive of a number of 
variables which research has shown to be important ; i . e . , 
correspondence of  attitude-behavior measurement , 
belief/affect consi s tency , social support and behavioral 
intention . 
Whi le the model has been widely used , a number of 
conceptual i ssues remain unresolved , particularly with 
respect to the causal order among variables as wel l  as other 
situational factors af fecting behavior ( Hi l l , l 9 8 1 ) .  
Schwartz and Tes s ler ( 1 9 7 2 ) as wel l  a s  Bentler and Speckart 
( 1 9 7 9 ) indicate that the model components do not a lways 
partial out when behaviora l intention is included in the 
equation . Other components such as prior behavior ( Fredericks 
and Dossett , l 9 8 3 ) ,  or a personal normative belief ( Schwarts 
and Tes s ler , l 9 7 2 ) have been shown to be direct ly related to 
behavior . 
Liska ( 1 9 8 4 ) provides one of  the most extens ive 
critiques of  the Fi shbein/A j zen model .  Liska notes that 
considerable research exists which supports a nonrecursive 
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mode l of attitude-behavior relations . Fishbein and A j zen 
cons ider only the impact of attitudes , behavioral intentions 
and subjective norms on behavior and ignore the impact of 
prior behavior on model components . Second , Liska repeats 
hi s earlier ( 1 9 7 4 ) claim that interaction between subj ective 
norms and attitudes i s  likely especia l ly for new behaviors . 
Fi shbei n  and A j zen al low only for additive and independent 
effects of both on behavioral intention . Third , the 
assumption of "voli tiona l control "  of behavior sets up a 
false dichotomy as most behaviors of interest to social 
scientists are neither completely volitional nor 
involitional .  Fourth , the mode l does not include a host of 
contingency variables--such as atti tude strength , which 
mediate between attitude and behavior . Final ly , the 
Fishbein/Aj z en approach ignores the relationship between 
behavior and social structure--i . e . , " resources and 
opportunities , "  whi ch affect behavioral outcomes . The 
latter are relegated to a position outside of the mode l .  
Liska notes that while the model provides a pars imonious 
summary of the ma jor determinants of behavior , it may be too 
s imple to adequate ly address the conceptual and causal 
relationships between the components . 
The Triandi s ( 1 9 7 5 ) model has also received wide 
attention as a poss ible improvement over prior research 
efforts . Triandi s attempts to integrate different social 
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science " paradigms " into an analysis of behavior : ( 1 )  a 
stimulus response or reinforcement approach as ref lected in 
behavioral psychology or sociology , ( 2 )  a cognitive 
approach , and ( 3 )  a social interaction approach focusing on 
norms , roles and self concept . Like Fishbein , Triandis 
a s sumes that the inf luence of cognitive factors on behavior 
is  mediated by behavioral intention . The model can be 
represented : 
Pa = [ ( Hwi + Biwii ) ]  ( F )  
where : 
Pa = probabi lity of an 'act 
F = faci litating conditions ( ease of act , relevant 
abi lity ) 
BI = behavioral intention 
H = habit 
Furthermore : 
BI = Awii i  + Cwiv + Sv 
where : A = af fect toward the obj ect 
C = perceived value of consequences of act 
S = social determinants 
The C component is an expectancy value contruct and it is 
identical to F ishbein ' s  although the notation is s omewhat 
different . The subjective norm component i s  dif ferent from 
the F ishbein/A j zen model . Triandis does not cons ider 
specific behavioral expectations of relevant other s . Rather 
the model can be given : 
S = NBi + RBi + PNBi 
where : 
NBi = normative be liefs 
RB = role beliefs 
PNB = personal normative belief 
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Normative be liefs are defined as relevant to a specific 
community of pers ons . Role be liefs pertain to be liefs about 
behaviors that are defined as " appropriate for persons 
holding a particular position in the social system " 
( 1 9 7 5 : 51 ) . The mos t  basic difference between the two 
models i s  that Triandis indicates that cognitive , 
attitudinal and social factors are mediated by behaviora l 
intention whereas facilitat ing factors and habit have a 
direct effect on behavior ( see Figure 1 ) .  
Two empirical compari sons of the models exi s t . 
Brinberg ' s  ( 1 9 7 9 )  s tudy indicates that the Triandis model is  
a better predictor of intentions than the Fi shbein/A j zen 
approach . He suggests that behaviors which have a moral 
component attached to them,  or whi ch require knowledge 
and/or ski l l  to perform would be better predicted by the 
Triandis model . He adds that the Triandis model i s  more 
capable of speci fying which determinants of intention need 
to be modified to produce behavior change . Jaccard and 
Davidson ( 1 9 7 9 ) ,  however , show that the two mode ls are 
practical ly equiva lent in their abi lity to predict fami ly 
planning intention . Their evidence is  unclear whether or 
not a personal normative belief adds any independent effect . 
Thus , both the Fishbein/A j zen and Triandis models 
incorporate a number of factors which prior research has 
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Figure 1 Fi s hbei n/A jzen a nd Triand i s  A t t i tude-Behavior Mod e l s  
demonstrated as important . The Triandis model inc ludes a 
number of elements presumably lacking in the Fishbein/A j z en 
model :  i . e . , a persona l normative be lief ,  prior behavior , 
faci litating factors affecting the vo litiona l contro l over 
behavior , as we ll as a multicomponent conceptua li zation of 
social inf luence . It thus is idea l for examining s ome of 
the underlying inadequancies of the Fi shbein/A j zen approach . 
On the other hand the Triandis mode l lacks the causal 
specification of the Fishbein/Aj zen model , and thus leaves 
the weighting of variables to the researcher . 
In  terms of mode ling the A-B relationship , research on 
energy consumption suggests the neces sity for inc luding 
model components dea ling with " faci litating " factors ; such 
as knowledge , difficulty , and prior behavior . For example , 
Leonard-Barton ( 1 9 8 1 ) indicates that self-reported 
mechanica l  abi lity is moderately corre lated with number of 
conservation behaviors . Mi lstein ( 1 9 7 8 ) and others support 
this  view indirectly by showing that knowledge of  
conservation activities is very low . The evidence implies 
that knowledge and ski ll are important faci litating 
conditions a ffecting the A-B link . Macey and Brown ( 1 9 8 3 ) 
indicate that prior conservation behavior had a signi ficant 
and independent effect on conservation intentions and 
behavior , suggesting that "habit " may have important 
effect s . Their s tudy only examined three conservation 
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behavior s --caulking , fi lter change , and nighttime thermostat 
setback ,  and may not adequately reflect attitudina l and 
normative contribut ions , especially for " innovative " 
behaviors such as solar adoption . 
Stut zman and Green ' s  ( 1 9 8 2 ) application of the Fishbein 
model provides re levant although contradictory evidence on 
the role of model components on conservation behavior . In 
their first study of a sample of col lege s tudents ,  a 
negative association was reported between knowledge of 
conservation behavior and energy usage ( r ' s= -SO to - . 3 8 ) . 
Knowledge predicted usage over and above the summed 
conservation intent ions ; together they explain about 4 0  
percent o f  variance in energy usage . Attitude ( act ) and 
subjective norm added an additional 5 percent variance . 
Stutzman and Green be lieve this evidence suggests that 
Fishbein be lief items not be used as knowledge equiva lents . 
However , in a second study of a probabi lity sample of 
A labama �ower cus tomers , knowledge was posi tively as sociated 
with energy consumption ( r= . 2 4 )  implying that those who knew 
more about how to save energy actua l ly used more . Intention 
provided the bu lk of the explanation with att ( act ) , 
subjective norm and knowledge adding 6 percent of the 
variance in energy consumption . When income is  inc luded in 
the regression equation , the partial corre lation for 
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knowledge and consumption drops to . 0 5 ( NS ) . Income and 
behaviora l intention together explain about 35 percent of 
the variance in actua l usage , whi le subj ective norm , 
Att ( act ) drop to about 1 percent of the variance . 
Thus , research examining the affect of  such 
faci litating conditions as habit , knowledge and ski l l  is 
somewhat inconclusive . Some behaviors are re lative ly 
acces sible to most individua ls ( e . g . , turning off l ight s ,  
cau lking windows and doors ) ,  whi le others require some 
knowledge and ski l l  ( e . g . , putting a timer on the water 
heater ) or money ( e . g . , replacing existing appliances ) .  For 
thi s reason such factors as knowledge and income must be 
examined within a range of conservation activities . 
Cunningham and Cook-Lopreato ( 1 9 7 7 ) suggest that the 
re lative importance of any of the mode l component s  depends 
in part upon the criterion behavior under investigation . 
As conservation represents a set of behaviors ,  dif ferent 
components can be expected to be more usefu l for certain 
types of  behaviors ; for example , " recurring " versus 
" nonrecurring . "  The former implies routine activities where 
habit is l ikely to be more important ; the latter implies a 
one time investment of time , resources and knowledge . 
Innovative conservation behaviors imply greater weight to 
attitudina l and normative constraint s . 
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In summary , this chapter has examined a number of 
is sues in conceptua lizing the '' persona l "  and " s i tuational "  
determinants of conservation behavior . This analys i s  i s  
premised on the assumption that a clearer understanding of 
such factors is essential for eva luat ing res idential 
conservation policies . A number of problem is sues have been 
raised whi ch prior research has not adequately addres sed . 
These include : ( 1 )  clari fying the relationship between 
conservation knowledge and behavior , ( 2 )  examining persona l 
fa ctors in the context of sociodemographi c and household 
structura l variables , and ( 3 )  examining the relationship 
between genera l definitions of the energy problem and more 
proximate determinants of conservation act ions , such a s  
atti tude toward the behavior , normative be liefs , 
faci lit�ting factors and outcome be liefs . 
The preceding discussion argues that conservation 
behavior is particularly suited for examining applied and 
theoretica l  dimens ions of the current attitude-behavior 
consistency debate . Two "atti tude-behavior " mode ls  are 
suggested for s tudy : the Fishbein/Aj zen approach which 
includes a number of attitudina l and normative factors which 
prior research suggests are important , and the Triand i s  
approach which in addition t o  the latter incorporates 
elements of both behavioris t  and symbolic interactionist 
traditions in the prediction of behavior , such a s  prior 
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habit , role beliefs and self concept . The following chapter 
wi l l  provide a foundation for a comparison of the two mode ls 
by examining the diffusion of conservation i nnovations and 
their re levant sociodemographic and know ledge determinants . 
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CHAPTER I I I  
CONSERVATION BEHAVIOR , KNOWLEDGE AND ENERGY USE 
The first step in understanding residential 
conservation is  to examine the nature of conservation action 
itself , as we l l  as the distribution of conservation 
behaviors by the relevant sociodemogrpahic characteristics 
of consumers .  Conservation behavior represents a genera l 
class of actions which may di ffer significant ly between time 
and contexts . Thus it is usefu l to keep in mind that 
specific conservation actions may vary considerably in how 
they are distributed , even within the household context . 
The most important use of such information is  in 
understanding how different consumers respond to energy 
price changes and public exortations to conserve ( Black et 
al . , l 9 85 ) .  
This chapter analyzes the nature of conservation 
behavior in more detai l .  The first part of the chapter 
begins with a discussion of the distribution of res identia l 
conservation behavior in the U . S .  since the oi l embargo . 
The review wi l l  examine the extent of speci fic conservation 
and some poss ible reasons for the lack of a stronger 
behavioral response to the energy cris is . The second is sue 
wi l l  ana lyze how conservation behaviors are distributed 
throughout the popu lation with respect to such 
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sociodernographic characteristics as age , income and 
education . 
The third section wi ll examine the relationship 
between conservation "knowledge " and energy saving practi ces 
in the horne . Earlier it was suggested that energy knowledge 
may have s igni ficant direct effect s on conservation behavior 
as we l l  as serve a mediating function between attitudes and 
behavior . Thus i t  seems appropriate to examine the 
knowledge-behavior relationship prior to undertaking a more 
forma l ana lysi s  of the cognitive determinants of behavior . 
Two is sues are examined : ( 1 )  whether or not conservation 
knowledge has a direct effect on individua l behavior , and 
( 2 ) whether individual perception of the " savings potential " 
of individua l conservation actions affects likelihood of 
engaging in these actions . The fina l section endeavors to 
develop a theoretica l ly informed bas i s  for differentiat ing 
behaviors into appropriate indices or c lasses . The latter 
wi l l  be useful in distingui shing relevant s ituationa l and 
personal determinants of conservation in the analys i s  to 
follow .  
Res idential Conservation Behavior 
With the advent of the oi l embargo , greater attention 
has been focused on those factors affecting the t iming and 
extent of conservation in the home context . Perhaps the 
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first question raised by this problem is  what li festyle 
changes have individua ls made to accommodate themse lves to 
the demands of energy limitation . The latter prob lem i s  
useful i n  anticipating adaptations t o  future energy supply 
problems . 
Whi le it is  clear that the ma jority of the public have 
made efforts to conserve , most of this has involved 
re lat ively little li festyle change ( Olsen , l 9 81 ) .  Farhar et 
a l . ( 1 9 8 0 ) ,  compi ling data from six nationa l surveys between 
1 9 7 4  and 1 9 7 8 , provide the most detai led account of the 
diffusion of conservation actions . The largest s ingle 
conservation activity is undoubtedly turning off lights when 
not being used . About three fourths of those pol led in 1 9 73  
indicated that they had lowered their home temperature ( see 
also Beck et al . , l 9 8 0 ) ,  although thi s tended to decline 
somewhat as the decade progres sed . Approximately a third of 
respondents replaced lighting with lower wattage bu lbs , a 
figure which remained re latively constant over the five year 
period . Uti l i z ing the appliances more efficient ly , such as 
washing with cold water or only full  loads , was reported by 
approximately a quarter of the respondents . Thus , the 
evidence wou ld suggest re latively low level of diffusion of  
those behaviors involving curtai lment or efficiency 
ad justments . Thi s  is somewhat unusual considering that such 
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activities are relatively available to mos t  individuals 
regardless of socioeconomic status . 
Home improvement activities , such as weatherization , 
storm doors/windows and appl iance replacement were reported 
by few respondents at the outset of the crisis . As of 1 9 7 5 ,  
only 1 0  percent had insta l led s torm doors , although this 
figure increased to 21 percent by 1 9 7 8 . S imi larly , weather 
stripping increased from 1 9  percent in 1 9 7 4  to 33 percent in 
1 9 78 . 
A survey col lected by RMH Research Incorporated in 1 9 8 0  
showed that only 1 in 1 0  individuals i n  the TVA area had not 
taken any s teps to conserve energy . The three leading 
" inves tment " activities individual s  had done were adding 
insulation ( 3 3 percent ) ,  installing s torm windows ( 1 8  
percent) and adding a woodstove ( 1 2 percent ) .  For 
noninvestment activites , turning down the thermostat led the 
list ( 3 6 percent ) ,  followed by turning off the l ights ( 3 0 
percent ) and cutting down use of app liances ( 1 4 percent ) .  
The mean expenditure in the area in the pas t  few years was 
$ 5 0 0  overa l l  and $ 7 0 0  specifica l ly for e lectric homes . An 
interes ting point raised from these findings is the rather 
low incidence of weather stripping ( 5  percent ) and use of 
less hot water ( 7  percent ) .  
General ly ,  the evidence indicates that most individuals 
had made some efforts to conserve by the end of the decade . 
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Those behaviors reported by the ma jority of individua ls 
tended to be rather " visible " such as turning off l ights and 
turning down thermostats . Much less activity is reported 
for efficiency improvements in the dwel ling which have a 
larger savings potential ( Stern and Gardner , l 9 8 1 ) . However , 
the incidence of such behaviors appears to have increased 
through the decade although sti l l  fal ling short of a 
ma jority of individuals . 
I t  is important to note here that whi le the potential 
for increas ing individual conservation appears to exist ,  
what changes individuals have made are s ignficant . As Hirst 
( 1 9 8 3 ) notes , residentia l demand has declined dramatica l ly , 
largely the result of better thermal efficiency . 
Having said this , some reasons can be cited for why 
individuals  have not made greater efforts to conserve . 
Earlier it  was suggested that lack of appropriate 
conservation knowledge , lack of control over deci sions 
af fecting energy use and lack of resources a l l  af fected the 
likelihood of conservation . Looking at the problem in the 
aggregate , another explanation for the lack of a s tronger 
conservation response may have to do with the price of 
energy itself . Actual price changes throughout the past 
decade provided the consumer with rather mixed s i gnals . For 
example , Walter and Z entner ( 1 9 7 8 ) argue that the " rea l "  
costs of energy did not increase greatly for the ma j or part 
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of the decade . As Beck et al . ( 1 9 8 0 : 3 )  ind i cate , overa l l  
domestic energy cost s  increased some 5 2  percent between 1 9 7 3  
and 1 9 7 8 , whi le oil and petroleum cos ts t o  the consumer 
increased by only 3 0  percent between 1 9 7 0  and 1 9 7 8 . Not 
unt i l  1 9 7 9  did oi l prices move forward sharply bringing 
about a turn around in public inattention . Prior to 1 9 7 3 , 
consumer oi l prices had been declining , although unevenly . 
However , thi s  viewpoint does not take into account that 
changing energy prices were differentia l ly felt , 
particu larly with respect to the socioeconomic s tatus of the 
consumer ( Per lman and Warren , l 9 7 5 ; Morrison , l 9 7 7 ; Newman and 
Day , l 9 7 5 ) ,  as we l l  as region of the country ( Landsberg and 
Dukert , l 9 8 1 ) .  
One question which remains unexamined here i s  whether 
conservation behavior has declined as individua ls  have 
adapated to higher energy prices and as attention to the 
energy issue has declined . Evidence from more recent 
surveys may shed some light on this problem , particu larly 
considering that the pas t  five years have represented a 
re latively s table period for energy supply and demand . To 
the extent that increased conservation behavior was an 
arti fact of the crisis , we would expect more recent surveys 
to indicate a dec line in reported household conservation 
practices . However , recent survey data does not appear to 
bear thi s out . For example , an EPRI report ( 1 9 8 4 ) examined 
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extent of conservation activities among customers of the 
General Public Uti l ities Corporation ( GPUC ) in the late 
Spring of 1 9 8 2 . The survey included a large number of 
res idential customers in the states of Pennsylvani a  and New 
Jersey . Whi le the data reported by Farhar et al . are for 
national samples , evidence for curtai lment and effi cient 
behaviors should compare favorably between nationa l and 
regional samp les . GPUC results indi cate more extensive 
conservation for these categories than indicated by the 
Farhar et al . review . For example , 5 6 . 1  percent reported 
reducing horne l ighting compared to 3 0  percent in Farhar et 
al . The GPUC survey indicated that 5 4 . 6  percent had used 
cold water for washing clothes compared to 25 percent in 
Farhar et al . However , on ly 5 0 . 6  percent of the GPUC 
respondents reported lowering heating temperatures compared 
to about 7 5  percent otherwi se . These data suggest , a lthough 
tentatively , that with declining " is sue attention " 
( Downs , l 9 7 2 ) to the energy problem , a concornrnitant decline 
in energy conservation has not occurred . Thi s  may be 
explained in part by the fact that energy prices s t i l l  
remain higher than their preernbargo levels . 
Correlates of Cons ervation Behavior 
A number of s tudies have attempted to l ink conservation 
. 
behavior with specific sociodernographic factors . Income and 
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home ownershi p ,  factors which are themse lves 
intercorrelated , have been shown to be related to behavior . 
Unfortunately , the income-behavior relationship is  far from 
clear . Dunlap ( 1 9 7 7 ) indicates that mos t  s tudies show a 
pos itive relationship between income and conservation 
behavior . One explanation for this finding is  that 
aff luence and home ownership are highly correlated with 
energy use . Energy affects the lifestyle of the higher 
income in many more ways than the lower income . 
Consequent ly , greater "discretionary " uses of  energy can be 
curtai led or eliminated ( Beck et al . , l 9 8 0 ) . A second factor 
explaining the income link with conservation is that 
retrofit and appliance s tock replacement a llow the more 
wealthy to " buy out " of the energy price crunch without 
significantly a ltering their li festyle . In  addi tion , such 
investments can be deducted from one ' s  income tax and thus 
minimi zing their rea l cost . 
However , the income-behavior relationship appears to be 
pos tive only for the latter efficiency improvements . 
Cunningham and Cook-Lopreato ( 1 9 7 7 ) indicate that improved 
use patterns ( e . g . , clos ing off unused rooms , effective use 
of drapes ) tended to be higher among the lower income and 
the les s educated . Curtai lment of energy using activities 
also tended to be inversely related to income and education . 
Ad justment of thermostat and lighting had no relationship to 
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any demographic base . Interestingly , Beck et al . ( 1 9 8 0 } 
report a negative relation between education and 
conservation , controlling for the effects of income . Thi s  
may suggests that curtai lment o f  energy use is one of the 
few options available to the lower income for offseting 
negative price changes ( Morrison , l 9 7 7 } .  Again looking at 
the RMH ( 1 9 8 0 }  study , individua ls "most likely "  to have made 
a conservation investment are age 3 5 -4 9 ,  col lege educated 
with incomes fa l ling between $ 4 0 , 0 0 0 - $ 6 5 , 0 0 0 .  
Two conclus ions can be drawn from these resu lts . 
First , the effect of  income and education on conservation 
behavior i s  probably best thought of as indirect . Mos t  of 
the effect of both variables is through home ownership 
( Black et a l . , l 9 8 5 ) .  For example , the RMH s tudy indicates 
that home owners were about twice as likely to have made 
energy investment than renters . Whi le thi s  i s  particu larly 
the case for home improvements , such as retrofit and 
appliance change , homeowners are probably more concerned 
about the energy s i tuation ( Beck , l 9 8 0 } and in a much better 
s ituation to engage in a wide variety of conservation 
actions . Homeowners are obvious ly able to bui ld home equity 
through conservation improvement s . Additiona l ly ,  home 
owners are more apt to make investments which require long 
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term planning , even where such investments are feasible for 
the apartment dwel ler ( e . g . , water heater timer ) 
( Beck , l 9 8 0 ) . 
Second , differences in education and income between 
conservers and nonconservers varies signi ficant ly between 
types of behavior . The more aff luent have responded to 
higher energy prices by investing in improved dwe l ling 
efficiency . The a f f luent have thus shielded themse lves from 
the negative impact of price increases through investment . 
Middle and lower . income groups have increased effi ciency in 
routine energy us ing behaviors and curtai lment of energy 
services . The latter may be especia l ly the case for the 
lower income { Morrison , l 9 7 7 ) .  
An a lternative explanation of the re lationship between 
income and conservation investments may be that respondents 
with higher incomes and education are more likely to 
overreport conservation behavior . This  may be due in part 
to this groups ' heightened sensitivity to social 
expectations of conservation ( Beck , l 9 8 0 ) as wel l  as a need 
to rationalize higher energy use . Beck et al . ( 1 9 8 0 ) support 
thi s view , showing that income and education are correlated 
with the tendency to overreport conservation for two 
categories--storm window insulation and use of mas s  transit . 
However , this  bias does not occur for either adding 
insulation or thermostat setting . 
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Two other factors - -age and race , can be cons idered . 
Whi le some of the effects of age are due to income and home 
ownership , relevant evidence suggests that some inf luence 
remains unaccounted for by either variable . Again , some 
discrepancies in the research exi s t . Curtin ( 1 9 7 6 ) and Beck 
( 1 9 8 0 ) indicate that those most likely to conserve are 
younger--perhaps as a consequence of this group ' s  greater 
li festyle f lexibility and concern for the energy problem . 
However , DeFronzo and Warkov ( 1 9 7 7 ) suggests a s l ightly 
curvi linear relationship , with midd le aged indivi duals the 
mos t  l ike ly to conserve . This may be due in part to the 
fact that with increas ing energy use through the life cycle 
( see Fri tsche , l 9 8 1 ) ,  greater discretionary use of energy can 
be curta i led . 
Finally , only one study , Beck ( 1 9 8 0 ) ,  has examined the 
inf luence of race . He reports a s l ight positive effect of 
race on conservation with whites being s li ghtly more likely 
to conserve ( beta= . l 7 ) .  Unfortunate ly , Beck doesn ' t  explore 
the pos s ible cause of this di fference , particularly with 
respect to differences in conservation attitude , or fami ly 
s i ze and compos ition between black and white households . 
As suggested in Chapter I I , the sociodemographi c  correlates 
of conservation behavior vary considerably between types of 
behavior . In  addition , the extent of conservation act ivity 
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varies by type and age of house as we l l  as region of  the 
country . The RMH s tudy indicates that energy home 
investment varied s igni ficantly by region within the TVA 
area ; the latter being primari ly a function of the 
percentage of e lectric homes . Simi larly , older homes are 
more likely to necessitate retrofit and new appliance 
change . In  th is  respect sociodemographic variables and age 
of dwel l ing may be interre lated . 
Energy Knowledge and Behavior 
Chapter Two emphasi zed the point that energy 
" knowledge " may be an important mediating factor between 
attitudes ,  motivation and behavior . This  discus s ion 
suggested looking at knowledge as it  relates direct ly to 
conservation behavior in the home and the propensity to 
conserve . In  particu lar , are individuals  who are more 
" knowledgeable " with respect to the impact of  behavior or 
speci fic consumer choices on energy use more like ly to 
conserve than those less knowledgeable , all other things 
equal? Whether or not conservation knowledge is re lated to 
behavior has consequences for the form and content of  
resident ial conservation programs aimed at the consumer . 
Research by Stut zman and Greene ( 1 9 8 2 ) reported ear l ier 
did not provide conclus ive findings with regard to the 
relationship between energy knowledge and conservation 
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behavior . By focus ing on general knowledge , however , their 
analysis does not examine whether the likelihood of engaging 
in certain conservation behaviors is  itself affected by 
re levant knowledge about that behavior ; e . g . , are 
individua ls who know their water heater temperature more 
likely to turn it down? 
A less direct assessment of energy knowledge looks at 
how individuals perceive energy conserving/saving behaviors 
in the home . Kempton and Montgomery ( 1 9 8 2 ) provide some 
rather interesting work with regard to individua l 
perceptions o f  energy . For example , individual s  often use 
" fo lk "  units of energy , such as gal lons or dol lars , when 
comparing month ly fue l costs . By folk quantif ication , 
Kempton and Montgomery mean the " informal measurement 
technique "  individuals utilize in estimating their energy 
use . Whi le it  is  tempting to discount thi s method of 
quantification as wrong , the authors note that folk units 
are functional for how consumers make market decis ions . 
Dol lars provide a basis  o f  comparison between d i fferent 
energy sources , such as fuel oil  and electricity , as wel l  as 
between energy cos t s  and other household expendi tures . 
Respondents in their study ranked adding insu lation as 
having the greatest potential for energy saving , fol lowed by 
lowering the thermostat , reducing lighting and us ing less 
hot water . The authors indicate that reduction of lighting 
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was seen by 5 9  percent of the sample as a means to reduce 
energy whi le only 12 percent noted lower hot water 
temperature . Thi s is contrary to what more objective 
analysis of the savings potential of each of these 
activities wou ld indicate ( Stern and Gardner , l 9 8 1 ) . The 
historical reason for the overemphas is on l ighting stems 
from a cultural remnant of an earlier period in America ' s  
electricification where lighting preceeded the adoption of 
ma jor appliances and hot water heaters . The express ion 
" light bi l l , " instead of utility bi l l , ref lects this 
cu ltural carry over . 
Uti l i z ing folk quantification methods results in two 
disadvantages for the consumer : ( 1 )  it s ignif i cantly 
underestimates the consequences of specific conservation 
behaviors , and ( 2 )  provides the individua l with an incorrect 
strategy for reducing energy consumption . The first problem 
is  that folk units are simply too crude to reliably ref lect 
sma l l  changes in behavior . This  is especia l ly problematic 
over a longer period of time where energy unit cost s  
increase , as wel l  as seasona l f luctuations are acting o n  the 
dollar amount . This obviou s ly makes correctly estimating 
"payback " periods for conservation investments rather 
difficu lt . The second problem focuses on the individual ' s  
locus of attention for affecting energy conservation . For 
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most average houses , space heating and water heating are the 
two most important energy users in the household . Household 
conservation actions which give a higher salience to 
decreasing lighting wi l l  not be as effective as decreasing 
space and water heating . 
Kempton and Montgomery ' s  work poses three problems : ( 1 )  
how does " folk "  as sessment of the saving potenti a l  of 
specific conservation actions compare with more ob jective 
es timates , ( 2 )  how do individua ls evaluate their util ity 
bi ll ( i . e . , dol lar or KWH ) , and ( 3 }  do such folk assessments 
actually affect conservation behavior . 
The previous di scussion raises three issues : ( 1 )  the 
extent , classification and distribution of conservation 
behavior , ( 2 )  the relationship between energy knowledge and 
conservat ion behavior , and ( 3 )  the relationship between 
behavior , knowledge and actual energy use . Before measures 
are discus sed , the concept of conservation " behavior " needs 
to be more fully explicated . The fol lowing section provides 
a theoretical d i s cussion and points to a logica l 
categorization of behavior types . 
Theoretica l Di fferentiation of Conservation Behavior 
Conservation behavior represents a class of several 
behaviors and raises special problems for the researcher . 
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In particu lar , different behaviors ,  although ostensibly 
fa l ling under the rubric 11 Conservation , "  vary great ly in 
degree of d i fficu lty , money , and time and ski l l  requi red . 
Fishbein and A j zen ( 1 9 7 5 : 3 5 3 )  refer to such behaviors as 
"mu ltiple act criterion . "  Multiple act criterion behaviors 
dif fer with respect to their "target " ( e . g . , saving energy , 
saving money ) ,  " t ime " in which they are performed , 
" s ituation " they are peformed in , and the actual " behavior 11 
which i s  performed . In this discuss ion , conservation 
activity is limited to one situation--namely,  the home . 
However , home conservation activities may s t i l l  be 
differentiated with respect to target , time , and behavior . 
In  constructing a behavioral index of conservation , it 
is useful to keep in mind that differences in context and 
time may a l so involve different behavioral pred ictors . A 
s imple sum of  behaviors averages over the nonequiva lence of 
conservation activities and may not provide an adequate 
measure . At least two choices are avaliable to the energy 
researcher . One method Fishbein and Aj zen point out is to 
scale behaviors into an ordina l ranking and constructing a 
s ingle index . One bas i s  for scaling conservation activities 
is in terms of difficulty . Triandis ( 1 9 7 7 ) suggests that 
difficu lty as sociated with behavior ( s )  mediates between 
cognitive response and actual performance . Defining 
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difficu lty can be done from the researchers viewpoint--as in 
the case of ass igning a monetary cos t  to behaviors , or from 
the individua l ' s  viewpoint--for example , a difficu lty 
ranking for each behavior . 
A second approach i s  to disaggregate behaviors into 
specific classes . Stern and Gardner ( 1 9 8 1 ) sugges t  
distinguishing between " curtai lment " and " ef ficiency " 
behaviors . The former type refers mostly to repeated 
behaviors whi ch have smal ler savings potential but may be 
more psychological ly important . The latter refers to 
nonrecurring or "one shot " behaviors which have more direct 
and extens ive effect on energy consumption . Cunningham and 
Cook-Lopreato ' s  ( 1 9 7 7 ) factor analys i s  of conservation 
activities suggests three types of recurring behavior : ( 1 )  
thermostat and l ight ing ad justment , ( 2 )  improved use 
patterns , ( 3 )  reduction of energy consumi?g activities . 
Methods 
Fol lowing Fishbein and Aj zen ' s  analys i s , conservation 
behavior will  be dealt with in two different manners . 
Firs t ,  conservation behavior wi l l  be class ified into three 
broad categories : ( 1 )  efficient use , ( 2 )  curtai lment , and 
( 3 )  efficiency improvements . The first category refers to 
improving energy use behaviors--such a s  running only .full  
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dishwashers and washing machines . The second focuses on 
decreas ing personal energy using behaviors--such as l imiting 
shower time , and watching less T . V .  Adding insulation , new 
appliance stock and the like refer to efficiency 
improvements . 
The first two classes of behavior are incl uded in a 
list which asks the respondents to indicate the extent to 
which the behavior had been done in the pas t  month ; i . e . , 
very often , somewhat often , not very often , not at a l l . 
This  measure provides a tempora l ly speci fic period for which 
the behaviors have been done . The time limitation is  useful 
as it  focuses on those behaviors which the respondent shou ld 
be able to remember and have an impact on their energy bi l l . 
Each group was then summed to form two overal l  indexes . 
Whi le a summed index may again average over dif ferences , the 
degree of diff iculty and time required for each of these 
behaviors is  simi lar . 
A second list  of efficiency improvements is  provided 
which asks the respondent to indicate whether or not they 
" have done " a given activity , "plan to in the future " ( the 
next few months ) ,  " do not plan to " and " not applicable " to 
the situation . To construct an overall index of this group 
of behaviors created a somewhat different problem as each of 
the activities differed signi ficantly in cos t .  To overcome 
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this problem ,  each of the 1 4  efficiency improvement 
behaviors was a s s igned an average monetary cos t to the 
individual .  These average cos ts were obtained from poo ling 
estimates provided by contractors ,  hardware and retai l  
stores . 
Table 1 provides the average cost for each activity . To 
account for some of the variabi lity in cost associated with 
each item , an ordina l ranking was then ass igned to each 
activity such that items estimated at $ 1  to $ 5 0  received a 
va lue of 1 ,  $ 5 1  to $ 1 0 0  a va lue of two , etc . The efficiency 
improvement scale was obtained by adding item val ues . The 
net effect of this i s  that individuals  who made a s ingle 
expensive improvement in their home may have a higher 
conservation score then individuals who had made several 
less expensive improvements . Whi le significant bias in the 
measurement of such home improvements s t i l l  exists , we can 
assume that the measure is superior to simply add ing 
activities as it bui lds into the s cale rank order . A second 
measure of behavior utlizing a "difficulty " rating wi l l  be 
di scus sed further in the fo l lowing chapter . 
Knowledge Measures . Knowledge of energy and conservation 
was mea sured in different ways . First , fol lowing Kempton 
and Montgomery ' s  ( 1 9 8 2 ) analys is , respondents were asked to 
rate seven cons ervation behaviors for their potential to 
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Table 1 Estimated Cost for Each Effi ciency Improvement 
Activity . 
Activity 
Water heater and insulation 
Adding insulation 
( at 3 6  cents square ft . ) 
Replacing heating system 
( at $ 1 4 0 0  a ton ) 
Thermopane windows 
( replacing whole window 
at $ 2 5 0  a window ) 
Thermal drapes 
( at $ 1 0 5  for s l iding door 
and $ 1 8 5  for five windows ) 
Clock timer for water heater 
Water heater insulation blanket 
Solar water heater 
Weatherstripping 
( $ 1 2  dol lars a door/window ) 
Flow restricting shower head 
Woodburning stove 
Storm Windows 
( $ 7 1  @ window ) 
Plastic on Windows 
1 
Cost 
$ 2 8 0  
$ 5 7 6  
2 
$ 4 2 0 0  
$ 3 5 0 0  
$ 2 9 0  
$ 3 8  
$ 2 5  
$ 3 5 0 0  
$ 1 8 0  
$ 5  
$ 6 5 0  
$ 1 0 0 0  
$ 5  
Estimates based on a 1 6 0 0  square ft . house with fourteen 
windows . Thes e  are suggested average pri ces and thus s t i l l  
represent rather crude estimates o f  actual costs . 
2 
S core ranks 1 -- $ 1 - $ 5 0 ; 2--$ 5 1 -$ 1 5 0 ; 3 - - $ 1 5 1 - $ 2 5 0 ; 4 -­
$ 2 5 1 - $ 5 0 0 ; 5 - - $ 5 0 1 -$ 7 5 0 ; 6 -- $ 7 5 1 -$ 1 0 0 0 ; 7 -- $ 1 0 0 1 -$ 1 5 0 0 ; 8 -­
$ 1 5 0 1 - $ 2 5 0 0 ; 9 - -$ 2 5 0 1 -$ 3 5 0 0 ; 1 0 --$3 5 0 1 -$ 5 0 0 0 .  
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save energy . This  was done through a seven point rating 
scale with categories ranging from the two polar extremes 
" Saves You Very Little " and 11 Save You A lot . " Thes e  seven 
behaviors are : ( 1 )  use less lighting in the home , ( 2 )  turn 
the thermostat down 2 or 3 degrees , ( 3 )  turn water heater 
down to 1 2 0  degrees , ( 4 )  put insu lation in attic or wa lls , 
( 5 )  put weatherstripping around doors/windows , ( 6 ) use 
appliances less , and ( 7 )  replace o ld heating equipment 
with new . 
Secondly , respondents were asked whether they compare 
monthly utility bi l ls by examining dol lar amount or the 
KWHs . This  question is  phrased , "When comparing month ly 
uti lity bi lls , do you look at the dol lar amount only or the 
ki lowatt hours . "  A minority of respondents volunteered 
" Both " as a response . 
Third , respondents were asked i f  they knew their water 
heater temperature , and if so , what it was . The form of 
thi s ques tion is  s imp ly ,  "What temperature is your water 
heater set on . "  This was asked of a l l  respondents who had 
water heaters . Temperatures are reported by the respondents . 
Fina l ly , the respondent was provided with a ten item 
energy " qui z "  which tapped knowledge relating to energy in 
the home ; e . g . , most of the winter uti l i ty bi l l  i s  for space 
heating . These ten questions were deve loped from " Tips for 
Energy Savers , "  a report of the Department of Energy for 
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residential energy conservation ( ND ) . Coding scheme for 
these items is the same as Stut zman and Greene • s  ( 1 9 8 2 ) 
knowledge index : right answers were coded 1 ,  don • t  know a 0 ,  
and incorrect answers a -1 . This method of coding penali zes 
respondents more for ha zarding an incorrect answer then a 
don • t  know . Each of  the ten items was summed into an 
overall s cale with a pos sible range of values from - 1 0  to 
1 0 . Mis sing data for the above knowledge questions were 
excluded from the ana lysis . 
Measures of  Energy Use . Energy use data was obtained 
from the uti lity board for those respondents who s i gned the 
consent form . Data for the analysi s  was obtai ned from the 
period December 1 9 8 4  to March 1 9 8 5 . Respondents who were 
not a l l  e lectric customers had to be excluded from the 
ana lys i s  focus ing directly on energy use . Thi s  was done 
because total household energy consumption could not be 
obtained for those customers who were receiving gas or 
electric service from more than one utility . Als o ,  not a l l  
those customers who agreed t o  release their uti l ity data had 
completed data on f i le at the utility board . Unfortunate ly , 
both factors reduced the number of  usable cases with 
1 
electric data to 1 2 9 . 
1 
Appendix B compares electric customers with the . 
rest of the sample . Genera lly , the differences between this 
subsample and the rest of the sample are sma l l . 
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Measures of Househo ld Structural Characteristics . 
Fina l ly ,  several structural household variables w i l l  be 
examined . First , an overa l l  appliance score was developed 
by summing whether or not individua ls  had a di shwasher , 
clothes washer , c lothes dryer , and water heater ( coded 1 and 
0 respectively for each appliance ) .  Second , household 
square footage was obtained through respondent ' s  es timate . 
Other s tructural features cons idered are s i ze of dwel ling , 
number of rooms , type of dwel ling ,  and number of people in 
the household . 
Results 
The first i s sue discus sed in the analysi s  focuses on 
the extent of conservation activity among sample respondents 
as wel l  as the socio-demographic correlates of such 
behavior . Findings reviewed ear lier suugested that whi le 
mos t  individua ls had made efforts to conserve , few of these 
activities invo lved s ignificant li festyle change 
( Olsen , l 9 8 1 ) .  Study results general ly confirm this view .  
Table 2 presents a partial frequency breakdown o f  each of 
the conservation activities ranked from most to least done . 
Results indicate that the ma jority o f  the sample 
reported having done at least 10 activities . Two 
efficiency improvements appear in this list--insta l l ing 
weatherstripping and adding insu lation . According to Table 
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Table 2 Frequency Breakdown for Each Efficiency Behavior and 
Curtai lment Act ivity Done "Very Often " and Efficiency 
. Improvement s  Ranked from Mos t  to Least Frequent . 
Behavior 
( rank ) 
Curtai lment 
Percent Behavior 
( rank ) 
Effi ciency Improvement 
Percent 
1 Turned out lights 7 9 . 6  
when no in use 
4 Instal led weatherstrip- 6 2 . 1  
ping on doors and windows 
5 Setback thermo- 6 0 . 4  1 0  Added insu lation to 51 . 2  
s tat back at night attic/wa l ls 
8 Turned down 5 4 . 4  1 1  Insta l led s torm windows 4 2 . 8  
water heater 
13 Purchased thermal drapes 3 6 . 1  
1 2  Limit shower time 3 6 . 1  
Efficiency Behavior 
14 Instal led thermopane 
windows 
3 5 . 8  
2 Turned heat down 7 0 . 2  1 5  Purchased wood burning 3 1 . 9  
heat whi le away s tove 
3 Washed only fu l l  6 9 . 1  1 7  Replaced heating system 2 9 . 1  
loads in washer 
19 Replaced water heater 2 5 . 6  
6 Changed wa shing 61 . 1  with more efficient one 
machine cycle to 
use less hot water 2 1  Plastic on windows 2 1 . 1  
7 C losed fireplace 5 6 . 5  2 2  Added insulati on blan- 2 1 . 1  
damper ket for water heater 
9 Washed only full  5 3 . 0  24 Added clock timer for 9 . 1  
loads in dishwasher water heater 
1 6  Added a f low re­
s tricting shower 
2 9 . 5  2 5  Purchased solar water 
heater 
1 8  Hung c lothes out 2 7 . 7  
rather than use 
dryer 
2 0  Turned di shwasher 2 4 . 9  
off before dry cyc le 
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1 ,  these two activities together equal an investment of 
approximately $ 7 4 0  ( based on an average home ) . The 
efficiency activity with the greates t  activity i s  turning 
down heat whi le away from home ( 7 0 . 2  percent ) .  The mos t  
frequent curtai lment behavior is  turning out lights when not 
in use ( 7 9 . 6  percent ) .  The res u lts indicate that mos t  
individuals have made some efforts t o  reduce their 
energy consumption and that mos t  of these behaviors have 
involved more efficient use of resources , s ome moderate 
curtailment of energy use , and home retrofit . However , it 
is a l so clear that cons iderably more low and no-cost 
activities cou ld be done by individua ls . For example , only 
2 1 . 1  percent of the respondents had added an insu lation 
blanket for the water heater . 
As suggested earlier , the conservation behaviors are 
broken up into three scales : ( 1 )  curtai lment , ( 2 )  efficiency 
behavior , and ( 3 )  efficiency improvements . The mean number 
of four curtai lment act ivities is 1 . 5  with some 1 6 . 1  percent 
of the respondents reporting none of these whi le 5 . 9  percent 
reported doing a l l  of them.  Of  the s ix efficiency 
behaviors , the mean number was 1 . 9 1 with 2 6 . 7  percent 
reporting doing none and 1 . 7  a l l  of them . The mean number 
of 1 3  efficiency improvements was 4 . 0  with 8 . 3  percent 
reporting having done none of these while only one person 
reported doing a total of eleven conservation improvements .  
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The resu lts reported ear lier suggested that the 
relationship between behavior and sociodemographic variables 
was somewhat inconclusive . Despite the lack of 
complementarity , at least three variables were seen as 
important determinants --income , age , and education . Study 
results reported earlier suggested that these demograph ic 
variables could be curvi linearly related to behavior . Thus 
the data were examined for pos s ible nonlinearity . Thi s  was 
2 
accompli shed by comparing the R for each variable regres sed 
on behavior against these same variables but with categories 
of the demographic factors treated as dummy variables . 
Uti l i z ing a modi fied F Test ( see Nie et al . , l 9 7 0 : 3 7 6 ) ,  none 
of the variables departed s i gnificantly from linearity . 
It was thus appropriate to uti lize  correlation 
techniques for assess ing the re lationship between 
demographics and behavior . Table 3 reports the Pearson 
correlation of each of the conservation categories including 
average temperature setting and nighttime thermostat set 
back by income , age , and education . The result of the 
bivariate relationships are s imi lar to those provided by 
Cunningham and Cook-Lopreato ( 1 9 7 7 ) .  In  genera l ,  the 
results suggest weak to moderate relationship between 
behavior and sociodemographic factors . Income i s  pos itively 
associated with efficiency improvement s as expected ( r= . 2 0 ) .  
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Table 3 Pearson Corre lations for Conservation Behaviors 














P <= . O S 
b 
P <= . O l 
c 
P <= . 0 0 1  
Income Income 
Control l ing 
for Educ . 
c c 
. 2 0 . 2 8 
c c 
- . 2 8  . 3 3 
a 
. 0 2 . 1 1 
. 0 4 . 0 1 
a c 
. 1 3 . 2 0 
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Age Educa- Education 
tion Controlling 
for Inc . 
b b c 
. 1 8 - . 1 7 - . 2 6 
a b 
. 13 - . 1 5 . 0 2 
b c c 
. 1 7 - . 2 3  - . 2 6  
. 0 9 - . 0 1 - . O S 
a a 
- . 1 3 - . 1 2  - . 0 1  
However , it i s  clearly not the case conservation 
improvements are the province of upper income groups . 
Indeed , the bivariate coefficients suggest weak association . 
Income i s  unas sociated with efficient behavior but 
negatively associated with curtai lment . Results indicate 
some s light re lationship between income and average 
thermostat setting . However ,  when the income-effi ciency 
improvement relationship is examined contro l ling for age of 
dwel ling , this coefficient drops to zero . 
Oddly , education is negative ly correlated with a l l  
three behavior groups , indicating some tendency for the less 
educated to make more efforts to conserve . Unl ike 
Cunningham and Cook-Lopreato ( 1 9 7 7 ) findings , the partial 
correlation between education and behavior control ling for 
income drops to zero only for curtai lment , but becomes 
stronger for efficency behavior ( - . 2 5 )  and efficiency 
improvements ( - . 2 6 )  both s ignif icant at the . 0 0 1  leve l . 
Although one might expect the inf luence of income and 
education to be confounded , this does not seem to be the 
cas e .  In  the case of efficiency improvements , for example , 
the income-behavior correlation remains strong ( . 2 8 ) even 
a fter control l ing for education . This i s  les s true for 
efficiency behavior which drops to . 1 1 ( NS ) . 
Another poss ible reason for the effect of education on 
conservation may be that conservation behaviors are more 
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necessary in o lder homes which have not been appropriately 
weatheri zed . To the extent that the education factor may be 
tapping socia l class pos ition , there may be some tendency 
for lower social classes to occupy o lder less efficient 
homes . Newer homes are more likely to have less insu lation 
and retrofit problems , newer appliance stock and the like . 
To test for thi s , the partial corre lation between education 
and efficiency improvements was run control ling for age of 
dwe l ling ( not reported in table ) . Results suggest that the 
s i ze of the coefficient is reduced somewhat from - . 2 5 to -
. 1 8 ( p<= . O l ) .  Thus at least some of the observed 
relationship between education and conservation improvement 
is due to the age of the dwelling .  
Age effects appear to be rather s light a s  a whole . 
Results suggest a s light tendency for older respondents to 
be more active in conservation activities . Again , age , 
income and education are confounded . The af fects of age on 
behavior decreases s l ight ly when income and education are 
included . In  genera l ,  the results suggest that standard 
sociodemographi c  variables provide s ignificant although weak 
explanation for the di stribution of conservation activities . 
Differences in conservation behavior were also examined 
between renters and home owners .  As expected , owners have a 
higher average number of conservation improvements ( 4 . 4 )  
compared to renter ( 2 . 8 ) . Mean number of curtai lment 
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activi ties was approximately equivalent between owners and 
renters ( 2 . 2  and 2 . 0  respective ly ) .  For those renters who 
did engage in efficiency improvement s ,  these tended to be 
rather limited activities ,  such as turning down the water 
heater ( 3 1 . 7  percent ) and placing plastic on the windows 
( 4 1 . 5  percent ) .  Renters were s lightly more like ly to engage 
in efficiency behaviors ( 3 . 3 )  compared to owners ( 2 . 7 ) . 
Fina l ly , the re lationship between behaviors was 
examined . A justification for distinguishing three types of 
conservation " behavior " is that conservation activities 
differ markedly in time , context , obj ect and behavior . 
Pearson correlations between each behavior j ustify the 
classes of behavior as suggested . For example , effi ciency 
improvement is modestly as sociated with efficiency behavior 
( r= . 3 7 ;  p< . O O l ) ,  but is uncorrelated with curtai lment 
activities ( r= . 0 8 ; ns ) .  The two recurring behaviors are 
correlated ( r= . 3 0 ;  p< . O O l ) as expected . These findings 
suggest that efficiency improvements and efficiency 
behaviors are seen by many as a lternatives to cutting back 
on energy use in the home--i . e . , changing individual or 
fami ly lifestyle . 
Energy Knowledge 
Kempton and Montgomery ( 1 98 2 )  s uggested earlier that a 
ma j or impediment to increased energy conservation in the 
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home is related to how individual s  perceive and quantify 
their en�rgy us ing activities . The point made here i s  that 
" folk " quantification of energy systematica l ly underva lues 
conservation efforts and shifts individual locus of 
attention to conservation strategies which do not result in 
the highest payoff { e . g . , reduction of lighting ) .  Two 
is sues are examined here : ( 1 )  how do individua ls assess 
their uti lity bi ll { i . e . , dollar amount versus kilowatts ) 
and whether such perceptions are sys temati ca l ly re lated to 
how individua ls eva luate the " savings potentia l " of specific 
cons ervation actions , and { 2 )  how such perceptions compare 
to more ob jective estimates of energy savings . 
As in Kempton and Montgomery ' s analys i s , data for this 
study indicate that a high percentage of individuals ( 6 9 . 2  
percent ) look only at the do llar amount when ana lyz ing their 
uti lity bi ll . Some 2 5 . 5  percent assess their bi l l  in terms 
of kilowatt hours . Dollar amount obvious ly provides most 
individua ls with the " bottom line " on their energy bi l l .  
Thi s  has some s ignificant policy implications . As Kempton 
and Montgomery ( 1 9 8 2 ) note , individua ls looking at do llar 
amount only are les s able to disas sociate behaviora l from 
nonbehavioral determinants of energy use . " Sma l l " 
conservation actions may appear inconsequential in that they 
provide little perceivable impact on the monthly bi l l . 
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However , it i s  not at a l l  certain that monitoring KWHs 
careful ly wi l l  provide individuals with a l l  the neces sary 
information to evaluate individual conservation activities . 
As Heberlein ( 1 9 7 8 ) and others indicate , more direct and 
immediate feedback may be necessary to reinforce less 
dramtic conservation activities . 
Table 4 examines the issue of whether dol lar/kwh 
affects the rank ordering of the " savings potential " for 
seven conservation behaviors . The results confirm to some 
extent that how one monitors hi s/her uti lity bi l l  has little 
af fect on perceptions of individua l conservation actions . 
For both column one and two , the rank order of conservation 
activities i s  identica l .  The average Pearson corre lation 
between dol lar/kwh and folk asses sment of behaviors confirms 
the lack of as sociation { average r= . 0 7 ) .  
Table 4 also provides the rank ordering of behaviors 
for the entire sample . The results suggest that 11 putting 
insulation in the wal l s  and attic " had the highest mean 
savings potential . Ful ly 6 3 . 5  percent of the respondents 
gave thi s  the highest rating of 7 .  At the bottom of the 
list is "use less lighting " . Only 1 4 . 4  percent of 
the sample gave this the highest rating . Odd ly , 
weatherstripping the house got a higher mean s core than 
either replacing the heating system or turning down the 
water heater . One reason for this may be that 
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Table 4 Means and Rank Order for Fo lk Assessments of 
Conservation Behaviors by Whether Respondent 
_ Examines Dollar Amount or KWH On Uti lity Bi l l .  







Activity by Rank 
Put weatherstripping 6 . 4  6 . 4  6 . 3  
around doors/windows 
Put insulation in 6 . 1  5 . 9  6 . 0  
attic/walls 
Replace old heating 5 . 3  5 . 4  5 . 3  
equipment 
Turn water heater 5 . 0  5 . 1  5 . 0  
down 1 2 0  degrees 
Use appliances les s 4 . 6  4 . 5  4 . 6  
Turn down thermostat 4 . 1  4 . 2  4 . 0  
2 or 3 degrees 
Use les s lighting 4 . 0  4 . 1  4 . 0  
1 
Mean do llar refers to the average folk asses sment for a 
parti cu lar activity given by those individual s  who look at 
the dollar amount only when assess ing their utility bi l l .  
2 
Mean KWH refers to the average folk assessment for a 
parti cular activity given by those individual s  who look at 
the ki lowatts when assessing their uti l ity bi l l . 
3 
Mean Sample i s  the overall sample means for each of the 
folk a s sessments . 
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weatherstripping as we l l  as insu lation are very vis ible to 
the individua l ,  intuitive ly understandable and more 
routinely experienced . Replacing the heating s ystem i s  done 
rather infrequent ly and most individuals may not be able to 
eva luate its savings potentia l .  Turning down the water 
heater is rather " invis ible " from the consumer ' s  point of 
view . As Stern and Gardner ( 1 9 8 1 ) sugges t ,  individua ls tend 
to overestimate the savings potential of overt and c learly 
visible actions whi le underestimating the more subtle ones . 
A factor af fecting how individua ls evaluate 
conservation activities should be whether or not thay have 
done them . Table 5 presents the average " folk " ratings 
comparing adopters to nonadopters as wel l  as the Pearson 
correlations for each of the folk assessments with whether 
or not the individual had performed the behavior . In  every 
case correlations are pos itive and signi ficant with the 
exception of replacing the heating system and thermostat 
setback . Thi s  s uggests that individua ls have a higher 
evaluation of the savings potential of a given activity i f  
they have performed that behavior . 
Whi le this i s  not a surprising resu lt , it  does have 
policy implications . I f  individua ls can be shown what the 
" savings potentia l "  of a given course of action i s ,  they may 
be more wi l ling to engage in that behavior . However , the 
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Table 5 Folk As sessments Paired with Whether Behaviors Are 
Actually Done ( Comparison Made Where Pos sible ) .  
Behavior 




5 . 2  
Turned Down Water Heater 4 . 4  
Added Insulation 
Added Weatherstripping 
Turned Out Lights 
Turned down thermostat 
b 
P<= . O l  
c 
P<= . O O l  
1 
6 . 1  
5 . 6  
3 . 3  
3 . 9  
Average 
Adopters 
5 . 6  
5 . 5  
6 . 5  
6 . 1  
4 . 2  
3 . 9  
The average rank given to savings potential for 
behavior on a s even point semantic differentia l .  
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Folk 
As sesment 
. 1 0 
c 
. 3 2 
b 
. 1 5 
b 
. 2 0  
b 
. 1 7 
. 0 5 
opposite may also be true--posi tive effect i s  more likely to 
be associated with behaviors already performed . Thi s  form 
of attitudina l  " rat ionali zation " from behavior a l ready 
exhibi ted is not an unreasonable pos tu late ( see Bem , l 9 6 7 ) .  
I f  this i s  the case , greater emphas i s  should be placed on 
incentive to do the behavior rather than encourage it 
indirectly through attitude/knowledge change . 
How wel l  do these folk rankings compare with technical 
estimates ? Here comparisons are difficu lt as household , 
structural and regional factors may dictate savings 
poss ibi lities accruing to any s ingle behavior . However , 
Stern and Gardner ( 1 9 8 1 ) provide an ana lys i s  of aggregate 
estimates of savings for a number of househo ld conservation 
activities . Stern and Gardner base their estimates on the 
assumption of a nationwide adoption of activities , so 
"percent saved " by household represents an average . 
Table 6 presents the rank order of Stern and Gardner ' s  
list against the sample where compari sons are appropriate . 
Column one presents the percent saved on individua l 
household energy consumption . The greatest savings 
potential obvious ly accrue from home insulation and 
retrofit--factors affecting space heating and air 
conditioning . This latter category usually accounts for 
a lmost a third of household energy consumption and thus 
represents the area of greatest savings potentia l .  
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Table 6 Compari son of Technical and Fo lk Estimates of 
Energy Savings Associated with Specific Conservation 
Behaviors 
Technical List 






Buy More Efficient 
Water Heater 
Turn down Water 
Heater 2 0  degrees 
Use Clothes Dryer 
50 percent Les s  









. s  
. 3 -1 
Rank 




6 - 5  
3 - 6  
7-7  
Adapted from Stern and Gardner ( 1 9 8 1 ) 
1 0 0  
Sample List 





Re lace Old 
heating equip . 
Turn down 
water 








Curtai lment activities have much less of an impact on energy 
usage . Table 6 shows that technical and sample rankings are 
not markedly different . Both home insulation and use of 
lighting activities are s imi lar ly ranked ( ranks 1 and 7 ) . 
Some difference in question wording with technica l  estimates 
can help account for some of the nonequiva lence in other 
ranks . For example , respondents were not given the specific 
decrease in water temperature , only the f ina l temperature of 
1 2 0  degrees . Also "use appliances les s "  is compared here 
with only us ing clothes dryer les s .  Thermostat setback is 
fairly close for comparison . The results suggest that there 
may be an underestimate of the savings potential of 
thermostat setback for most respondents .  
Overal l ,  the results from Table 6 suggest that on 
the average individua ls have a reasonably accurate concept 
of what activities wi ll and won ' t  save much energy in the 
household . However , the underestimate of thermostat setback 
cou ld be s ignif i cant and one area that an information 
campaign could affect . A four percent reduction in the 
res idential energy sector cou ld have an appreciable impact 
on the nation ' s  energy bi ll . Whi le the results say nothing 
of how such information should be diffused , they clearly 
point to the need for accurate and convincing knowledge . 
Fina l ly ,  results for the energy " qui z "  are presented in 
Table 7 .  Res u lts provide an indication of the 
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Table 7 Frequency Di stribution for Response to Energy 
Qui z  
AGREE 
Item 
Most of the Winter Uti lity 7 0 . 6  
Bill  i s  for Space Heating 
R value refers to heat 7 . 0  
loss in the fireplace 
Lowering the thermostat to 1 1 . 9  
6 5  degrees w i l l  make most 
people more susceptible to 
flu and colds 
An open damper in the 8 . 4  
fireplace has no effect 
on heating loss 
Clock thermostats cannot 6 . 3  
be used for water heaters 
You must turn down the 2 8 . 0  
thermostat 5 degrees to 
save any energy 
The Energy Efficiency Ratio 3 3 . 6  
( EER ) i s  a number that rates 
energy efficiency for s imi lar 
appliances 
A 40 watt bulb uses less 7 4 . 5  
energy than a 6 0  watt bulb 
Frost free refrigerators 1 9 . 6  
use less energy than manual 
defrost ones 
Flow restricting shower 6 . 3  
heads don ' t  really save 
energy 
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DI SGREE DON ' T  KNOW 
1 2 . 2  1 2 . 2  
5 3 . 1  3 4 . 6  
7 3 . 4  1 0 . 5  
7 8 . 3  8 . 4  
5 5 . 2  3 3 . 6  
4 0 . 9  2 7 . 6  
5 . 2  5 6 . 6  
9 . 4  1 4 . 0  
5 0 . 0  2 7 . 6  
6 0 . 1  3 0 . 8  
distribution of conservation knowledge among respondents . 
For example , over a third of the sample appears to be 
unfami liar with 11 R va lue . 11 A s imi lar number do not know 
whether a clock thermostat can be used for water heaters . 
Over half ( 5 6 . 6  percent ) do not know the meaning of the 
term 11 Energy Efficiency Ratio . 11 Perhaps the most disturbing 
result i s  that fully 2 8  percent of respondent s bel ieve that 
one must turn down the thermostat 5 degrees to save any 
energy . Whi le thi s figure i s  sma l ler than that reported by 
Milstein ( 1 9 7 8 ) ,  it  does suggests a s igni ficant 
underestimation of this particu lar activity . 
Knowledge and Behavior 
The relationship between specific folk asses sments of 
conservation and individua l conservation behaviors has been 
discussed . However , the relationship betwen genera l 
knowledge and behavior can be examined more directly . Table 
8 reports findings relevant to this issue . Overal l ,  the 
size of the Pearson coefficients suggests weak association 
between knowledge and behavior . Energy qui z  s core i s  
positively associated with efficiency improvements i n  the 
home ( r= . l 6 ; p= . 0 5 ) .  However ,  the s i z e  of the coefficient 
suggests a weak relationship . Impact of knowledge on 
curtai lment is in the opposite direction from expected 
( r=- . 1 5 )  indicating that those who knew more did les s , 
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Table 8 Pearson Correlations Between Knowledge Variables 













P , = . O S  
b 
P<= . Ol 
1 
b 
. 1 6 
. 0 4 
c 
. 2 5 




- . 15 . 0 5 - . 1 3 
a c 
. 1 3 . 2 1 • 01 
a 
- . 0 1 . 0 6 - . 1 2 
Coded 1 for Do llar amount and 2 for K i lowatt amount 
2 
Coded 1 if respondent knew temperature and 0 otherwise 
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confirming Stut zman and Greene ' s  ( 1 9 8 2 ) findings . Efficient 
behavior is uncorrelated with knowledge ( . O S ) .  
The correlation between dollar/kwh and efficiency 
behavior is as expected ( r= . 2 1 ; p= . Ol ) .  Thi s 
finding indicates that those who watch how they use energy 
by trying to use resources more efficient ly also tend to 
monitor their energy bi lls by examining the KWHs . 
Simi larly , curtai lment is weakly as sociated with greater 
l ike lihood of looking at ki lowatts of usage but in the 
expected direction . Overall the findings indicate that 
knowledge has some affect on behavior , but that s imple 
bivariate relationships are rather weak . There i s  some 
tendency for those practicing conservation to monitor their 
behavior more , as we ll as have lower home temperature . 
Behavior , Knowledge and Energy Consumption 
The final i s sue in the analysis focuses on the impact 
of knowledge and behavior on energy consumption . As 
discuss ed ear lier , household factors have a very s trong 
impact on tota l energy consumption . For thi s  reason , the 
independent effects of knowledge and behavior must be 
considered net of these factors . To examine this 
proposition a regress ion model wi ll be employed whi ch 
accounts for the relative contribution of househo ld , 
behavioral and knowledge factors . Househo ld factors 
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included in the ana lysis are number of ma jor appliances 
( APPLIANCE ) ,  number of rooms ( ROOMS ) ,  number of people in 
the household ( PEOPLE ) ,  house square feet ( SQFT ) , dwe l ling 
type broken into s ingle fami ly dwel ling ( SINGLE ) , apartment 
( APARTMENT ) ,  or trai ler ( TRAILER ) ,  age of dwel ling 
( OLDDWELL ) ,  and income ( INC ) . 
Table 9 reports the ana lysi s  for three different 
regres sion models . Model one includes the regres s ion of 
a l l  variables listed above on average monthly energy use for 
the period December of 1 9 8 4  to March of 1 9 8 5 ,  rough ly 
corresponding to winter energy consumption . Mu ltiple R for 
mode l one i s  . 5 7 ,  or 3 2  percent of the variance explained . 
Beta coefficients for model one listed on column one 
indicate the relative weight of each factor contro l ling for 
the effects of the other factors . With the exception of 
APARTMENT , each of the factors make some contribution to the 
variance explained . The most important factors appear to be 
dwe l ling type and appliance mix ,  with age of dwel ling and 
square footage having some effect . Mode l two accounts for 
a l l  model one factors plus behaviora l categories including 
average horne temperature . Multiple R for model two i s  . 6 3 
2 
with some improvement in the variance explained ( R  = . 3 9 ) .  
Thus the additiona l behaviora l categories improve prediction 
of average energy consumption by some 7 percent ( p<= . O l ) .  In 
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Table 9 Regress ion Results for Three Models of Winter 
Energy Use Accounting for Structural factors , 
























( beta ) 
. O S 
. 0 3 
. 1 3 
. 1 3 
. 2 3 
. 0 9 
. 2 1 
. 3 0 
. 0 0 
. 5 7 
. 32 
1 2 
Mode l Two 
( beta ) 
. 0 9 
. 0 8 
. 0 9 
. 1 1 
. 3 0 
. O S 
. 2 8 
. 4 3 
- . 0 3 
- . 2 5 
- . 1 2 
. 2 1 
. 6 3 
1 
. 3 9 
Mode l Three 
( beta ) 
. 1 2 
. 0 2 
. 0 9 
. 1 4 
. 3 2 
. 0 6 
. 3 2 
. 4 5 
- . 0 5 
- . 2 7 
- . 1 0 
. 2 0 
. 0 1 
. 0 8 
- . 1 7 
. 1 3 
. 6 5 
. 4 3 
Differences in R s ignificant at the . 0 1 level ( F  values 
for model Two and Three 2 0 . 6  and 1 4 . 7  respectively ; df 1 4 , 1 2 0 ) .  
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the average uti lity bi l l  of 2 0 5 6  KWHs , behaviora l imputs 
account for about 1 4 4  KWHs or about 2 . 1 days of usage . 
Mode l three i s  the " saturated " model including 
structural , behavioral ,  and knowledge variables ( energy 
score , dol lar/kwh , and knowledge of water heater 
temperature ) .  
2 
. 6 5 and the R 
Mode l three Mu ltiple R increases somewhat to 
to . 4 3 .  The addition of the 
knowledge variables adds approximately 4 percent to the 
variance explained ( p<= . Ol ) .  Knowledge and behavior factors 
account for 11 percent of the variance in energy 
consumption . I t  shou ld be noted that only efficiency 
improvement and efficiency behavior are correlated with 
energy in the expected direction . The curtai lment beta i s  
positive ( . 2 1 ) suggesting that greater number of curtai lment 
activities are associated with higher energy users . This 
f inding may not be anoma lous when we cons ider that the high 
energy use group has greater opportunity to curtail energy 
use . However , high energy users may also have greater 
sensitivity to social pressures to conserve and thus 
overreport such behaviors . 
Discussion 
The results of this ana lysi s  indicate that most 
individua ls have made some efforts to conserve energy in the 
home . Findings indicate some tendency for individuals 
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practi cing conservation to be somewhat higher in income but 
s light ly lower in education . However , conservation behavior 
( as defined here ) i s  fairly ubiquitous in terms of 
sociodemographic indicators . Thi s  finding i s  rather 
interes ting cons idering that many of the efficiency 
improvements entai l  considerable cost . I t  is pos s ible , 
however , that s igni ficant differences do exist between 
income groups on whether the conservation improvements are 
done professiona lly or " do-it-yourself " as finances permit . 
Second , most individuals do tend to evaluate their 
energy bi l l  in terms of " folk " units ( i . e . , dol lars ) as 
Kempton and Montgomery ( 1 9 8 2 ) suggest , but that thi s method 
of ana lysi s  has litt le affect on how individuals  evaluate 
the savings accruing to specific conservation actions . 
Perhaps a more detai led energy bill , one disaggregating 
seasonal f luctuations from normal base load , wou ld help 
individuals  monitor their own conservation activities more 
effective ly .  The monthly bi l ling cyc le may also to be too 
long a period to adequately reinforce less s i gni f i cant 
conservation actions . Results did indicate that a 
determinant o f  how individuals  view the savings potential of 
specific conservation behaviors was whether or not the 
individual had done the behavior . 
Results indicate that the folk rankings of behavior are 
reasonably c lose to technical estimates of energy savings . 
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However , these rankings were based on mean scores and 
significant differences exist--both over and underestimating 
savings . Individua ls need to be provided with reasonably 
accurate estimates of savings for conservation actions . 
Energy knowledge is s light ly corre lated with behavior , 
but the s i z e  of the coefficients i s  rather small--accounting 
for some 3 percent of the variance in usage . Know ledge 
itself does not seem to provide strong direct ef fect on 
behavior . However , thi s  may be due to the fact that not a ll 
relevant energy knowledge i s  tapped here ( e . g . , whether 
individua ls know how to turn down the water heater ) and 
second , whether or not individua ls are motivated to try to 
save energy . 
Both knowledge and behavior do have a direct impact on 
energy usage . Results suggest that some 1 1  percent of the 
variance in winter energy consumption is explained by these 
factors . Thi s  finding is somewhat less than other s imi lar 
studies ( e . g . , Verhal len and Raai j , l 9 8 1 ) . However , as 
Becker et a l .  ( 1 9 8 1 ) note , winter energy usage has less 
discretionary energy choices than summer usage . Space 
heating requirements as well as more social activities 
indoors ( Klausner , l 9 7 8 ) undoubtedly increase energy 
consumption . Second , individual therma l perference has a 
smal ler range of tolerance than the summer time . 
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A number of behaviora l factors were not included in the 
s tudy whi ch could have increased the explained variance ; for 
example , l ight ing behavior , extent of social activit ies in 
the home , use of windows whi le space heating , c los ing off  
unused rooms , fi lter change , and the like . The analys i s  
also does not take into account " indirect " energy costs 
incurred by househo lds--preference for frozen foods , use of 
restuarants ,  patterns of consumption , and leisure 
activities . Indeed , s igni ficant dif ferences exist between 
household " li festyles " that may not show up direct ly on 
individual uti lity bi lls ( Morrison , l 9 7 7 ) .  
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CHAPTER FOUR 
A COMPARI SON OF ATTITUDE-BEHAVI OR MODELS 
As discussed earlier , the Fishbein/A j zen ( 1 9 7 5 ) and 
Triandis ( 1 9 7 7 ) A-B mode ls appear particularly suited for 
studying the comp lex of socia l psychological factors 
affecting conservation behavior . These include atti tude 
toward the behavior , perception of social support for 
conservation , knowledge and perceived difficulty o f  
behavior , personal conservation normative belief , as wel l  as 
behavioral intention . A comparison of the two models  
suggests substantia l simi larity in how some of the model 
components are conceptua li zed as wel l  as their cau sal order . 
However , s ignificant differences exis t  between the two 
model s ,  particularly with regard to the as sumption of 
volitiona l control over the behavior . Thi s  chapter provides 
an application of both mode ls to an analysis  of conservation 
behavior and energy use . The argument was presented earlier 
that the Triandis mode l is better suited for speci fying the 
determinants of some kinds of conservation actions-­
particu larly those which require ski l l  or knowledge to 
perform . Thus the first object of this  chapter i s  to  
ana lyze the usefulness of either mode l in speci fying the 
re levant determinants of specific conservation behaviors . 
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A second goal of this chapter i s  to further e laborate 
the causal s tructure of both mode ls by examining the 
relationships among model components . The primary i ss ue 
rai sed in the fol lowing section focuses on incorporating 
" contingency " factors affecting the A-B link within the 
Fishbein/A j zen and Triandis mode l .  This i s  
accomplished in two ways : ( 1 )  examining how attitude 
" certainty " or s trength affects the atti tude-behavior 
relationship , and ( 2 )  whether attitude toward the " ob j ect " 
of energy conservat ion is mediated by attitude toward 
the behavior or contributes an independent influence . 
The final goa l of thi s  chapter i s  to apply both 
Fishbein/A j zen and Triandis mode ls to predi cting general 
conservation indices as we ll as energy consumption in the 
home . The purpose this part of the ana lysi s  serves i s  to 
provide a���d i cation of what impact changing persona l 
determinan�§ o f  behavi9r wi ll have for decreasing 
residential energy use . The secondary function of applying 
the behavior models to the genera l conservation i s  to 
examine the usefulness of either model for explaining a 
genera l clas s o f  behavior as we l l  as energy use . The 
following section reviews the two be lief s tructure issues 
as these re late to the attitude-behavior relationship . 
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Contingency Factors Affecting the Att itude-Behavior 
Relationship 
As suggested earlier , attitude structure can be 
conceptualiz ed in terms of the strength and direction of the 
attitude as we l l  as the role it plays within the 
individual ' s  be lief system .  Atti tudes which are more 
cognitive ly centra l and more intensely he ld are more likely 
to inf luence behavior , all else being equal ( Petersen and 
Dutton , l 9 7 5 ) .  The concept of attitude structure thus allows 
the researcher to differentiate attitudes more c learly as 
we l l  as anticipate their likely affect on behavior . 
The Fishbein/A j zen mode l measures attitude primari ly in 
terms of the direction of affect ; i . e . , des ireable or 
undes ireable . By not including other components of attitude 
structure , Fishbein and Aj zen may be underestimating the 
extent of attitude-behavior consi stency . One factor 
affecting A-B consi stency discussed earlier is the 
" certainty " to which an attitude is expressed . Sample and 
War land ( 1 9 7 3 ) as wel l  as Sherif et al . ( 1 9 6 5 ) claim that 
normative influences are more important for those 
- -
individua ls whose attitude certainty i s  low . In  such cases , 
inclusion of normative or s ituationa l factors improves the 
A-B link . Individuals with high attitude certainty are less 
likely to infer behavior from normative and situationa l 
variables . Neither Triandis nor Fishbein include measures 
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of certainty . The implication of the research i s  that 
certainty and attitude may interact with one another in 
their influence on behavior . 
A second factors affecting A-B cons i stency i s  whether a 
general attitude toward the "obj ect " i s  inc luded ; i . e . , 
toward the genera l act ivity ( e . g . , saving energy ) rather 
than a specif i c  conservation behavior ( thermostat setback ) .  
Fishbein and A j zen as wel l  as Triandis assume that attitude 
toward the act is one of the most proximate determinants of 
that behavior and that it mediates the influence of more 
general be lief or attitude orientat ions . However , research 
by Rokeach and Kliejunas ( 1 9 7 2 ) as wel l  as Weinstein ( 1 9 7 2 ) 
indicate that the combination o f  atti tude toward the act as 
well  a s  ob j ect may be superior in predicting behavior than 
either one a lone . Research reviewed earlier , particu larly 
Hes lop et a l . ( 1 9 8 1 ) suggests that attitude toward 
conservation itself may have a direct impact on conservation 
behavior . Thu s  including this component may improve the A-B 
fit as we l l  as provide a further speci fication of both 
mode ls . 
To summari z e ,  this study examines two a lternative 
mode ls for explaining energy conservation behavior and 
energy usage . Fishbein and Aj zen assume that behaviora l 
intention to perform an act i s  sufficient condition for that 
behavior , at least for those acts under volitiona l contro l .  
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Triandis modi f ies this vo litiona l as sumption of his  model by 
including measures of faci litating conditions ; for examp le , 
knowledge and d i fficu lty , and prior habi t associated with a 
behavior . The argument i s  presented that fac i litating 
conditions , especially knowledge of conservation behavior , 
shou ld be important determinants of behaviora l intention , at 
lea st for some kinds of behavior . 
Two e laborations of the basic Fishbein/Aj zen model are 
tested . The first wi l l  examine whether a measure of 
atti tude " certainty " improves the A-B fit . The second 
problem looks at whether attitude toward the " ob j ect " 
contributes independent ly to explaining behavior when 
including Att ( act ) in the model .  
Whi le both the latter i s sues could be examined for the 
genera l indices of conservation developed in the previous 
chapter , a test of the " sufficiency " of either the Triandis 
or Fi shbein/A j z en model mandates that we examine only 
specific conservation actions . Three behaviors are examined 
in this part of the analysis : ( 1 )  thermostat setback , ( 2 )  
water heater turndown , and ( 3 )  adding insu lation . These 
behaviors are indicative of the three c la s ses of behav or 
discus sed previous ly ( curtai lment , efficiency behavior , and 
efficiency improvements respectively ) .  In  addition , 
examining the be lief structure i s sues only for these 
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behaviors wi l l  provide for greater economy of space in the 
analys i s . 
Methods 
Because model components could not be obtained for a l l  
conservation behaviors ,  three were se lected ; night ime 
thermostat setback , turning down water heater temperature , 
and adding insulation ( home retrofit ) .  The Fishbein/A j zen 
mode l cons ists of primarily three components : behaviora l 
intentions , subj ective norms , and attitudes . Because this 
study represents a one time cross sectio_nal  ,sur_�� , 
behaviora l intentions could not be measured prior to when 
the behavior is actua l ly performed . For " one shot " 
behaviors it wou ld be very di fficult to measure these prior 
to behavior in any case . Thus for turning water heater 
temperature down and adding insulation a modified form of 
the dependent variable i s  made . Respondents were asked 
whether they had done either of these behaviors , plan to in 
the future , or do not p lan to do in the f uture . The analys is 
for both of these behaviors i s  accomp li shed by creating a 
behaviora l " likelihood " variable wherein those who have done 
the behavior receive a coding of 1 ,  those who are planning 
to . 5 , and those who do not plan to do the behavior 0 .  
For thermostat setback , respondents are asked i f  they 
" intend to do " the behavior thi s  week , coded yes or no . 
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Reported thermostat sett ings are measured in another portion 
o f  the question . Miss ing data were excluded from the 
analys i s . 
For Fishbein and A j zen as we l l  as Triandis ,  subj ective 
norm consists o f  two components :  ( 1 )  respondent ' s  perception 
of others ' expectations to perform the behavior , and ( 2 )  
wi l l ingnes s  to comply with these expectat ions . The first 
item measures normative " oughtness . "  Thi s  item i s  worded 
following standard usage : "Most people who are important to 
me think I should . " fol lowed by each of the 
conservation behaviors . Fol lowing thi s , the respondent ' s  
wi l lingness to comply with such expectations was obtained : 
"General ly , I want to do what most people think I should 
do . "  Both items were scaled us ing a semantic d i fferent ial 
with polar extremes of " Extreme ly Likely"  and " Extremely 
Unlikely . "  As Fi shbein and Aj zen ( 1 9 7 5 ) suggests , each of 
the subjective norm components was mu ltiplied by the 
wi l lingnes s  to comply with other ' s  expectation . Each of 
these items are high ly intercorre lated ( average r= . 8 1 ) .  
Thus , a general subjective norm item was constructed which 
summed each of the individua l subjective norms 
( Cronbach ' s  a lpha= . 9 4 ) .  
Attitude toward the act cons ists o f  a s ingle mea sure of 
affect toward the behavior . Thi s  was obtained by having the 
respondent rate each of the three behaviors using a 5 point 
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semantic di f ferential with polar extremes of " Very Good " and 
"Very Bad . " 
An item which shou ld be closely aligned with attitude 
toward the act i s  the expectancy va lue contruct . This item 
i s  identical in both models . The expectancy va lue dimens ion 
taps respondent beliefs about the outcomes associated with 
the behavior and the evaluation of these outcomes . For the 
first component a list of "moda l "  beliefs is provided where 
the respondent must assess the probabi lity of their 
occurence using a Likert sca le with categories ranging from 
" Extremely Likely " to " Extremely Unlikely . "  Fol lowing thi s , 
respondents are asked to evaluate how des ireable or 
undes ireable such occurences are ( were they to occur ) .  Like 
the subj ective norm component ,  each items likelihood rating 
i s  multiplied by its des ireabi l ity rating . The logic of 
this construction i s  that a more positive attitude should 
exi st for those respondents who see negative outcomes 
accruing to a behavior as unlikely and where such negative 
outcomes are defined as less undes ireable . 
The Triandi s  model includes a l l  of the F ishbein 
measures as wel l  as components tapping self  concept , role 
beliefs , facilitating factors and prior behavior . Two self 
concept measures wi l l  be used : " I ' m  the kind of person who 
i s  careful in how they use energy , "  and , " The Energy 
s i tuation is one that I watch pretty careful ly . " Both items 
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are moderately correlated ( r= . 3 2 ) .  Two items are used to 
measure ro le beliefs : " I t ' s  appropriate for residents of 
Knoxvi lle to try and save energy , "  and , " It ' s  appropriate for 
residents of America to try and save energy . " Both items 
are moderately corre lated suggesting that they measure a 
s ingle dimension ( r= . 3 0 ) . Both the ro le be lief and self 
concept items are in a Likert type format with categories 
of " Strongly Agree " to " Strongly Disagree . "  
Facilitating conditions include two factors --knowledge 
associated with general energy use , and difficu lty 
as sociated with , perforrning behavior . Knowledge i s  tapped 
using an energy "qui z "  related to energy use in the horne . 
The respondent was provided with ten statements about energy 
use developed from a Department of Energy publication "Tips 
for Energy Savers . "  Right answers were coded as  1 ,  Don ' t  
Know as 0 and incorrect answers as -1 . Thi s  method of 
coding penali zes respondents more for ha zarding an incorrect 
answer then a don ' t  know . Miss ing data were excluded from 
the analys i s .  
Difficulty refers to respondent ' s  self reported 
difficu lty associated with behavior . This was obtained via 
a five point sernatic differential sca le with categories 
ranging from " Extremely Difficult " to " Extremely Eas y "  for 
each of the three behaviors : ( 1 )  thermostat setback , ( 2 )  
water heater turndown , and ( 3 )  adding insulation . 
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Prior behavior is obtained for a l l  of the recurring 
behaviors ( curtai lment and efficiency use ) . Included in 
this list is night time thermostat setback . Respondents 
were asked how often " you or members of your household have 
done a particular activity in the pas t  month . "  Categories 
ranged from " Very Often " to "Not At All . " Miss ing data are 
excluded from the analysis . 
Fina l l y ,  persona l normative belief cons ists of one 
item .  Respondents were asked whether they have a "moral 
obligation to save energy . "  Response categories are also in 
a Likert type format with categories ranging from " Strongly 
Agree " to " Strongly Disagree . "  
Two other measures are needed for the analysi s : ( 1 )  
attitude certainty , and ( 2 )  attitude toward the obj ect of 
saving energy . I tems tapping the certainty of respondent ' s  
attitude are also in a semantic differential form. After 
obtaining their attitude toward a specific behavior , 
respondents were asked to indicate " How certain are you? " 
The rating instrument was a five point scale with values 
ranging from "Very Certain " to "Very Uncertain . "  The 
hypothesis suggested earlier is that attitude should be more 
affective in guiding behavior when the attitude i s  stronger . 
Thi s  implies that attitude and certainty interact with one 
another . Thus an interaction term was created by 
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mu ltiplying certainty by its attitudinal affect . Mis s ing 
date were excluded from the analysis .  
Fina l ly , a measure of attitude toward the object of 
genera l energy conservation was obtained . The form of this 
question is exactly as the previous Attitude ( act ) items . 
Respondents were asked to evaluate "More energy 
conservation in the United States . "  Categories ranged from 
" Extremely Bad " to " Extremely Good . " An expectancy value 
construct was also obtained corresponding to the genera l 
attitude . Modal be liefs consisted of three items : "Make us 
less dependent on foreign oil , " " Help protect the 
environment ,  11 and "Decrease our quality of living . " Miss ing 
data for knowledge , expectancy value constructs and attitude 
were recoded to sample item mean . Sample s i ze for this item 
and for any of the other variables which have been recoded 
to their item means is thus 2 8 6 . When the analysis returns 
to electricity consumption as the dependent variable in the 
latter part of the chapter , the sample s i ze drops to 
approximately 1 3 0  cases for reasons already indicated ( see 
Chapter I I I ) .  
Resu lts 
The first issue examined in the results looks at the 
relationship among the attitude and belief components which 
both model s  share in common ; i . e . , the Fi shbein/A j zen model .  
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We would expect to find similar components of the mode l to 
be intercorrelated , particularly between the expectancy 
value components , as wel l as the att itude items . 
Subjective normative beliefs on the other hand should be 
relatively independent of both the latter components . 
Table 1 reports the Pearson corre lation between the 
model components .  Looking first at the relationship among 
the expectancy value constructs or outcome beliefs 
individua ls have about each behavior ( top left ) ,  the s i ze of 
the coefficients suggests a moderately strong re lationship 
( average r= . 5 9 ) .  Individuals who define one of the three 
conservation behaviors ( adding insulation , thermostat 
setback , water heater turndown ) as desirable also tend to 
find the other behaviors desirable . Thus expectancy 
value appears to be tapping a genera l evaluative dimens ion . 
The strength of the intercorrelation between the 
attitude toward the act ( Att ( act ) )  items is somewhat weaker 
( bottom right ) with an average r of . 2 5 .  Whi le a l l  the 
attitude items are positively related to one another , a 
positive attitude toward one behavior does not necessarily 
predispose one to having a strong proconservation response 
toward other behaviors . The relationship between expectancy 
value and Att ( act ) is as expected . The s i ze of the 
coefficients between attitude and its corresponding 
expectancy value components suggests moderate correlation 
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Table 1 Pearson Correlations Between Components for Basic Model . 
SETBACK TURNDOWN INSULATION A TTl ATT2 ATT3 X S . D .  
THERMOSTAT 9 . 3  1 3 . 6  --
SETBACK! 
WATER . 5 4 4 . 7  1 1 . 6  
HEATER TURNDOWN2 
3 
INSULATION . 6 2 . 6 0 1 2 . 8  1 1 . 6  
4 
ATTl ( SETBACK ) . 4 2 . 2 2 . 2 7 4 . 4  . 9  
5 
1-' ATT2 ( TURNDOWN ) . 2 0 . 6 0 . 2 6 . 3 1 4 . 8  . 4  
"" 6 
� ATT3 ( INSULATE ) . 1 2 . 2 0 . 3 0 . 2 4 . 2 0 4 . 2  1 . 0  
7 
SUBJECTIVE NORM . 0 3 - . 0 6 - . 03 - . 1 2 - . 0 4 . 0 2 4 4 . 3  2 5 . 7  
1 
Expectancy value construct for setting back thermostat at night 
2 
Expectancy value construct for turning down water heater to 1 2 0  degrees 
3 
Eexpectancy va lue construct for adding insulation 
4 
Attitude toward setting back thermostat at night 
5 
Attitude toward turning down water heater to 1 2 0  degrees 
. 6  
Attitude toward adding insulation 
7 
Index of three subjective norm be liefs multipl ied by motivation 
to comply 
( average r= . 4 4 ) .  The weakest corre lation between Att ( act ) 
and expectancy value is for adding insu lation ( r= . 3 0 ) and 
the strongest i s  for water heater turndown ( r= . 6 0 ) .  
However , it is clear that both components are not as 
strongly corre lated as is expected in Fi shbein and Ajzen ' s  
work . 
Perhaps one reason for this finding i s  that the study 
may not have included the most salient "moda l "  be liefs in 
the assessment of behavioral outcomes . As Fishbein and 
Aj zen note , beliefs about the behavior may undergo change , 
be substituted or forgotten . One shot conservation 
behaviors may be particularly vulnerable to such belief 
evolution . Liska ( 1 9 8 4 ) indicates that behavioral 
be liefs and attitudes toward the act may undergo 
differential rates of change and thus should not be 
perfect ly correlated . In any cas e ,  the data tends to 
support Triandis '  view that both components may make an 
independent contribution to explaining intention to act as 
the attitude component itself does not appear to be a 
strong substitute for the expectancy value component . Thus 
the analysi s  wil l  include both factors . 
Finally,  subjective norm is uncorre lated with almost 
all of the other model indices . The coefficients for the 
summed subject ive norms is repeated for the individuals 
items ( not reported ) ,  although water heater Att ( act ) and 
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its subjective norm component are moderately interrelated 
( r= . 2 5 ) . While Fishbein/Aj zen model implies that the latter 
findings are not unusual given that subjective norm is 
relatively independent of other mode l components , the more 
likely expectation is that exceptance of conservation 
normative pressure should be correlated with a s tronger 
conservation attitude . Two things are indicated by the low 
results . First , the study measured perceived subj ective 
norm only for genera l signi ficant others . Ques tionnaire 
space did not allow for a more detai led analysi s  which could 
have included separate subjective norm components for 
" friends , fami ly and neighbors . "  Use of genera l s ignificant 
others may s imply have been too vague for respondents to 
adequately evaluate normative pres sures . 
However , it may also be the case that with present 
inattention to energy problems , individuals  feel less 
normative constraint for engaging in conservation actions . 
Whi le the normative perception variables are relative ly wel l  
distributed across the scale , motivation t o  comply was 
distinctly skewed . In fact , 7 0  percent of the respondents 
felt that it was " unlikely " or "neither unlikely or likely " 
that they wou ld comply with normative expectations . Again 
the problem emerges of being unable to disentangle the 
effects of different significant others on wi l lingnes s  to 
comply . 
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The following section examines the effectivenes s  of 
models for explaining individua l conservation intention and 
behavior . 
Predicting Individual Conservation Intentions and Behavior 
The ana lysis of individual conservation behaviors 
begins with thermostat setback . As discussed ear lier , 
thermostat setback i s  one behavior which requires primari ly 
motivation to perform , at least in the sense of not 
requiring special knowledge or resources . It i s  also a 
relatively recurring behavior and thus we would expect that 
the personal ( i . e . , cognitive ) components to exert greater 
inf luence . 
Table 2 presents the results obtained from a 
regression analysi s  of each of the A-B mode ls on nighttime 
thermostat setback . The first two columns represent 
components of the two models regressed on behavioral 
intention , while columns three and four report results with 
intention included in the regression equation on the 
difference between e�ening and s leeping thermostat setting . 
The Fishbein/Aj zen model components ( co lumn one ) show a 
show a moderately strong relationship between Att ( act ) ,  
expectancy value and subjective norm on behavioral intention 
( multiple R= . 4 0 ) .  Overall  the model explains 1 6  percent of 
the variance in intention . Att ( act ) has the strongest 
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Table 2 Resu lts of Regres s ion Analysis for Fishbein/A j zen 
and Triandis Mode ls for Nighttime Thermostat Setback 
Variable Fishbein/ 
A j zen 
{ BI )  
SETBACK - . O S 
EXPECTANCY 
VALUE 
ATT ( act } • 4 2 
















Mu ltiple R . 4 0 
2 
a 
R . 1 6 
P<= . O S  
b 
P<= . O l 
c 




( BI )  
. 0 8 
c 
. 3 3 
. 0 6 
- . 0 6 
. 0 3 
b 
- . l S 
b 
- . 1 3 
c 
- . 2 0 
. 4 8 
. 2 3 
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( Beh ) 
. 0 6 
b 
. 1 3 
. 0 3 
c 
. 2 S 
. 3 4 
. 1 2 
Triand i s  
( Minus 
( Beh ) Prior Beh } 
. 0 6 
. O S 
. 0 1 
. O S 
. 0 8 
. 0 3 
c 
- . 1 8  
. 0 8 
b 
- . 1 6 
. 2 0 
. 4 2 
. 1 7 
. 0 6 
. 0 4 
. 0 2 
c 
. 2 S 
. 1 0 
. 03 
c 
- . 1 9 
. 0 7 
c 
- . 1 8 
. 4 1 
. 1 7 
re lation to intention with subj ective norm and expectancy 
va lue making some contribution . However , the s i z e  of the 
standardi z ed regres s ion coefficient ( beta ) suggests that 
Att ( act ) represents the s ingle best predictor . The effect 
of expectancy value on intention is rather weak ( r= . l 3 ) and 
drops s ignificantly when Att ( act ) is inc luded in the 
regression equation . 
The Triandis model ( 2nd column ) includes three other 
items in explaining intention--se lf concept , personal 
normative belief and role be lief . The difficulty and 
knowledge components have been inc luded here as we ll . It 
was believed that both variables wou ld have important 
influence on intention . Here the mu ltiple R i s  . 4 8 with 
2 
some improvement in the variance explained ( R  = . 2 3 ) . The 
results suggest that the add it ional Triandi s  components do 
add to explaining variance in intention . Att ( act ) and 
perceived difficu lty of behavior appear to be the two 
leading predictors although role be liefs has some inf luence . 
The basic Fishbein components remain relatively unchanged 
with the exception that some of the addit ional explained 
variance appears to be at the expense of Att ( act )  which 
decreases to . 3 3 .  Whi le energy knowledge s core indicates a 
negative beta ( - . 1 3 )  with intention , thi s finding may be 
incorrect as the bivariate relationship i s  near zero ( r=-
. 0 4 ) .  Personal normative belief i s  moderately correlated 
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with role bel iefs ( r= . 4 6 ) which may help explain the lack of 
explanatory effect ( i . e . , it is part ia led out ) . 
Both models reinforce exi stent research regarding the 
need for measurement specificity when trying to predict 
behavioral intention . The strongest mode l component 
reported in columns one and two is attitude toward the 
behavior . Second , the results sugges t  that including at 
least some of the Triandis mode l components is justified . 
As expected , the difficu lty component has the sing le largest 
effect on intention other than Att ( act ) . The more difficu lt 
individuals found the behavior the less likely they were to 
turn their thermostats down . As with Stutzman and Greene ' s  
( 1 9 8 2 ) s tudy , conservation knowledge i s  negatively 
associated with the likelihood of turning down the 
thermostat . Thi s  finding may suggest that those less l ike ly 
to curta i l  energy as a means of conservation also tend to be 
higher in education and income--two factors which are 
posi tively a s sociated with energy knowledge . 
The third and fourth columns report the regress ion 
results with intention included as a predictor variable . 
The Fishbein mode l ( column three ) provides a moderately 
strong explanat ion of behavior ( multiple R= . 3 4 ) .  Both 
subjective norm and expectancy value remain essenti a l ly 
unchanged but Att ( act ) declines s igni ficant ly . The beta 
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as sociated with behavior intention is the strongest model 
component and appears to mediate much of the attitude 
effect . This finding is congruent with what A j z en and 
Fi shbein ( 1 9 8 0 ) report . The Triandis model ,  including 
strength of prior behavior , adds an additiona l 5 percent in 
explained variance . Perceived difficulty and prior behavior 
provide the strongest predictors whi le intention drops 
closer to zero . Ro le be liefs are negatively associated with 
thermostat setting , a finding incons i stent with expectations . 
To examine how prior behavior i s  affecting other model 
components ,  regress ion resu lts were again obtained but 
excluding prior behavior ( column five ) . Most of the model 
2 
components remain unchanged as does R with the exception of 
intention ( beta= . 2 5 ) .  The apparent effect of prior behavior 
on target behavior is through intention . One reason for the 
high correlation between behavior and intention i s  that the 
two measures are nearly perfectly correlated ( r= . 9 1 ) .  This 
suggests
. that intention might be an adequate proxy for past 
behavior . However , we wou ld not expect prior habi t and 
behaviora l intention to be so strongly correlated . In  this 
study , habit represents a retrospective measure and may 
ref lect a certain degree of rationali zation with extent of 
present behavior . Over time , we wou ld expect the habit-
intention measure to decline , especially as change iri 
attitude , and facilitating factors occur . 
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Results of Table 2 suggest that whi le the Triand i s  model 
i s  more successful in predicting intention , i t  does not 
provide an unequivocal ly superior predict ion of behavior . 
The Fi shbein model appears to do the bulk o f  explanat ion 
among the components ,  particularly Att ( act ) and intention . 
Fishbein/Aj zen approach i s  clear ly more pars imoniou s . 
However , the Triandis model correctly points to the 
importance of faci litating factors affecting behavior . 
Turning down the thermostat is apparently more d i fficult for 
some ind ividual s .  
In Table 3 a s imi lar pattern of regress ion results for 
turning down the water heater . Respondents were asked 
whether they had turned d own their water heaters to 1 2 0  
degrees or planned t o  in the future . Again , Att ( act ) i s  the 
s tronges t  component in the Fishbein model , fol lowed by 
expectancy value and sub jective norm . The mu ltiple R is 
. 3 7 ,  or 14  percent o f  the var iance in behavior/intention 
factor . The pattern of beta coef ficients for the Triandis 
model i s  s imi lar to those in Table 1 .  Diff iculty , energy 
knowledge score and Att ( act )  appear to be the mos t  important 
factors in adding to the explained var iance . Self concept 
plays a s li ght role in water heater turndown ( bivariate 
r= . 2 0 ) .  As with thermostat setback , the Triand i s  mode l  is 
more success ful in predicting intent ion ( multiple R= . 4 8 ) .  
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Table 3 Resu lts of Regress ion Ana lys i s for Fi shbein/A j zen 
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A j zen 
( beta ) 
. 0 8 
c 
. 3 2 
. 01 
. 3 7 
. 1 4 
Triandi s  
( beta ) 
. 0 4 
c 
. 1 7 
- . 0 2 
c 
. 1 2 
. 0 0 
. 0 0 
c 
. 1 4 
c 
- . 2 7  
. 4 8 





( beta ) 
- . 1 2 
. 0 3 
. 0 2 
. 11 
. 0 1 
( beta ) 
c 
- . 1 8  
. 0 0 
. 0 1 
. 0 5 
. 0 1 
. 0 1 
c 
. 2 1 
. 02 
. 2 6 
. 0 7 
Behavior var iable coded 1 for having done behavior , . 5  
for intention and 0 for not planning to do behavior . 
c 
P <= . O O l  
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The additiona l 9 percent of the variance provides a stronger 
justification here for adding the additional factors . 
Columns three and four regres s  water heater temperature 
on the model components . While thi s  does not constitute 
the criterion behavior , elements of both models should be 
re levant to water heater temperature settings- -at least in 
the case where individuals know their temperature . Here 
Att ( act ) decl ines s ignificant ly whi le expectancy value 
increases in importance ( beta=- . 1 8 ) . The sign of the beta 
coefficient suggests that having a more pos itive expectation 
of the consequences of lowered water temperature i s  
associated with lower ( self-reported ) water temperature . 
Knowledge provides a moderately large effect relative to the 
other factors . The Triandis model improves over 
Fishbein/A j zen predictive capabi lity by 6 percent of the 
variance explained . 
Overal l ,  Table 3 suggests that whi le turning down 
the water heater ·temperature is influenced by atti tude 
toward that behavior , the attitude component has less 
functional importance in guiding behavior than in the case 
of thermostat setback . Att ( act ) plays a smal ler though 
significant role f or water heater turndown whi le energy 
knowledge and perceived difficu lty are more important . The 
data suggests that for 11attitude change " campaigns to be 
effective , they must overcome the perceived negative costs 
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associated with this action as wel l  as technical inabi lity 
to turn down the water heater . Unl ike thermostat setback or 
adding insu lation , turning down the water heater temperature 
i s  relatively " invi s ible " from the consumer ' s  viewpoint and 
thus may require greater persuas ive efforts to change . 
The last o f  the individual behaviors analyzed in the 
results is adding more insulation to the horne . Respondents 
were asked to indicate whether or not they had added 
insulation to the horne or plan to do so  in the future . 
Table 4 provides regress ion results for both models on 
adding more insulation in the horne . The Fishbein 
coefficients are markedly s imi lar to the other two behaviors 
with Att ( act ) being the s trongest component , whi le 
subject ive norm and expectancy value are rough ly equiva lent . 
Att ( act } and expectancy va lue are moderately correlated 
( r= . 2 7 ) .  Perhaps one reason for this is that individuals 
may have pos itive attitudes toward a behavior despite the 
fact that some of the outcomes associated with the behavior 
are negative . Certain negative outcomes are apparently 
tolerated whi le the overall benefit of the conservation 
activity ( e . g . , saving money ) is posi tive ly valued . 
The Triandi s  mode l demonstrates a marked superiority in 
predicting insulation behavior/intention over the F ishbein 
2 
formulation ( R  o f  . 1 7 versus . 0 4 } . Again,  role be liefs are 
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Table 4 Regres sion Resu lts for Fishbein/Aj zen and Triandis 























( beta ) 
. 0 5 
c 
. 1 8 
. 0 4 
. 2 0 
. 0 4 
Triandi s  
( beta ) 
. 0 2 
c 
. 1 6 
. 0 5 
c 
. 1 4 
. 0 2 




. 3 0 
. 4 1 
. 1 7 
Behavior variable coded 1 for having done behavior , 
. 0 5 for intention and 0 for not planning to do behavior . 
b 
P<= . Ol 
c 
P <= . O O l  
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negatively associated .  The analys i s  o f  the effects o f  role 
be liefs suggests that it may not be measuring the concept 
adequately . As expected , dif f i cu lty has an important effect 
on adding insulat ion . Self concept and energy knowledge 
fol low in importance in influencing the respondent ' s  
likelihood of adding insulation . 
From the results reported in Tables 2 ,  3 and 4 ,  
three conclusions can be drawn . Firs t ,  the attitude-
behavior mode l s  explain some of the variance in behavior . 
The inf luence of model factors i s  s trongest for thermostat 
setback and weakes t  for adding insulation . Second , the 
results underscore the importance of measurement speci fici ty 
with regard to the criterion behavior . Third , the inf luence 
of att itude varies as a function of consumer control over 
the behavior--the more control over the behavior , the 
greater the inf luence of the attitude variable . Conversely , 
faci litating factors such as knowledge and perceived 
difficulty become more important the les s control the 
consumer has . The last point is particularly evidenced by 
2 
the s i z e  of the R which is s trongest for curtai lment and 
weakest f or efficiency improvement , as wel l  as by the s i ze 
of the attitude coefficients which are s imi lar ly ordered . 
Having examined the Fishbein/Aj zen and Triandis 
approaches to an application of three conservat ion 
behaviors , the following section wi l l  examine two i ssues 
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affecting the causal structure of these mode l s . These 
issues are : ( 1 )  how attitude " certainty"  or strength affects 
attitude-behavior consistency , and ( 2 )  whether att itude 
toward the "obj ect " of conservation has an independent 
inf luence on behavior or is mediated by the Att ( act ) 
component as both Fishbein and A j zen as wel l  as Triandis 
imply . 
Elaboration o f  Models 
As Liska ( 1 9 8 4 ) noted ear lier , the Fishbein/A j zen model 
does not inc lude any of the "contingency variables , "  such as 
attitude strength , affecting the A-B relationship . A 
measure of attitude certainty was included for thi s reason . 
Whi le attitude certainty represents only one factor 
affecting A-B consistency , prior research has shown that it 
is important ( Fa z io et al . , l 9 8 4 ) .  The earlier review 
suggested that certainty of attitude and attitudina l affect 
interacted in affecting behavior ; i . e . , the influence of 
attitude on behavior depended on the leve l o f  attitude 
certainty . Thus an interaction term was created by 
multiplying Att ( act ) by attitude certainty . 
Table 5 reports the results of the saturated model 
including the attitude/certainty interaction term on three 
conservation behaviors . The results indicate that only in 
the case of turning down the water heater and adding 
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Table 5 Results of Regres s ion Ana lys i s  for Model Components , 
Inc luding Attitude Certainty and Attitude Toward the 
Ob ject for Three Conservation Behaviors . 
Thermostat Adding Water Heater 
Setback Insulation Turndown 
ATT ( act } . 1 8b . 1 7b . 2 0 b  
a a 
ATTI TUDE CERTAINTY - . 02 . 1 2 - . 1 2 
a 
ATT ( obj } . 0 2 . 0 4 . 0 9 
GENERAL . 0 0 . 0 2 . 0 2 
SUBJECTIVE NORM 
SETBACK . 0 2 
EXPECTANCY VALUE 
INSULATE . 0 4 
EXPECTANCY VALUE 
TURNDOWN . o o 
EXPECTANCY VALUE 
GENERAL . 01 - . 0 9 - . 0 5 
EXPECTANCY VALUE 
c c c 
D IFFICULTY - . 3 7 - . 2 8 - . 2 2 
ROLE BELIEFS - . 0 1 . 0 7 . 0 4 
a a a 
SELF CONCEPT . 1 2 . 1 3 . 1 4 
c a a 
ENERGY - . 1 8 . 1 3 . 1 2 
KNOWLEDGE 
MODEL R . 5 2 . 4 0 . 4 8 
2 
R . 2 7 . 16 . 2 3 
a 
p <= . O S 
b 
p <= . Ol  
c 
p<= . O O l  
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insulation does interaction between Att ( act ) and certainty 
achieve s tatistica l  s ignificance . Of these , only for adding 
insulation i s  the beta s ignificant and i n  the expected 
expected direction . In fact , the beta for attitude/ 
certainty interaction remains s igni ficant even after the 
other components are included in the reg�es sion equation 
( beta= . l 2 ) .  This finding indicates that the more certain 
individuals are of a positive attitude toward adding 
insulation ( or conversely ) , the more likely they were to 
have already done so or plan to do in the future . Whi le the 
evidence support s  Li ska • s  ear lier c laim that the Fishbein 
model shou ld include a measure of attitude s trength , the 
s ize of the coefficients suggests a weak relationship . 
Earlier i t  was suggested that whi le attitude toward the 
behavior is the most proximate determinant of that behavior , 
attitude toward the "object " may a lso be inf luential . The 
Fishbein/Aj zen approach assumes that such genera l object 
attitudes are either too removed to inf luence behavior or 
are themselves mediated by attitude toward the behavi or . 
Other research suggests that this may not a lways be the case 
( Rokeach and Kliejunas , l 9 7 2 ) .  
Table 5 a ls o  provides resu lts relevant to this question .  
The beta coefficients for both general attitude toward 
conservation ( i . e . , Att ( obj ) as we l l  as its associated 
expectancy value component are reported . Overa l l , the 
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results confirm Fishbein and A j zen ' s  assumption that such 
general ob ject attitudes are mediated by more proximate 
determinants of behavior . Only in the case of turning down 
the water heater does Att ( ob j ) achieve statistical 
s igni ficance . The coefficient i s  in the expected direction 
indicating that those who had a more pos itive genera l 
conservation attitude were slightly more likely to turn down 
their water heaters or plan to do so in the future . Results 
for the expectancy value suggests that they do not 
contribute s ignif i cant ly to understanding conservation 
behavior . 
Perhaps the most important reason for the lack of 
strong general attitude effects i s  that the criterion 
variable i s  a specific behavior . Both Fishbein and Aj zen 
and Triandi s  indicate that the attitude-behavior corre lation 
is likely to be weaker when the target behavior and attitude 
measure are not matched with regard to level of specificity . 
Whi le this finding i s  thus expected , it  does not demonstrate 
whether or not Att ( ob j ) may be useful for pred ict ing general 
conservation behavior . 
Table 6 presents the " best fittin g "  regress ion models on 
each of the three conservation behavior s . For thermostat 
setback , intention is the strongest component explain�ng 
approximately f i ve percent of the variance in temperature 
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Table 6 Best Fitting Regress ion Model for Three 
Conservation Behaviors . 
Thermostat Water Heater Add 
Setback Turndown Insulation 
Variable 
c 
BEHAVIORAL . 2 3 
INTENTION 
c c 
ATT ( act ) • 0 8  . 2 2 . 1 5 
c c c 
DIFFI CULTY - . 1 9 - . 2 5 - . 3 1 
a a a 
SELF . 1 0 . 1 1 . 1 2 
CONCEPT 
ENERGY . 1 1 . 1 0 
KNOWLEDGE 
ATTITUDE . 1 2 
CERTAI NTY 
MULTIPLE R . 4 0 . s o . 4 0 
2 
R . 1 6 . 2 5 . 1 6 
a 
P <= . O S  
b 
P<= . Ol 
c 
P<= . 0 0 1  
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settings . Att ( act ) maintains some effect . Perceived 
difficu lty of the behavior remains important despite 
inc luding intention in the equation . Thi s  finding is 
repl icated in the two other behaviors --Perceived d i f f i culty 
becoming more important as the behavior more cons trained by 
resource and opportunityfactors .  behavior . Att ( act ) plays 
its most s ignif i cant role in turning down the water heater 
and the least s igni ficant ro le in nighttime thermostat setback . 
Perhaps one reason for thi s  i s  that insu lation and 
heater turndown are "one shot " behaviors and requi re 
stronger affective response to saving energy/money to 
overcome the inertia of inactivity as wel l  as the added 
difficu lty associated with the behavior . Turning down the 
thermostat i s  habitual and routine and requires less 
normative and attitudinal support . 
Predicting General Conservation Behavior and Energy Use 
Whi le the mode ls appear to operate relatively wel l  for 
single behaviors ,  perhaps the more important question is how 
wel l  do the models predict genera l conservat ion activity . 
Each o f  the components of the mode l  was directed toward 
specific  behaviors . For this ana lys i s , two s cales were 
constructed . The first tapping genera l conservation 
attitude was constructed by combining the four att itude 
affect components into a s ingle index . A general diff iculty 
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measure was obtained in a s imi lar manner by combining the 
perceived difficulty variables for each of the three 
conservation behaviors ( adding insu lation , turning down the 
water heater , and thermostat setback ) .  In  addition , the 
genera l expectancy value construct is uti l i zed here . The 
manner in whi ch this variable i s  cons tructed i s  s imi lar to 
the other expectancy value components . 
Three general conservation ind i ces are examined : ( 1 )  
curtai lment--inc ludes those behaviors which cut back on 
energy services ,  ( 2 )  efficiency behavior- - includes those 
behaviors which attempt to make better use of energy using 
services , and ( 3 ) efficiency improvements-- includes home 
retrofit and appliance change and entai l  some cost to the 
individua l .  The latter variable represents a set of 
conservation behaviors which have been weighted to reflect 
differential costs . 
Table 7 reports the results of the analys i s  of model 
components on three conservation ind i ces ( ef ficient use , 
curtai lment and efficiency improvement ) including general 
energy conservation expectancy value . The regres s ion model 
predicts behavior more effectively for recurring behaviors . 
Diffi cu lty , energy knowledge and general attitude are 
leading factors for curtai lment activites . Self concept 
plays a minor role for curtai lment and a somewhat larger 
role for efficient use . Thi s  finding suggests that self 
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Table 7 Three General Conservat ion Scales Regres sed On 
Model Components .  
Curtai lment Ef f icient Efficient 
Behavior Behavior Improvement 
Variable 
( beta ) ( beta ) ( beta ) 
c 
ROLE BELIEFS . O S . 1 7 . 0 2 
b c b 
GENERAL - . 1 2 - . 1 4 - . 1 2 
DIFFICULTY 
c 
SELF . 1 0 . 2 4 . 0 6 
CONCEPT 
c c 
ENERGY - . 2 1 . 0 9 . 2 0 
KNOWLEDGE 
c 
GENERAL . 2 3 . 0 0 . 0 3 
ATT ( act ) 
c 
SUBJECTIVE - . 0 2 - . 1 8 - . 0 4 
NORM 
GENERAL . 0 0 - . 0 7 - . 0 1 
EXPECTANCY 
VALUE 
MULTIPLE R . 3 8 . 4 3 . 2 5 
2 
R . 1 4 . 1 9 . 0 6 
a 
P <= . O S  
b 
P <= . 01 
c 
P<= . 0 0 1  
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concept has its greatest impact on efforts to be more 
efficient around the house but not necessari ly in curtailing 
energy use ,  or efficiency improvement . The latter appears 
to be affected primarily by difficulty and energy knowledge , 
though thi s  i s  probably confounded with sociodemographic 
factors . Efficient use provides the best regres sion mode l 
with self concept , role beliefs , general subjective norm 
playing the most important role . Efficiency improvement is 
2 
least amenable to explanation us ing mode l factors with an R 
2 
of . 0 6 ,  whi le efficient use i s  the most affected ( R  = . 1 9 ) . 
These findings suggest that cognitive factors are more 
useful when the behavior is recurring . Additional l y ,  
efficiency improvements are more likely the result o f  
lifecycle o n  appliance stock and home retrofit rather than 
attitudinal or normative support for conservation . 
The influence of model factors as wel l  as behavior on 
energy consumption was a lso examined . To compare the 
independent contribution of both sets of factors , the first 
regression model obtained included a subset of the important 
structural factors ( i . e , age of dwe l ling , appliance stock , 
rooms , income , and square feet ) . Multiple R for this model 
i s  . 5 3 explaining 28 percent of the variance in energy 
consumption among a l l  electric households . Table 8 
reports the regres s ion results of thi s  model with additional 
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Table 8 Regress ion Results for Model Components , 
Structural Var iables and Conservation Behavior on 
Average Energy Use .  
Variable 
AGE OF DWELLI NG 
Model One 
( Structural and 
Model Factors ) 
. 1 5 
NUMBER OF APPLIANCES . 43 





















. 0 2 
. 16 
. 0 5 
- . 1 2 
. 0 8 
- . 1 6  
- . 0 7 
. 1 8 
- . 1 4  
. 5 9 
. 3 5 
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Model Two 
( Structura l , Model 
and Behavior ) 
. 1 2 
. 5 4 
. 0 4 
. 0 4 
• O S  
. 0 5 
- . 1 2 
. 0 6 
- . 1 9 
- . 0 4 
. 21 
- . 1 3 
. 2 0 
. 01 
- . 2 4 
. 6 3 
. 4 2 
Fishbein and Triandis mode l components added ( co lumn one ) , 
and for the saturated model inc luding behavior ( column two ) . 
Most of  the beta coefficients are in the expected 
direction . For mode l one , genera l expectancy va lue and 
genera l attitude toward energy conservation are the most 
s i gnificant factors . General attitude as wel l  as knowledge 
are in the expected direction . The genera l difficu lty 
factor does not appear to affect energy consumption--perhaps 
because the difficu lty variables are not wel l  correlated . 
However , role beliefs , while relative ly large i s  again in 
the opposite direction from expected . Commitment to 
conservation self concept is not strongly as sociated with 
energy use . Attitude , norm and knowledge components add an 
additiona l 1 8  percent in the variance in actua l energy 
consumption . Model two ( column two ) adds three conservation 
behavior sca les . Only one of the betas i s  large and in the 
expected direction--efficient use . Curtailment i s  
pos itively associated with energy u s e  ( beta= . 2 0 ) ,  whi le 
efficiency improvement i s  unre lated . As indicated earlier , 
curtai lment should be positively related to energy 
consumption as we would expect that higher energy conservers 
have more opportunity to engage in this type of activity . 
Including general conservation behaviors adds an addi tional 
8 percent of the variance in energy consumpt i on .  
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Conclus ion 
These f indings suggest that whi le conservation 
behaviors vary in complexity , they are comprehens ible and 
predictable . The resu lts indicate that both attitude­
behavior model s  are applicable to conservation behavior but 
that s ignificant differences exist between them . Where 
the behavior is generally under the control of the consumer ; 
e . g . , thermostat setback , difference between the two 
approaches i s  negligible . Future research e fforts may not 
need to go to the extended effort of including Triandis 
components if the behavior is recurring and requires only 
consumer motivation . As suggested earlier , the inclusion of 
more extensive subjective norm components will probably 
improve the e ffectivenes s  of the Fishbein/A j zen approach . 
However , many conservation actions do not fall  into 
thi s  category . The Triandis model correctly anticipates 
that facilitating factors operate in the context of energy 
behavior . I n  a lmos t  every case , perceived difficu lty of the 
behavior affects conservation activity for both general and 
specific behavior . Further ana lysis should include more 
sophisticated measures of difficulty as they relate to 
health , finances , and family dynamics . 
Second , energy knowledge relevant to the behavior does 
not appear to operate through the expectancy value 
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component as Fishbein and Aj zen assume . Thi s  finding 
confirms Stut zman and Green ' s  ( 1 9 8 2 ) report that knowledge 
and beliefs as sociated with the behavior shou ld not be 
cons idered equivalent . Knowledge continues to exert a 
direct inf luence on behavior despite the inclusion of other 
factors .  Knowledge appears to operate to some extent in 
turning down the water heater and addi ng insu lation , as we l l  
as one genera l conservation index ( efficiency behavior ) ,  and 
for energy consumpt ion directly .  These findings 
substantiate the earlier claim that knowledge is important 
for at least some conservation actions . Positive attitudes 
cannot be sufficient to overcome the respondent ' s  inabil ity 
to act . Knowledge and perceived difficu lty of  the behavior 
both appear to affect intention as we l l  as behavior 
direct ly . Whi le the Triandis mode l does not speci fically 
indicate a direct effect of facilitating factors on 
intention , the findings point to the need for including this 
in the model . 
Both mode ls were relatively unsuccessful in predicting 
efficiency improvements . Whi le the results sugge s t  some 
explainable variance , it appears to be more the case that 
adding new appliance stock , storm windows and the like are 
less a consequence of attitudinal and normative factors than 
more recurring behaviors . What may be the case , however , is 
that such behaviors impact on how individua ls perceive their 
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energy using activities . Adding more effi cient appliances 
and insulation may enhance an individual ' s  conservation self 
concept while at the same time providing a justification to 
use more energy . 
I t  i s  important to temper this conclusion somewhat . 
The study did not include a number of poss ible questions 
which focused specifica l ly on one shot behaviors . These 
might have included whether or not respondent had a felt 
obligation to do such behaviors now or within some other 
specified time frame , beliefs about the u ltimate payoff of 
such activities , normative pressures , etc . Whi le its true 
that recurring behaviors are more easi ly predicted , the 
latter questions could have improved the A-B fit for one 
shot activities . 
One resu lt whi ch appears to be in conf lict with 
Triandis is that whi le role be liefs are related to behavior 
and energy consumption , the direction is contrary to 
expectations . Only in the case of thermostat setback 
behavioral intention is role be lief re lated as expected . 
One probable reason for this fact may be that role bel iefs 
i s  inappropriately measured , allowing for a cons iderable 
" socia l  desireabi lity" bias . However , the concept of role 
beliefs is itself rather vague . " America " and " Knoxv� lle "  
d o  not provide clear examples o f  groups t o  which normative 
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expectation can be attributed . Severa l normative 
expectations may actua l ly exist . For examp le , individual ' s  
may perceive that the uti lity wants them to use more energy . 
Second , a number of other " groups " may a l so exist 
contravening between the more genera l perception . The 
evidence suggests that role beliefs need to be more 
specified with respect to the target and context of saving 
energy in the home than toward the object of saving energy . 
Overa l l  the " socia l "  component of the Triand i s  model 
does not add s i gnificantly to what faci litating conditions , 
prior habit and Att ( act ) explain . A l l  of the socia l 
components tap some wi l l ingnes s  on the part of  respondents 
to identify themse lves as conservation oriented . The 
results indicate that this view is honored more in the 
breach than the observance . The Fishbein and A j zen 
sub jective norm makes little contribution to either behavior 
or actual energy consumption--a finding confirming Stutzman 
and Green ' s  ( 1 9 8 2 ) analysis . However , self concept does 
make s ome contribution to both specific and general behavior 
despite the relative lack of measurement sophistication . 
The influence of self concept i s  strongest for efficient 
behavior . Future research might develop more appropriate 
measures , first to deal with the problem of social 
des irabi lity bia s ,  and second , to understand when self 
concept i s  important to behavior . 
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Fina l ly , the model components relate wel l  to energy 
consumption . The amount of explained variance due to the 
latter ( 1 8  percent ) i s  comparable to Becker et a l . ' s  ( 1 9 8 1 ) 
study of attitudina l predictors of winter energy use . As 
di scussed earlier , winter energy consumption i s  probably 
less amenable to discretionary manipulation than other 
seasons . 
I nc luding a measure of attitude toward genera l 
conservation ( i . e . , Att ( object ) )  did not improve the 
predictive power of the model .  Although attitude toward the 
behavior provides the most effective pred i ction of specific 
behavior , .Att ( ob ject ) may have greater consequences for 
genera l behavior and actual energy consumption . The results 
j ustify to some extent inclusion of a general attitude 
component .  Future research needs to speci fy other modal 
be liefs in creating a general expectancy value constru ct for 
conservation . 
The results suggest that in genera l ,  both behavior and 
actual energy consumption are relatively predictable . 
Knowledge , attitude and socia l support factors contribute 
individually and together in explaining behavior and energy 
use . The ana lys i s  has suggested some of  the weaknes ses of 
the study as wel l  as ways of improving future research . 
Overall , the Triandis model i s  more effective in explaining 
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conservation as it  al lows for a range of  factors which may 
be operating . Future research shou ld be able to pai r  these 
down to more manageable levels . 
Perhaps more importantly , the Triand is mode l provides 
clear implication for energy conservation campaigns for 
which cognitive factors need to be inf luenced to change 
behaviora l intention . These inc lude perceived difficu lty of 
the behavior , knowledge facil itating behavior , and outcomes 
accruing from conservation actions . These factors have an 
important inf luence on specific attitudes and 
subsequent ly behavior . Social support factors should not be 
discounted . In  fact , a pos itive normative climate s hou ld 
impact favorably on behavior by reinforcing the motivation 
to conserve . Uti lities in particu lar may have more impact 
on conservation intentions than expected . How individua ls 
perceive the uti lity ' s  commitment to energy cons ervation may 
be an important normative " cue " for i ndividua ls . Whi le 
attitude change campaigns can be effective , they mus t  
provide practical tips for how individua ls  can be more 
efficient around the home , as wel l  as some idea of the 
magnitude of outcomes they should expect . 
Results for this analysi s  suggest a need to integrate 
both " person " determined characteri stics as wel l  as those 
" resources and opportunities " ( Li ska , l 9 8 4 ) affecting the 
link between att itudes and behavior . Conservation behavior 
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in parti cu lar appears to ref lect the dialectic between both . 
By re legating these resource constraints moderating the 
attitude-behavior relationship to a pos ition outside the 
forma l mode l , Fi shbein and A j zen s ignificantly narrow the 
types of behavior that the model can addres s .  Whi le they 
admit to this limitation , the model ' s  attractiveness to 
sociologists wi l l  be enhanced by a consideration of these 
factors . Opportunity affects how and when certain 
activities are engaged in , if at all . They thus affect the 
" vo litional control "  individuals have over behavior . 
Furthermore , as the analys is demons trates , such resources 
and opportunities are structured by individual life 
circumstances . By including such " faci l itating " factors as 
habit , knowledge and those " contractual agreements "  entered 
into with other individuals , the Triandis model more eas i ly 
enters into s ociologica l discourse on the nature of  human 
behavior . 
This discu s sion brings to a close further analys is of 
the two models . The following chapter wi l l  examine 
different attitude models in the context of individual 
household s tructural and sociodemographic factors . The 
primary point here i s  to examine how these latter variables 
impact on the attitude models themse lves , as we l l  as 
behavior . 
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CHAPTER V 
AN EXAMINATION OF POSSIBLE CAUSAL ORDER AMONG 
PERSONAL , AND SITUATIONAL FACTORS AND CONSERVATION BEHAVIOR 
Earlier it was argued that social science research on 
the residentia l energy consumer has not produced a reliable 
relationship between conservation atti tudes , be liefs and 
behavior . Research in this area has examined a number of 
pos s ib le factors which might influence behavior . However , 
the most cons i s tent evidence indicates that attitudes are 
mos t  useful in predicting conservation when they are 
"matched " in leve l of specificity with the criterion 
behavior ( Stutzman and Greene , l 9 8 2 ) .  Much of thi s  research 
has examined only s imple bivariate relationships between 
variables and has not accounted for the causal s tructure 
underlying individual attitude-belief systems . Whi l e  
general energy beliefs d o  not appear t o  play a direct role 
in guiding behavior , less i s  known how they may provide a 
" context" .  ( Olsen , l 9 8 1 ) for more s pecific attitudes and 
normative beliefs toward individual conservat ion . 
Simi larly , research reported by Farhar et a1 . ( 1 9 8 0 ) and 
others has not provided an unequivoca l ly clear explanation 
on the role of sociodemographic variables on energy 
behavior . Ambigui ty arising in such research i s  due �n part 
to not accounting for differences in types of conservation 
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activity ( Cunnignham and Cook-Lopreato , l 9 7 7 ) , such as 
between efficiency improvements ,  and curtai lment activities . 
Again , many of  these studies examine direct e ffects only and 
may thus underestimate the inf luence of sociodemographic 
factors on conservation . Whi le we have a lready seen that 
such household structural and demographic factors set 
resource and opportunity constraints on what actions can be 
taken by the individual ,  les s  i s  known how such factors 
themselves condition individua l energy beliefs and 
attitudes . 
The ob ject of  this chapter i s  thus to explore a 
possible causal order between the determinants of  
conservation behavior discussed to this  point . These have 
included s ix groups of variables : ( 1 )  sociodemographic , ( 2 )  
household structural ,  ( 3 )  genera l energy be liefs , ( 4 )  
household conservation be liefs , ( 5 )  attitudes and beliefs 
toward specific behaviors , and ( 6 )  such " faci litating " 
factors as perceived difficulty and knowledge of 
conservation behavior . 
The analys i s  in this chapter wi l l  focu s on three i ssues 
in an attempt to establish a pos sible causal order among 
these factors : ( 1 )  how are energy attitudes and beliefs 
affected by household structura l and sociodemographic 
factors , ( 2 )  i s  the inf luence of such factors on behavior 
direct or mediated by individual belief and attitude 
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orientations , and ( 3 }  what are the relevant direct and 
indirect determinants of behavior for different conservation 
actions . The following section wil l  provide a bas i s  for 
discussing these issues by examining the question of 
interre lationships between cognitive levels among energy 
be liefs as we l l  as the poss ible indirect effects of 
household structura l and sociodemograhpic factors on energy 
cognitions . 
Relationships Among Factors 
As we have a lready seen , efforts at finding correlates 
of residentia l conservation have ranged over a number of 
pos s ible dimens ions . Most of such research suggests that 
general energy be liefs are not directly relevant to 
behavior . In  retrospect , it  was probably unreasonable to 
expect such a relationship to exist between genera l energy 
beliefs and specific conservation actions . Perhaps 
motivated by an overly pragmatic concern with predicting 
behavior , consumer energy research may have ignored more 
subtle relationships among cognitive factors ( Olsen , l 9 8 1 } .  
In  particular , few studies have examined 
interre lationships among different leve ls of cognitive 
organi zation in energy belief systems . Whi le speci fic 
conservation attitudes appear to have the most direct effect 
on conservation behavior , the implication of the previous 
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analysis i s  that genera l be liefs could influence behavior , 
a lthough indirect ly . 
Theoretical support for thi s  view comes from attitude 
literature on the nature of cognitive organi zation . Rokeach 
( 1 9 6 8 ) suggests that specific attitudes are drawn from more 
general be lief and va lue orientat ions . Values and " se lf 
concept " beliefs constitute the most cognitively " abstract " 
and enduring features of be lief organi zation . Because of 
their " centra lity " it is more likely that they inf luence 
specific attitudes and be liefs . 
Three energy attitude studies wou ld seem to support 
thi s  view . Dunlap et al . ( 1 9 8 4 ) demonstrate that proponents 
of " soft " and " hard " path energy pol icies ( see Lovins , l 9 7 7 ) 
differed s ignificant ly from one another with respect to 
belief in eco logical limits , support for science and 
technology , and such values as environmenta l protection , 
antimaterialism and participatory democracy ( chi square 
values reported only ) . A now somewhat dated study by 
Gladhart et a l .  ( 1 9 7 8 ) indicates that support for a number of 
energy policy programs , such as an extra tax on gasoline , 
rationing , and tax deductions for small cars , i s  moderately 
a ssociated ( average gamma= . 5 2 )  with two general be lief 
scales-- " ecosystem awareness " tapping the seriousness of the 
energy problem , f initeness of fos s i l  fuels , as wel l  as a 
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" human responsibi lity " scale measuring felt obli gation to 
he lp so lve the energy problem . Simi larly , Leonard-Barton 
{ 1 9 8 1 ) found a moderate association between " vo luntary 
s implicity " values such as se lf-reliance , antimaterialism ,  
and environmenta l awarenes s with a persona l ethic of 
conservation . 
Thi s  research i s  suggestive of a more complex 
organization under lying energy attitudes , be liefs and 
va lues . The more important question here i s  whether or not 
general energy be liefs are s ignificant for establishing a 
receptivity to conservation at the individual level . I s  the 
inf luence of such genera l energy beliefs and va lues mediated 
by more proximate perceptual and attitudina l determinants of 
behavior and how do such be lief-attitude models change for 
different types of conservation action? 
Whi le the analysis has focused on the impact of 
attitudes , beliefs and knowledge on energy behavior , these 
factors a lone cannot be expected to explain behavior . 
Sociodemographic and household structura l variables play an 
important role in establishing the context of household 
behaviors as we l l  as inf luence energy use directly ( McDouga l 
et a l . , l 9 8 1 ) .  Prior research has cons idered both sets of 
variables independently of one another and thus 
underestimates the complexity of interrelationships between 
factors and their j oint ef fect on behavior . 
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Some observers have suggested that in addition to their 
direct effects , househo ld structural and demographic factors 
may inf luence energy use and behavior indirectly through 
energy be liefs and knowledge . Support for this view comes 
from recent efforts at developing a causal mode l among sets 
of conservation determinants . For example , Verhal len and 
van Raai j ( 1 9 8 1 ) show that sociodemographics directly 
inf luence conservation behavior as we l l  as indirectly 
through conservation attitudes . Simi larly , Heberlein and 
Warriner ( 1 9 8 3 ) examine whether price differenti a l  as 
against a persona l norm for shifting behaviors to off-peak 
usage better predicted peak use energy consumption . Their 
data suggest that houshold structural factors are an 
important contextua l inf luence stimulating energy knowledge . 
The overa ll model suggests a pattern of causal inf luences on 
energy consumption going from household structura l factors 
through energy knowledge and cognitive factors . 
Finally , Black et al . provide the most extens ive 
ana lys i s  of  the interre lationships among conservation 
determinants for a range of different conservation 
behaviors . Their analys is tests the extent to whi ch 
household structura l and sociodemographic factors act ivate 
personal norms of conservation in the household conte�t .  
Their primary conclusions are that personal normative 
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conservation beliefs tend to be strongest for recurring 
behaviors and to decrease in importance as individual 
behavior becomes more constrained--for example , a s  in the 
case of eff iciency improvements . Second , home ownership 
appears to be both a resource factor limiting behavior as 
wel l  as one stimu lating behavioral norms . Homeowners were 
more likely than renters to have a personal norm of 
conservation and to be more concerned about the energy 
problem , a finding supported by Beck ( 1 9 8 0 ) .  Third , the 
inf luence of demographic and household structural variables 
is indirect , operating through behavioral norms . 
Their analysis  does not account for the role played by 
attitudes toward conservation actions . Thi s  may be 
s i gnficant as attitudes and moral norms may not a lways 
mutually support a given action--believing one " should " do 
something is not the same as wanting to . Second , their 
mode l does not show how constraint factors affect perception 
of the behavior--particularly its perceived difficulty . By 
examining behavioral " norms " only their mode l thus tends to 
underestimate cognitive inf luences on les s recurring 
behaviors . Fina l ly ,  the link between household s tructural , 
demographic factors and conservation knowledge i s  not 
examined . Thi s  variable in particu lar inf luences behavior 
directly as wel l  as other cognitive determinants .  
These resu lts support the notion that conservation 
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behavior i s  determined by a number of factors 
operating in the househo ld context . First , conservation 
attitudes should be thought of as existing within a larger 
sys tem of beliefs and value orientations at the individual 
level . Second , whi le such belief and va lue orientations may 
not be dependent on household structural and 
sociodemographic factors , they are at least inf luenced by 
them . Fina l ly ,  the re levance of any particu lar factor wi l l  
vary considerably between different conservation behaviors . 
Causal Order Among Variables 
Thi s  research suggests the plausibility of developing 
causal order among determinants of conservation behavior . 
The view which emerges here i s  s imi lar to that suggested by 
Black e.t a l . ( 1 9 8 5 ) .  They argue that causal influence on 
behavior work from logica l ly prior sociodemographi c  
variables , through household structural ,  and general energy 
bel iefs with the most proximate factors being specific  norms 
and beliefs about the behavior . I n  keeping with Black et 
al . • s  terminology , household structura l and demographic 
factors are refered to as " situational , "  whereas the 
cognitive determinants are refered to as " persona l . "  Table 
1 provides a breakdown of each of the factors categori zed 
under these two headings . The variables in this table are 
grouped according to the level of their presumed ef fect on 
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Table 1 Situationa l and Persona l Determinants of 
Conservation Broken Up Into Six Levels Ranging from 
Least to Most Proximate to Behavior . 
Level 6 :  






Number o f  People in Home 
Household Structural 
Number of Appliances 
Home Ownership 
House Size 
Age of Dwe lling 
PERSONAL 
Level 4 :  Genera l Energy Beliefs 
Seriousness of Energy Problem 
Environmental Concern 
Support for Conservation 
Suffering as Consequence of Cri s i s  
Leve l 3 :  Houshold Conservation Be liefs 
Conservation Ethic 
Therma l Preference 
Dissatis faction with Past Conservation Efforts 
Conservation Self Concept 
Level 2 :  Faci l itating Factors 
Perceived Difficulty of Behavior 
Conservation Knowledge 
Level 1 :  Attitudes Toward Behavior 
Affect Associated with Behavior 
Expected Outcomes of Behavior 
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behavior with Level 1 being the most proximate to behavior 
and Leve l 6 the most distant . These factors represent only 
a subset of those pos sible but ones which are uti li zed in 
the analys i s . 
Thus a poss ible causal order can be introduced between 
variables with s ituationa l factors preceeding pers onal 
determinants in time . Table 1 moves back in termsof leve l 
of general ity . Overal l ,  the personal determinants are 
as sumed to be the most proximate to behavior whi le 
situational factors provide the context of such behavior . 
For re lative ly recurring behaviors , persona l determinants 
should provide the strongest inf luence . As the behavior 
becomes more constrained by resource and opportunity 
factors , situational dtermiants should take preimminence . 
Thus we can hypothesize  that curtai lment behaviors are more 
strongly inf luenced by cognitive factors whi le efficiency 
improvements primari ly by s ituationa l determinants . 
The model assumes that an " attitude-to-behavior 11 
relationship i s  appropriate for examining conservation 
actions in the household context . A behavior-attitude model 
would place behavior direct ly consequent of the s ituationa l 
factors whi le personal determinants would represent a fter 
the fact rationali zations . As Li ska ( 1 9 8 4 ) notes , both 
models are plausible . In  a cross sectiona l survey , it  i s  
imposs ible t o  test the sufficiency of either model .  The 
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view taken in this chapter is that sufficient research 
exists supporting the contention that changing energy 
attitudes , normative be liefs and knowledge can bring about a 
change in behavior . Thus , the assumption of an att itude­
behavior relationship is appropriate for developing the 
relevant policy implication of this work . 
Methods 
The previous discuss ion suggests examining poss ible 
causal order among both situational--household structural 
and sociodemographic , and personal--belief s , attitudes , 
norms and knowledge , determinants of energy conservation 
behavior . Situationa l variables for thi s  ana lys i s  have been 
introduced at an ear lier point . Four structura l variables 
are included : ( 1 )  age of dwelling , ( 2 )  number of  rooms , ( 3 )  
square footage , and ( 4 )  an appliance index . All of  these 
household factors are strongly correlated with energy use 
( Ritchie �t a l . , l 9 8 1 ) .  Sociodemographic factors include : ( 1 )  
income , ( 2 )  education , ( 3 )  age , and ( 4 )  number of people in 
the household . Aga i n ,  sociodemographic factors are 
cons idered the most exogenous to behavior and logically 
prior to the household variables . 
Severa l personal or cognitive factors are included in 
the analysi s . These are broken down into four bas i c  ievels : 
( 1 )  general energy be lie fs ,  ( 2 )  household conservation 
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beliefs , ( 3 )  attitude and beliefs directed toward specific 
behaviors , and ( 4 }  faci litating factors- -perceived 
difficu lty and knowledge of conservation behavior . 
For the general energy beliefs four di fferent variables 
were constructured . These include : 
Environmental Concern-- ( two items ) :  "The environment 
must be protected , even i f  this means the price of goods and 
services rise , " and " In this country we are not doing enough 
to protect the natura l environment . "  I tems are in a Likert 
type format with categories ranging from " Strongly Disagree " 
to " Strongly Agree " ( intercorrelation r= . 3 1 ) .  
Seriousness-- ( two items ) :  " The energy situation 
has changed cons iderably in the past decade . How serious do 
you think the present situation i s ? "  and " • • •  How serious 
do you think the energy s ituation will be in the next ten 
years? " Categories are in a Likert type format ranging from 
" Very Serious " to " Not Serious at Al l . " Don ' t  know 
responses and mis s ing data were excluded from the ana lys i s . 
Suffering-- ( one item ) : "All things considered , do you 
feel that changes in the cost and supply of energy in the 
last decade have made your life : ( five catgeories were 
provided ) -- "A lot worse than it was ,  a little worse than it 
was , had no effect , a little better than it was , a lot 
better than it was . "  I tems were reverse coded where 
analys i s  required . 
Genera l Concern-- ( one item ) : " Conserving more energy in 
United States i s . " A five point semantic differential is 
provided with polar extremes of "Very Good " and " Very Bad . " 
Household Conservation Orientation i nc ludes four 
different sca les developed from the factor loading of 1 5  
different be lief items . All items are i n  a Likert type 
format with categories ranging from " Strong ly Agree " to 
" Strongly Disagree . "  
Conservatin Ethic-- ( five items } :  " It ' s  important to save 
energy even i f  it doesn ' t  save much money , "  " Most 
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individual s  could use less energy if  they were more thrifty 
around the house , "  " I  have a mora l obligation to try and 
save energy , "  " My own conservation will help supplies last 
longer , "  " It ' s  appropriate for res idents of Knoxvi le to try 
and save energy . " Cronback ' s  alpha for this scale is in the 
acceptable range ( alpha= . 7 2 ) . 
Se lf Concept-- ( two items ) :  " I ' m  the kind of  person who 
i s  careful in how they use energy , "  and " The energy 
situation is one that I watch pretty carefu lly"  
( intercorrelation r= . S l ) .  
Health Concern-- ( two items ) :  "While others may tolerate 
turning down their thermostat , my own needs for warmth are 
high , " and " It ' s  es sential to my health and we l l  being for 
the house to be wel l  heated in the winter " 
( interrcorrelation r= . 3 5 ) . 
Disgruntled Conserver-- ( two items ) :  " I  tried to save 
energy but it  made no di fference on my energy bil l , "  and 
" I t ' s  useless to try and save energy s ince the uti lity 
bi l l  wi ll raise my rates if I do " ( intercorrelation r= . 4 3 ) .  
The energy knowledge , Attitude ( act ) and Attitude ( obj ) ,  
and specific expectancy value components are from the 
previou.s chapter .  I n  addition , three i terns tapping 
perceived difficulty of each of the three individual 
behaviors ana lyzed thus far ( i . e . , thermostat setback , 
adding insulation , water heater turndown ) are included . 
Each of these three behaviors i s  rated by the respondent 
uti liz ing a five point semantic differential s ca le with 
categories ranging from " Extreme ly Easy "  to " Extremly Hard . " 
All three items are used in a summed sca le when genera l 
behavior scales are analyzed ( Cronbach ' s  a lpha = . 5 4 ) .  
Fina l ly ,  a l l  three general clas ses of behavior 
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analyzed earlier wi l l  be included . These are curta i lment 
behavior , efficiency improvement and efficiency behavior . 
Statistical Procedure . Path ana lys i s  will be employed 
for examining intercorrelations among variables represented 
in the mode l .  Path analysis i s  a procedure for estimating 
the relative weight or influence of factors in a 
hypothetical causal model ( Bohrnstedt and Knoke , l 9 8 2 : 4 1 7 ) . 
For this ana lys i s , direct causal effects were determined 
from a regres s ion model on behavior inc luding a l l  variables 
in the model .  From these only the betas s ignificant at the 
. O S level or greater are selected as indicating a direct 
2 
causal path . The R , when reported in the table , refers to 
the variance attibutable to , these direct causal effects 
only . In  addition ,  indirect causa l effects were obtained by 
regress ing a l l  model components prior to the causal leve l of 
the direct effect ( see Table 1 ) .  Again , indirect effects 
are calculated only from those variables s igni f i cant ly 
( P<= . O S ) related to the direct causal effect . An indirect 
path is thus ca lcu lated by multiplying the two beta 
coefficients . Correlated effects ; i . e . , indirect effects 
whi ch pas s  through variables at the same causal leve l ,  are not 
reported . Where a factor has an indirect effect through 
two or more intervening factors , separate indirect effects 
are reported in the table for each intervening variable . 
These are combined i n  the discussion when appropriate . 
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The mode l represented in Table 1 cannot actually be tested 
with cross sectional data as it implies temporal order among 
variables . However , the analys is should be usefu l as a 
bas i s  for examining the plaus ibility of the model . 
Results 
The first i ssue looked at in the resu lts examines how 
demographic , household structura l and general belief 
variables affect household conservation beliefs . The 
argument discussed earlier suggested that such factors set 
certain limi tations on behavior directly but may also af fect 
the cognitive factors themselves . I f  this i s  the case , we 
should expect to find i tems corre lated with one another 
between leve ls of the model . 
Table 2 reports the direct and indirect paths between 
the structural ,  demographic and general energy be l iefs for 
four household conservation be liefs .  Looking first at the 
direct effect s , the results indicate a weak to moderate 
relationship between general energy beliefs and more 
specific beliefs regarding energy use in the home context . 
The primary determinants of such beliefs appears to be other 
bel ief factors . Number of people in the home and 
respondent ' s  age have some direct influence , parti cu larly on 
health consequences of lowering home temperature . I ncome 
and home ownership inf luence the household belief factors 
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Table 2 Direct and Indirect Causal Paths Explaining 
Household Conservation Be liefs . 
Energy Be liefs 
Se lf Cons ervation Hea lth Disgrunt led 
Concept Ethic Concern Conserver 
1 
Direct Effects 
Genera l Concern . 1 6 . 2 9 - . 1 6  
Environ . Concern . 2 7 
Number People . 1 3 
Age . 2 0 . 2 8 
2 
R . 0 6 . 2 1 . 0 8 . 0 8 
Indirect Effects 
General Concern 
Income . 0 2 . 0 4 - . 0 2  
Ownership . 0 6 
Environ . Concern 
Income . 0 4 
1 
All  direct paths significant at the . 0 5 leve l or 
greater . 
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through their inf luence on genera l concern and environmental 
awareness . 
Indirect effects from factors prior to the direct 
effects are a lso reported . Income exerts the 
greatest indirect on behavior through both genera l concern 
and environmenta l  concern ( combined indirect effect= . 0 8 ) .  
2 
The results suggest that the R reported in the table i s  due 
primari ly to the direct effects . 
The data provide some support for the claim that 
beliefs about one ' s  energy use in the home are affected by 
more general definitions of the energy problem . The s i ze of 
the betas indicate a moderate association . However , the 
association i s  strong enough to suggest that changing 
general definitions of the energy problem may be he lpfu l in 
encouraging conservation at the individual level . 
The data also suggest that ef forts to change such 
beliefs will be mediated to some extent by household 
structural and demographic factors . One f inding in 
particular which supports Black et a l . ' s  ( 1 9 8 5 ) research is 
the relationship between ownership and concern for the 
energy problem ( beta= . 2 2 ,  not reported ) .  This suggests that 
home ownership itself may help to stimulate concern for the 
energy problem , perhaps because these individuals have more 
control over the decisions affecting their energy use . 
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However , it may a lso be that home ownership places 
individuals in a social context which encourages 
proconservation norms ( see Black et al . , l 9 8 5 ) . 
Predicting Specific Conservation Actions 
The second i s sue raised ear lier was whether the 
inf luence of demographic and structural factors is mediated 
by the cognitive mode l--attitudes , knowledge , beliefs and 
perceived diffi cu lty . Thi s  problem i s  important a s  it  may 
provide a more complete understanding of the role of 
s ituational determinants of conservation behavior . As we 
indicated earlier , we would expect such factors to play 
different roles depending on the criterion behavior under 
investigation . 
T�ble 3 reports the direct and indirect paths from the 
situationa l and personal determinants of three individual 
conservation actions . Looking first at the direct effects , 
the data indicate that all three behaviors are inf luenced by 
both s ituationa l and personal factors . For these 
behaviors , the bulk of explanation is due primari ly to 
attitude and belief factors . For thermostat setback 
( column one ) , the direct effects reported by Table 3 include 
factors from each of the different levels of the model-­
education , perceived suffering , energy knowledge , perceived 
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Table 3 Direct and Indirect Causal Paths Explaining 
Three I ndividual Conservation Behaviors 
Direct Paths 
Attitude ( act ) 
Energy Knowledge 
Perceived Difficu lty 
Perceived Suffering 






Attitude ( act ) 




Genera l Concern 
Environ . Concern 
Perceived Suffering 
Energy Know ledge 
Disgrunt . Conserver 
Perceived Suffering 
Perceived Difficu lty 
Health Concern 









Setback Water Heater 
. 1 6 
. 2 2 
- . 3 9  . 2 5 
- . 1 5 
. 1 8 
- . 1 6 
. 2 8 . 1 4 
. 0 7 
- . 0 5 
- . 0 4 
- . 07 
- . 0 5 
- . 0 2 
. 0 5 
. 1 0 
All  direct paths s igni ficant at the . 0 5 
greater . 
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Adding 
Insulation 
. 1 5 
. 2 4 
. 1 4 
. 3 4 
. 1 2 
. 0 2 
- . 0 1 
. 0 2 
. 0 5 
. 0 4 
. 0 9  
. 1 8 
leve l of 
difficu lty and Att ( act ) .  These five variables account for 
2 8  percent of the variance on behavior . I n  general , the 
results suggest that the influence of situationa l factors is 
through the per sonal determinants . The most important 
direct effect in the model is from perceived diff icu lty , a 
factor which i s  not mediated by either Att ( act ) or the 
expectancy value construct . 
The data a lso support the contention that a certain 
degree of integration exists between different cognitive 
levels . The general belief factors are weak to moderately 
correlated with household conservation beliefs and in the 
expected direction . Houshold conservation beliefs appear to 
have an indirect inf luence on behavior through their effect 
on difficu lty , knowledge , expectancy value and Att ( act ) . The 
model thus confirms to some extent a degree of be lief­
attitude organi zation with regard to energy cogni tions . 
Contrary to claims made by Olsen ( 1 9 8 1 ) ,  Mi lstein ( 1 9 7 7 ) and 
others , general be liefs impact behavior but through their 
ef fect on more proximate cognitive factors . 
Second , the findings suggest that for a relatively 
discretionary and recurring behavior , the personal factors 
provide a reasonably good explanation . Energy knowledge and 
perceived difficu lty are correlated as expected- -those who 
find the behavior to be more dif ficu lt are less likely to 
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engage in the behavior , whi le those who know more about 
energy conservation are more likely to do so . 
As indicated earlier , as the behavior becomes less 
discretionary ; i . e . , more constrained by situational 
factors , we wou ld expect the inf luence of personal 
determinants to decline . Columns two and three report data 
relevant to this point . Water heater turndown is presented 
first as we would expect it to stand somewhere in between 
thermostat setback and adding insulation in terms of  
s ituational constraints affecting behavior . The primary 
direct paths affecting water heater turndown are Att ( act ) , 
perceived diff iculty and apppliance index explaining 1 4  
percent o f  the variance in behavior . Whi le the ma jority of 
direct paths are personal , appliance index and indirect ly 
home ownership influence behavior now more than in the case 
of thermostat setback . 
Column 3 reports the path mode l for adding insu lation . 
The s ign�ficant direct paths are appl iance index , Att ( act ) , 
perceived difficu lty , as we ll as environmenta l  concern 
explaining 1 2  percent of the variance in behavior . These 
paths suggest that while personal factors have remained 
constant from the previous model , the inf luence of appl iance 
index has increased ( beta= . 3 4 ) .  Thi s  finding indirectly 
implicates home ownership . 
Table 3 a lso reports the indirect causal effects . Again 
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most of the indirect effects are rather smal l .  The 
strongest indirect belief factor is environmental concern , 
with a combined inf luence on thermostat setback through 
Att ( act ) and perceived difficulty of . 1 0 .  The individual 
indirect effects from the belief factors , whi le sma l l , may 
combine to have more substantial impact on behavior . For 
adding insulation , the strongest indirect effect i s  for home 
ownership .  This factor influences both water heater turndown 
and adding insulation . 
These results support some of the earlier observations . 
First , s ituational influences on attitude and specific 
behaviors is primarily through home ownership . The latter 
variable helps account for a large part of the inf luence of 
such sociodemographic variables as income and age . 
Homeowners tend to be more concerned about the energy 
problem whi ch i s  an important factor inf luencing sens itivity 
to conservation norms and beliefs in the res identi a l  
context . 
Second the analys i s  demonstrates a moderate 
relationship between genera l concern for saving energy , 
environmental protection and felt suffering as a consequence 
of energy prices and those energy be liefs and attitudes more 
proximate to behavior .  Whi le the implication o f  thi s 
finding wi l l  be discus sed more fully in the next chapter , it 
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does suggest that changing beliefs re lating to the energy 
" s ituation " could be useful in bringing about attitude 
change . 
Third , the analysis suggests that energy knowledge and 
energy attitude are interwoven . This result may indicate 
that disseminating energy knowledge may require concommitant 
ef forts at attitude change if such programs are to be 
successful . Fina l ly , whi le the ana lys i s  cannot demonstrate 
the temporal relation between the difficu l ty and attitude 
variables ,  it does suggest that the two are rather strongly 
correlated . In  future analysi s ,  the diff iculty dimension 
should be included as part of the expectancy va lue 
construct . 
The next section examines three conservation indices-­
curta i lment , efficiency behavior , and effici ency 
improvement . Two bas ic questions are posed : ( 1 ) whether the 
relevant situational and persona l determinants of a 
behaviora l index are different from those reported for 
individual behavior , and ( 2 )  whether differences between the 
three classes of behavior exist with regard to relevant 
predi ctors . 
Predicting General Conservation Behavior 
The third question posed earlier focused on examining 
s ituationa l and personal factors operating for dif ferent 
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conservation actions . In particular ,  do dif ferences in 
conservation activities assume different personal and 
situational determinants ?  The preceeding section focused on 
specif ic conservation actions only . However , energy 
conservation programs shou ld be able to anticipate likely 
program impacts for the larger class of conservation 
activities . 
The analys i s  of the mode ls for individual actions 
suggested that the influence of persona l factors on 
conservation tends to dec line the more constrained the 
behavior becomes . Table 4 examines both sets o f  factors for 
the three general behavioral indices discus sed earlier . 
These regres sions exclude Att ( act ) as wel l  as its associated 
expectancy value contruct . A genera l expectancy value 
construct was included in the equation when computing the 
beta coefficents . However , in none o f  the three models i s  
it signif icantly associated with other persona l factors or 
behavior . 
Column one reports the path model for curtailment 
behavior . The s ignificant direct paths include perceived 
difficu lty ( a  composite index ) ,  energy knowledge , perceived 
suffering , income and number of rooms in the home explaining 
1 7  percent of the variance of behavior . This finding is  
interesting as it suggests that both personal and 
s ituational factors inf luence behavior . 
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Table 4 Direct and Indirect Causal Paths Explaining Three 
General Conservation Activities . 
Direct Effects! 
Energy Knowledge 
















Environ . Concern 
Number People 
Self Concept 
Genera l Concern 
Age 









. 1 8 
- . 1 4 
- . 2 0 
- . 1 4 
. 1 6 
. 1 7 
- . 0 4 
- . 0 3 
. 0 4 
- . 0 2 
. 0 2 
. 0 3 
. 0 4 
Efficiency 
Behavior 
- . 2 7 
- . 2 6 
- . 1 9  
- . 2 7 
. 1 5 
- . 0 4 
- . 0 5 
- . 0 5 
- . 1 4 
. 0 7 
Efficiency 
Improvement 
. 1 6 
. 1 5 
- . 04 
- . 0 3 
. 0 4 
. 2 2 
. 1 1 
Direct effects s ignificant at the . 0 5 level or greater . 
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Curtai lment activities appear to be primarily determined 
by persona l variables .  This finding is s ignificant as it 
suggests that changing the persona l characteristics of 
consumers :  i . e . , attitudes , be liefs and knowledge , may have 
its most s ignificant impact on such behavior s . The primary 
res istance to changing curtai lment behaviors are perceptua l .  
However ,  we might expect that increas ing curtai lment of 
energy services wi l l  arouse greater opposition among 
individuals as it entai l s  lifestyle change . The data wou ld 
suggest the need for grounding such appeals in the larger 
belief orientations of the individual .  Individuals  may be 
wi lling to make personal sacri fices when they see these as 
re levant to a larger concern . The energy " cr is i s " may have 
been too confusing to some individuals for such a " larger 
concern " to emerge . Perhaps this i s  one reason for the lack 
of a consistent relationship between attitudes , beliefs and 
behavior reported in the literature . 
Col�mn two reports the path coefficients for both 
persona l and situational factors on efficiency behavior . We 
would expect this behavior to more s trongly correlate with 
s ituationa l factors as some of these entai l more eff icient 
use of appliances . The results support this view . The 
direct paths on behavior inc lude appliance index , self 
concept , and number of rooms explaining 1 5  percent of the 
variance in behavior . Now the primary determinants o f  
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behavior appear to be s ituationa l ,  although persona l factors 
play some direct and indirect role . Agai n ,  number of rooms 
is negatively related to behavior ( beta=- . 1 9 ) .  To the 
extent that number of rooms accounts for some of the 
variance due to income , this latter finding suggests that 
increa s ing resources may lead to greater ineff iciency in the 
horne . 
Fina l l y ,  column three reports the personal and 
s ituationa l factors affecting efficiency improvements .  Most 
of the direct e ffects on behavior are due to s ituationa l 
determinants .  The direct paths include age , appliance 
index , energy knowledge , and education explaining 1 5  percent 
of the variance of behavior . The shift to primari ly 
situational determinants is expected as these behaviors 
represent one shot investments that are cons trained by 
resources and opportunity factors . The primary determinant 
is appliance index ( beta= . 4 1 ) , again underscoring the 
indirect effect o f  horne ownership ( beta= . 2 2 ) .  
The data also reaffirm Black et al . ' s  ( 1 9 8 5 ) contention 
that horne ownership plays an important role in stimu lating 
concern for the energy problem . However , as we saw earlier 
( Chapter I I I ) renters were s lightly more like ly to engage 
in efficiency behavior than owners . Thus whereas ownership 
may stimu late concern , other factors apparently keep this 
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concern from being trans lated into increased efficiency 
behavior . Thi s  may be due in part to the fact that the 
range of pos s ible conservation actions is more constrained 
for renters than horne owners . Horne owners are able to 
direct energy conservation awarenes s  into efficiency 
improvement s . Thi s may have the effect of siphoning off 
concerns for engaging in other conservation behaviors .  
Efficiency improvements likewise a l low the horne owner to 
maintain a conser�at ion " self concept " without 
concornrnitant ly changing their li festyle . 
Whi le the role of personal factors on efficiency 
improvements indirect , it is important to note the link 
between conservation knowledge and genera l/home conservation 
be lief s .  I t  i s  not too ironic that those mos t  dis sastisfied 
with prior conservation efforts , as we l l  as those who have 
suf fered most as a consequence of the cri s i s , apparent ly 
have less knowledge of conservation matters .  A lso , more 
positive atti tude toward conservation i s  associated with 
conservation knowledge . The data thus indicate that 
increas ing energy knowledge as a means of encouraging 
efficiency improvements wi l l  be faci litated by a 
proconservation attitude and perhaps inhibited by a negative 
attitude and experience of conservation . Whi le the role of 
such factors is s t i l l  indirect--that i s , mediated by 
knowledge , the results suggest the need for a l tering 
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conservation atti tudes when trying to increase conservation 
knowledge . 
The results a lso indicate that changing energy 
attitudes and knowledge a lone may not be a very effective 
behaviora l strategy for encouraging efficiency improvements . 
The usefulnes s of such factors is still  constrained by 
household context as we ll as di sposable resources for 
affecting behavior change . Whi le it is pos sible to have 
increased the role of personal determinants in the mode l-­
e . g . , by including other attitudinal factors , it is probably 
more difficult in general to predict nonrecurring behavior . 
This  i s  not to say that under more ideal experimenta l 
conditions , changes in attitudes could be strongly linked to 
adoption of effi ciency improvements . A cross sectiona l 
survey is  unfortunately limited with regard to examining the 
role of cognitive factors in efficiency improvements over 
time . 
Di scussion 
Several conc lusions can be drawn from the analysi s .  
Conservation behavior is linked in rather complex ways to 
both s ituationa l and personal dimens ions of energy use . The 
data support the contention that attitude change can bring 
about behavior change for certain kinds of actions . Once 
situationa l effects are taken into account , attitudes and 
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other cognitive factors inf luence behavior . The implication 
here i s  that conservation programs need to target specific 
conservation actions individua ls can do , both in terms of 
practical knowledge , as wel l  as encouraging atti tudina l 
commitment . 
Whi le this relat'ionship is strongest for speci fic 
behaviors , the ana lys i s  demonstrates the re levance of 
changing general beliefs for affecting the larger class of 
conservation activites . The role such determinants play 
varies cons iderably however , between types of conservation 
behavior ,  supporting analysi s  from previous chapters . 
Attitudina l approaches to conservation will  be most 
effective for curtai lment types of activities and least 
effective for conservation improvements . However , it is  
important to note that the evidence does not prec lude the 
pos s ibi lity that persona l factors could have a more direct 
role for efficiency improvements . 
Second , the evidence supports the earlier contention 
that a certain degree of belief/attitude organization exists 
among residential energy consumers . General be liefs and 
va lues relevant to the energy problem inf luence both 
household conservation beliefs as we l l  as those cognitive 
factors more proximate to behavior . The s i ze o f  the 
intercorrelations suggest weak to moderate re lationship 
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between different cognitive levels . However , these findings 
are signficant as they suggest that whereas genera l energy 
beliefs do not usually influence behavior directly , they are 
instrumenta l in helping establish a receptivity to 
conservation in the home context . 
Whi le it is  tempting to assess earlier work on the 
direct link between general energy be liefs and behavior as 
misplaced , we must a lso cons ider that in the time which has 
elapsed s ince the oil  embargo , individua ls have had greater 
opportunity to deve lop a more coherent ; i . e . , cognitive ly 
organi zed , view of the energy problem and its implication 
for persona l behavior . As W .  I .  Thomas notes , to "define 
the s ituation " is also to define one ' s  role in it . Thus 
consistency between beliefs , attitudes and behavior may be 
more like ly to occur in the " routine s ituation " 
( Hewitt , l 9 7 9 ) of the post cri sis  energy period . Contrary to 
Olsen ( 1 9 8 1 ) ,  Mi lstein ( 1 9 7 7 ) and others assertions , 
be liefs , va lues and attitudes may have greater signi f i cance 
now for he lping define solutions to preva lent energy 
problems . 
Third , the data clarifies the re lationship between 
s ituational factors , personal factors and behavior . By and 
large , for curtai lment and most efficiency behaviors , the 
role of s ituationa l factors tends to be indirect . The 
inf luence of  factors such as age , income and education , 
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where direct , tends to be rather weak . In this sense , such 
factors result constrain behavior but do not affect it in a 
pos itive sense . Home ownership is to some extent an 
exception . However , whi le homeowners are more concerned 
about the energy problem and perhaps more conservation 
minded , they are not necessarily more conservative for all 
kinds o f  activity . 
The path mode ls presented here represented only one 
plausible approach to understanding the link between 
s ituational and personal inf luences on conservation 
behavior . The role such research may have for conservation 
programs i s  to provide a better bas i s  for defining the 
re levant determinants of conservation and designing 
behavioral change strategies accordingly . Future research 
uti l i z ing longitudina l data needs to further address how the 
inf luence of both sets of factors change over time as we ll 
as to establish a more refined causa l order among variables . 
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CHAPTER SIX 
SUMMARY AND POLICY DI SCUSSION 
Overview of the Study 
This  study has examined a number of key issues in 
conceptua li z ing the relationship between si tuationa l and 
persona l characteristics of residential energy consumers and 
conservation behavior and energy use . The review of 
literature suggested three primary problems within the 
energy consumer literature in need of further examination : 
( 1 )  the role of conservation knowledge in res idential 
behavior , ( 2 )  the impact of consumer attitudes , be liefs and 
va lues in guiding behavior , and ( 3 )  how best to model the 
relevant cogntive and noncognitive determinants of 
conservation behavior . 
Chapter I I I  examines the first problem . The literature 
review suggested that energy knowledge may have important 
consequences for behavior as we ll as affect the attitude 
behavior relationship directly . It  was thus appropriate 
to examine the inf luence of energy knowledge prior to the 
elaboration of ques tions two and three . In addition , 
increas ing knowledge of conservation activities is  a primary 
dimension of energy conservation policies aimed at the 
residential consumer . An analys is of the influence of 
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energy knowledge may help such programs anticipate likely 
program impacts . 
Uti l i z ing data from a mai led questionnaire o f  Knoxvi l le 
area residents ( N=2 8 6 ) ,  the results for chapter I I I  indicate 
that the direct ef fect of conservation knowledge 
appears to be rather moderate as a who le . Knowledge of 
conservation activity is not strongly correlated with 
behavior , although some variation exists between type s of 
behavior . Thermostat setting and e f ficiency improvement 
general ly do appear to be affected by energy knowledge , 
although weakly . 
The primary function of energy know ledge may be 
indirect ; i . e . , how the savings potential of specific 
conservation actions are perceived . The results indicate that 
whi le individua ls have a fairly accurate picture of the 
re lative savings potential of specific conservation 
activities , considerable variation exists . In  particular,  
the savings potentia l of "visible " conservations actions , 
such as turning off lights , is overestimated whi le it  is 
underestimated for less dramatic activities , particu larly 
lowering the �hermostat and lowering water heater 
temperature . Thi s may be due in part to the fact that the 
ma jority of individuals examine only the dol lar amount on 
their uti lity bi l l  and thus do not pay careful attention to 
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changes in ki lowatts of usage . However , the conventiona l 
uti lity bi l l  does not provide sufficient evidence to 
monitor changes in household conservation behavior 
effectively . This i s  compounded by the fact that sea sona l 
fluctuation and other extraneous factors may be acting on 
tota l energy use . The results indicate that energy 
knowledge and behavior factors account for 1 1  percent of the 
variance in energy use between s imi larly s ituated 
households . 
Responding to question two has entai led examining two 
theoretica l  approaches to predicting behavior--Fishbein and 
A j zen ' s  theory of reasoned action , and Triandis ' 
multicomponent view of behavior . Both models assume that 
the most proximate determinant of behavior is the intention 
to perform this behavior . Triandis adds that prior habit as 
wel l  as " faci litating " factors , such as difficu lty 
associated with the behavior , enter into the prediction 
of act ion . Intention i s  itself determined by a combination 
of attitudina l factors , normative beliefs and other 
dimensions . Whi le both models are s imi lar in how they 
conceptualize  social behavior , they as sume different 
leve l of "volitional control " over the behavior and thus 
place different emphases on the role attitudes and other 
cognitive determinants play . 
The primary question posed here has been to test the 
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comparative uti lity of either mode l for predict ing 
individual conservation behavior . This i s sue is addressed 
in Chapter IV . Genera lly,  the findings indicate that 
conservation activities are inf luenced by individua l 
cognitive factors . The s i ze of the attitude-behavior 
association suggests that individua ls do act toward 
conservation behavior in terms of how such behaviors are 
defined . Individuals with a more positive evaluat ion of 
conservation genera l ly and of specific behaviors in 
particu lar tend to be more like ly to have made ef forts to 
conserve energy in the home , all other things being equal . 
With respect to the two models , results indicate that 
they are re lative ly equivalent when the behavior is under 
consumer ' s  control .  This i s  especia l ly true for 
" curtai lment " activities . It  i s  here that cognitive 
determinants play the largest role . Whi le the variance 
explained i s  approximately equivalent between the two 
approache·s , the Triandi s  mode l may be more usefu l i n  
specifying a range of poss ible factors whi ch may be 
operative . For efficiency improvements and efficiency 
behaviors , the Triandis model is clearly superior . Here the 
focus of causality moves more toward resource and opportunity 
than cognitive factors , at least for thi s  analys i s . As the 
behavior becomes les s  routine--for example , adding 
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insu lation , the behavior is due more to househo ld 
structural and demographic factors . Attitude and belief 
factors conti nue to be important but have a more 
indirect role . 
Overa l l ,  the Triandis mode l ,  whi le less pars imonious , 
is more effective in explaining behavior as it a l lows for 
the speci fication of a range of poss ible factors af fecting 
behavior . The primary advantage of the Triandis model , 
however , may be for predicting behaviors that : ( 1 )  
have a larger social normative than attitude component 
affecting behavior , or ( 2 )  require more than motivation to 
perform : e . g . , behavior re levant knowledge or material 
resources . When it i s  certain that the behavior i s  
re latively under the actor ' s  control ,  the Fishbein/A j zen 
model may be sufficient to achieve a fairly h igh leve l of 
prediction . 
Chapter V addresses the problem of causal order . The 
primary purpose of this analysi s  i s  to : ( 1 )  examine how such 
s ituationa l factors as household structural and 
sociodemographics inf luence energy attitudes and be liefs , 
and ( 2 )  examine to what extent genera l energy be liefs 
provide a " context " for more proximate attitude and belief 
determinants o f  behavior . The first i s sue i s  relevant for 
understanding the social positioning of energy opinions , 
whi le the second i s sue pertains direct ly to whether changing 
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genera l defintions of the energy " problem " might af fect 
behavior , at leas t  indirect ly . 
The resu lts indicate that horne ownership i s  important 
both as a " resource " factor affecting the range of 
behaviora l options as we ll as inf luencing conservation 
beliefs directly . Homeowners tend to be more committed to 
personal conservation--perhaps as a consequence of having 
more control over their behavior , and to view the energy 
problem as more serious . However ,  whereas ownership may 
stimulate more concern , other factors apparently keep thi s  
concern from being trans lated into increased conservation 
for a l l  categories of behavior . Sociodernographic factors play 
primarily an indirect role , functioning through the 
household or cognitive variables . 
A second finding is that genera l energy beliefs do play 
a role in guiding behavior . However , whi le exceptions to 
the rule exi s t , genera l be liefs are best thought of as 
indirect . Such general belief orientations as environmental 
concern and genera l conservation awareness appear to have a 
weak to moderate ( betas range from . 1 5 to . 3 0 )  effect on the 
more proximate attitude and be lief determinants of behavior . 
This finding suggests that some degree of belief 
" integration " exists between general and speci fic leve ls of 
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energy be lie f .  Whi le such integration does not imp ly a 
coherrent bel ief ideo logy , it does suggest that changing 
genera l definitions of the energy problem could have 
consequences for behavior , although sma l l . 
Overa l l ,  Chapters I I I , IV and V provide a view of 
conservation behavior and energy use which a s s igns a 
moderately important role to consumer energy beliefs , 
attitudes and values in guiding behavior . They a lso aff irm 
the role household s ituational and demographic factors play 
in proving a context for such behavior . At least some 
individuals have come to accept conservation in the home as 
a viable part of their self concept and as a means to other 
valued social end s --such as protecting the environment or 
s lowing nationa l energy growth . For others , therma l comfort 
and convenience may be overriding concerns . Both views 
appear to be affected by beliefs about conservation behavior 
as we ll as household structural and demographic factor s . 
The data thus suggest that whi le changing attitudes , be liefs 
or energy knowledge could encourage proconservation 
activity , " situational " factors wi l l  affect the s cope such 
efforts are likely to have . 
The following section endeavors to draw out the 
implications of this research for structuring residential 
conservation programs and for larger i ssues of  energy policy 
directed at the res idential consumer . Thi s  wi l l  be 
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accomplished first by examining conservat ion program 
recommendations implicated by the study . The las t  section 
of this chapter wi l l  place such recommendations in the 
context of broader energy policy questions . 
General Energy Policy Recommendations 
As Sonderegger ( 1 9 7 8 ) as we l l  as Verhal len and van 
Raai j  ( 1 9 8 1 ) indicate , routine household behaviors have a 
substantial impact on individua l energy use , accounting for 
as much as forty percent of the difference in energy 
consumption between s imi lar ly s ituated households . For this 
reason , most conservation campaigns invo lve some e lement of 
changing household behavior , whether this i s  engaging in 
more efficient use of appliances , curtai ling some energy 
services , or changing behaviora l routines --as in shifting 
use patterns to off -peak periods ( see Van Liere et a l . , l 9 8 2 ) .  
The results of thi s  study support the notion that 
attitude change cou ld be useful in encouraging residential 
conservation . These findings indicate that attitudinal 
differences between consumers account for between 4 and 2 3  
percent o f  the var iance i n  behavior , o r  approximately 8 
percent of the variance in energy consumption . The total 
difference in energy consumption accounted f or by both 
attitudes and behavior controlling for household situational 
variables is approximately 16 percent . 
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The research reported here suggests at least s i x  
strategies for encouraging residentia l conservation . The 
most important of these being that : 
1 .  Persuasive conservation campaigns shou ld focus on 
changing genera l attitudes and be liefs toward 
conservation . 
The data support the claim raised earlier that general 
definitions of the energy problem can provide a context for 
energy conservation . As Table 2 in Chapter 5 indicates , 
general energy be liefs can be important in he lping shape 
attitudes toward specific conservation actions , particu larly 
environmental awareness and perceived suffering as a 
consequence of the energy crisis . The inf luence of such 
genera l energy be liefs is best thought of as indirect ; i . e . , 
they inf luence more proximate determinants of behavior . 
Contrary to Olsen ( 1 9 8 1 ) ,  Mi lstein ( 1 9 7 7 ) and others , 
receptivity to social cues to conserve and the evaluation of 
conservation actions are inf luenced by how individuals  
define the energy problem . In the years since the oi l 
embargo , individual s  have had more opportunity to integrate 
such genera l belief orientations with preferences for 
certain energy policy options and to a l imited extent , 
conservation behavior in the home . 
Thi s  i s  not to say that res idential consumer vie�s of 
the energy problem represent a coherent and i ntegrated 
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system of be liefs . They do not . But neither are such 
belief systems absent of a certain degree of structure and 
rationa lity . The contemporary energy debate between " hard " 
and " soft"  approaches to resolving future energy needs 
( Barbour et al . , l 9 8 2 ) has not evo lved at the public leve l yet 
such that these represent two clearly contrary approaches . 
Individuals who favor conservation may also favor increased 
energy production and economic growth as measures of 
"progres s . "  Sti ll , it is clear that broader and more 
abstract definitions of the energy situation inform specific 
conservation attitudes and behavior . 
Conservation programs can bui ld on this by reinforcing 
values which wou ld be functiona l to encouraging 
conservation . The analys is suggests that at least one 
be lief orientation--environmental concern , is directly 
re lated to other conservation attitudes as wel l  a s  behavior . 
The popu larity of conservation for some i s  that it helps 
reinforce valued " i dentities "  which are " s ituated " in the 
home context . Being conservation minded , fruga l ,  effi cient 
or materially s imple are activities which help reinforce 
this general be lief orientation . Strengthening such values 
is an important dimension of evolving a " conservation ethic " 
in the larger culture . As Olsen ( 1 9 7 8 ) indicates , the 
deve lopment o f  a nationwide conservation ethic is  necessary 
for maintaining the viabi lity of the conservation movement , 
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particu lar ly during periods of dec lining energy pr ices when 
conservation appears superfluous . Such a general 
conservation ethic cou ld inc lude a decreased empha s i s  on 
materialistic aspiration , equitabi lity in the energy system, 
consumer autonomy and the viabi lity of the natura l 
environment ( see Morrison and Lodwick , l 9 8 2 ) .  In  lieu of a 
definition of the energy problem focusing on its price and 
ava i labi lity as the most dominant concerns , a conservation 
ethic might emphasize  the di sarnrnenties of uti l i z ing too much 
energy ; e . g . , acid rain , pollution , toxic waste , and 
resource dependency ( see Ehr lich et a l . , l 9 7 7 ) .  
I t  i s  obvious ly not enough to change the symbo lic 
values associated with energy to adequate ly encourage 
conservation . The results suggest that the best predictors 
of conservation behavior are relatively specific att itudes 
toward that behavior . Therefore : 
2 .  Persuas ive conservation campaigns should target 
behaviors for change as we ll as attitudes toward 
those behaviors . 
The results indicate that whi le attitudes toward specific 
action may not a lways be the strongest predictor o f  
behavior , they are the most consistent . Furthermore , such 
attitudes have a moderately strong relationship to the 
" expected va lue " or outcomes associated with the three 
behaviors examined ( average r= . 4 4 ) .  A two pronged e ffort at 
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such behavior change is implied by the analys i s . First , 
conservation campaigns should focus on changing expected 
outcomes associated with specific conservation actions . 
Thi s  strategy involves changing incorrect assumptions or 
be liefs which individua ls have about particular actions . 
For example , the data suggest that consumers need to be 
provided with appropriate information about the relationship 
between household temperature and hea lth ( see Table 6 
Chapter 3 ;  see Rohles , l 9 8 1 ) . For those conservation actions 
which are re latively access ible to most individual s ; e . g . , 
thermostat setback , individuals shou ld be provided with 
clear information on the cost and benefits of the action . 
This should inc lude a re latively clear idea of what savings 
can be expected on the average , as we l l  as substitute 
behaviors which have equivalent savings . The perception 
that " small " behaviora l changes are insigni ficant needs to 
be overcome . Changes for any one behavior are not likely to 
resu lt in large savings . Thus an emphas i s  shou ld be placed 
on a particular subset of activites which together could 
result in larger savings . Here again , the social 
s ignificance of  even small  persona l savings can be 
emphas i zed , s uch as averting bui lding cost ly new generation 
equipment . The assumption guiding the latter strategy is 
that changing the expected outcomes of the behavior wi l l  
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change the af fective component as sociated with the intention 
to perform a given action . 
The usefulnes s  of such information may depend in part 
on the credibi lity of the source ( Stern and Aronson , l 9 8 4 ) .  
The analys i s  s uggest s  one view , a lthough a minor ity one , 
that the uti lity would compensate for any revenue lost to 
individual conservation by rais ing rates . Thi s be lief was 
s lightly more preva lent among renters than homeowners ( 4 3 
and 3 8  percent respectively ) .  Thi s  f inding suggests that 
uti lities may have a credibi lity problem where they are the 
sponsors of conservation campaigns ( Mi lstein , l 9 7 7 ) .  Where 
it is impract ical to implement the program through other 
channe ls , uti lities shou ld examine whether or not negative 
attitudes toward the uti lity might affect respons iveness to 
conservation appeals ( see Yates and Aronson , l 9 8 3 ) .  The 
problem may depend in part on what audience the uti lity i s  
targeting ( e . g . , higher income homeowners versus lower 
income r�nters ) .  
Given that the program i s  effective in changing 
expected outcomes as sociated with the behavior , as we l l  as 
attitude , attitude consistent behavior may not neces sari ly 
ensue . Thus a second dimens ion o f  attitude change should be 
to increase the salience of attitude-behavior incon s is tency . 
The point here i s  to raise the consumer ' s  leve l o f  
" cognitive dissonance " .  Increasing the s a lience of 
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attitude-behavior discrepancy involves " coupling " attitudes 
to behavior by pointing to s ituations and contexts where 
they are relevant ( Cook and Berrenburg , l 9 8 l ) .  Emphas i z ing 
the va lue relevance of conservation i s  one dimension of 
this . However , other methods shou ld be used in " cuing " both 
attitudes and behavior . For example , uti l i z ing " prompts "  
through the mas s  media or publicly vis ible p laces reminding 
people to conserve may be an effective strategy for doing so 
( see Ge l ler , l 9 8 2 : 1 6 7 ) .  Strengthing proconservation 
attitudes wi l l  increase the likelihood that they are 
" acces sed " ( Fazio et a l . , l 9 8 3 ) in the home context . 
The results of  the study also indicate that the 
personal determinants of behaviors vary by subclass of 
conservation activity . Therefore : 
3 .  Persuas ive conservation campaigns should target the 
particular determinants of a conservation behavior . 
The data suggest that for relative ly recurring behaviors 
changing attitudina l factors can have a reasonable payoff in 
behavior chnage . As the behavior becomes more constrained 
by resource and opportunity factors , cognitive change wi l l  
be less useful i n  encouraging behavior . Here attention 
shou ld be focused on overcoming di sincl ination to conserve 
and faci litating conservation through changing perceptions 
of the difficu lty associated with the behavior and 
increas ing energy knowledge . Conservation incentives , such 
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as rebates or low/no interest loans , can be useful in 
providing a " foot-in-the-door " technique for overcoming 
prior inactivity ( Stern and Kirkpatrick , l 9 7 7 ) .  As Stern 
and Aronson ( 1 9 8 4 ) note , once individua ls have overcome 
inactivity with a re latively sma l l  behavior , they are more 
likely to make a larger commitment to conservation . The 
movement from sma l ler to larger conservation activities i s  
likely t o  occur given that the behaviors are " ·  • •  clearly 
described , inexpens ive and relatively easy " ( Stern and 
Aronson , l 9 8 4 : 7 1 ) . 
Whi le incentives may accelerate the adoption of some 
conservation actions , they can • t  be expected to maintain the 
behavior over time ( Geller et al . , l 9 8 2 ) . The as sumption 
behind material incentives is that rewardi ng behaviors are 
more l ikely to be undertaken . However , incentive programs 
have not demonstrated an unequivocal effectivenes s  in 
encouraging behavior ( Heber lein and Warriner , l 9 8 3 ) . Even 
where they have proven useful in encouraging conservation , 
the effects of the program may be short lived : this may be 
due in part to s i z e  of the incentive re lative to the " cost " 
of conserving ( Cook and Berrenburg , l 9 8 1 : 8 4 ) .  Increasing the 
material incentive must be balanced against the energy 
savings accrued . In at least one program , rebates to 
consumers had to be discontiued as their cost exceeded the 
savings achieved ( McClel land and Cook , l 9 8 0 ) .  Perhaps more 
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important ly , by appea ling to individua l  " self-interest , "  
incentive programs may discourage the development of 
proconservation att itudes by emphas i zing the utilitarian 
dimens ion of saving energy . 
Perceived difficu lty of the behavior may be one of the 
most important perceptual inf luences for some kinds of 
behavior . For a l l  three of the specific conservation 
actions examined ( i . e . , thermostat setback , water heater 
turndown , and adding insulation ) ,  perceived d i f fi cu lty had a 
s ignificant inf luence . Conservation campaigns are limited 
but not ineffectual in changing such perceptions . " Therma l 
preference " and concern for hea lth are obvious ly important 
factors affecting individual response to conservation . 
Recogn i zing thi s ,  conservation programs should focus on ways 
the consumer can compensate for lower heating temperatures 
through appropriate clothing . For example , the " clo " va lue 
of c lothing which rates its insu lation value can be 
provided . Individuals who have changed the clo ratings of 
their clothing report lowered household temperatures without a 
subsequent loss of comfort ( Geller et a l . , l 9 8 2 ) .  Here , such 
•• curtai lment " activities might be more effectively billed as 
household effi ciency . Where thermal comfort i s  the 
predominant interest , the focus shou ld be on those 
efficiency behaviors and improvements which a f ford 
conservation without a loss of energy services . 
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The results indicate that genera l energy conservation 
knowledge is correlated with behavior for at least some 
types of conservation activity . Thus : 
4 .  Persuas ive conservation campaigns should focus on 
increas ing genera l conservation knowledge . 
The data indicate substantial gaps in the public ' s  knowledge 
of energy use . For example , only ha lf of the respondents 
knew what their water heater temperature was set on . 
Results reported in Chapter 3 suggests that knowledge 
factors account for about 5 percent of the variance in 
energy use and approximately 8 percent of the variance in 
behavior . 
Three strategies for al leviating this problem can be 
suggested . First , efforts should be made at c lari fying what 
actions· are avai lable for individuals  to do i n  their 
particu lar context . Results from Chapter 3 i ndicate that 
whi le the ma j ority of individua ls have made e fforts to 
conserve , a number of potentia l ly helpful low cost 
activities cou ld be encouraged . These include : ( 1 )  turning 
down water heater temperature , ( 2 )  adding a f low restricting 
shower head , ( 3 )  adding a clock timer to the water heater , 
and ( 4 )  turning the dishwasher off before the dry cycle . The 
basic problem for the consumer i s  that a l l  energy choices 
have a characteristic " invi s ibi lity " to them ( Stern and 
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Aronson , l 9 8 4 ) �  ind ividuals are not in the position to 
eva luate the consequences of their actions for increasing or 
decreas ing energy use . An energy " survey " which provides a 
thorough checklist for individua l households cou ld 
accomplish this goal . Another means is the use of an energy 
audit by a trained professiona l or house " doctor " ( Stern et 
a l . , l 9 8 1 ) .  The actual penetration level for such programs 
has been rather low , however , ranging between 2-5  percent of 
owner-occupied housing ( Stern et al . , l 9 8 1 ) . Lack of program 
awareness , which usually is far less than a ma jority , 
accounts for part o f  the low diffusion rate . However , audit 
services may be criticized for not a lways providing 
information that the consumer can use . This s ituation may 
be particularly indicative of self-administered audits where 
the customer returns the survey to the sponsoring agency for 
computer analys i s . 
Second , results suggest a need for providing greater 
consumption information feedback to the consumer than is 
present ly contained in the uti lity bi l l .  Thi s  ana lysi s  
indicates that the uti lity bi ll i s  inadequate f o r  monitoring 
changes in behavior , regardless of whether one examines the 
ki lowatt amount or dollar amount . Uti lities should : ( 1 )  
di sagregate bi l l s  by end use ; i . e . , space heating , lighting , 
water heating , etc . , ( 2 )  provide " raw " kilowats or BTUs used 
and " ad justed " ki lowatts which take into account seasona l 
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f luctuation for that month , and ( 3 )  provide a monthly or 
base amount to compare current bi l l s  against .  Experiments 
uti liz ing the so called " smart meter " ( EURDS , l 9 7 9 ) have 
demonstrated the feas ibility of the first suggestion . 
Disagregating the bill would provide clearer information to 
the consumer of what impact particu lar conservation 
activities are having . This wou ld undoubtedly reinforce 
behavior among those interested in saving energy . Ad justing 
ki lowatt hours by seasona l fluctuation wou ld provide 
individual s  with a progres s  report of conservation efforts 
over a shorter period of time . The latter type of 
information has the advantage of being within the technical 
abi lity of most uti lities . In addition , energy measurement 
units ;  such as ki lowatts ,  BTUs , joules , etc . , need to be 
explained more fully.  Other evidence indicates that such 
feedback mechanisms could result in a 1 0 - 2 0  percent energy 
savings ( Ge l ler et al . , l 9 8 2 : 18 0 ) .  
Fina l ly ,  the results suggest that there may be uti lity 
in increasing genera l energy and conservation knowledge . 
The " function " such knowledge could serve would be to 
provide a cognitive compliment to the value commitments 
discus sed earlier . Such knowledge wou ld further anchor 
behavior change in larger belief and value systems of the 
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individual ,  as we l l  as provide a more enl ightend public 
bas i s  of support for nationa l energy policies . 
The preceeding recommendat ions have focused on 
attitude , values and knowledge . Changing such individual 
attributes can be furthered by reinforcing social influences 
on behavior . Therefore : 
5 .  Persuasive conservation campaigns shou ld find means 
to arouse normative support and institutiona lize social 
commendation for conservation actions . 
The results indicate that while normative be liefs were not 
cons i stent ly related to behavior , individual s  are aware of 
normative pressures to conserve more energy in the household 
context . Social support variables exaplain between 1 and 3 
percent of the variance in behavior , and approximately 2 
percent of the variance in energy use . Whi le this figure i s  
sma l l  it may underestimate the potential impact o f  normative 
support for behavior . As Stern and Kirkpatrick ( 1 9 7 7 : 1 3 )  
note , " • • •  public commitment can have a powerful long-term 
inf luence on socially valued behavior , even in the absence 
of incentives or surveillance . "  
The means for achieving such social support i s  not 
direct ly suggested by the study . Prior research s uggests 
several avenues � e . g . , increasing the public vi s ibi lity of 
the behavior ( Pa l lak and Cummings , l 9 7 6 ) ,  increasing the role 
of the neighborhood or community in implementing and . 
moni toring the program ( Stern and Aronson , l 9 8 4 ) ,  providing 
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group leve l incentives for conservation , as in ma ster 
metered apartments ( McClel land and Cook , l 9 8 0 ) ,  or utilizing 
community leaders as role mode ls for diffus ing particu lar 
conservation innovations ( Darley and Beniger , l 9 8 l ) . 
However , the primary social support factor mus t  s t i l l  be 
fami ly , neighbors and friends . These agents provide the 
mos t proximate social controls over individua l behavior . 
The research reported here sugges ts that the latter 
interpersona l inf luences are mos t  important for recurring 
and s imple behaviors . Normative influences were weakest for 
efficiency improvements--a finding support ing Stern et al . ' s  
( 1 9 8 3 ) result s . 
Fina l l y ,  as Fishbein and Aj z en and Triandi s suggest , 
behavioral intention mediates the actual inf luence of 
cognitive factors on behavior . Thus : 
6 .  Persuas ive energy conservation campaigns should 
facili tate a publicly stated intention to conserve 
energy . 
Thi s  recommendation can be cons idered part of developing 
social support for conservation . However , i t  derives i ts 
justification from the fact that individual s  are more likely 
to perform a behavior when they intend to .  Encouraging 
intention to conserve entails providing the opportunity for 
the consumer to perform certain behaviors ,  agree to 
participate in a particu lar program , or work toward a 
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specific reduction of energy consumption . Thi s strategy 
serves two functions :  ( 1 )  providing concrete ob j ectives 
which the consumer can measure conservation progres s 
against , and ( 2 )  creating a basis  for interaction between 
the consumer and the sponsor agency . 
In summary , several components of a succes sful 
conservation program have been suggested . Thes e  inc lude 
arous ing personal va lues relevant to conservation behavior , 
changing attitudes toward specific behaviors and increas ing 
the salience of attitude-behavior discrepancy , changing the 
expectations associated with the outcomes of specific 
behaviors ,  providing more detai led consumption feedback , 
encouraging public commitment to specific conservation 
obj ectives and encouraging behaviora l intention to conserve . 
HoweverJ even an agressive conservation campaign w i l l  not 
" reach " certain e lements of the population . The poor 
represent a special case . Conservation programs designed to 
assist primari ly homeowning suburbanites wi l l  not impact 
greatly on the poor . Carrying the conservation mes sage to 
the latter groups requires packaging programs which appeal 
to their more pressing needs ; such as neighborhood 
revitali zation and safety , continuity in energy supp lies , 
personal budget control ,  and locality development ( Hutch and 
Whitehead , l 9 8 1 ) .  A number of community based programs have 
demonstrated the feas ibi lity of encouraging conservation 
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whi le at the same time serving the larger needs of the poor 
( Stern et al . , l 9 8 l ) . 
The following section examines what role the atti tude 
concept plays in energy policy relative to other approaches 
for encouraging res idential conservation behavior . 
The Role of Attitude in U . S .  Energy Policy 
Earlier it  was suggested that the most important 
problem facing energy policy is how best to encourage 
conservation . Having provided an analysi s  of s i tuational 
and persona l determinants of behavior and energy use , it is 
poss ible to evaluate conservation strategies for encouraging 
conservation against the more prevalent view of increasing 
energy prices . These two approaches represent the primary 
models directed at the residential consumer . As such , the 
effectivenes s  of either mode l has been the subject of  
considerable debate ( Heberlein and Warriner , l 9 8 3 ) . 
As Landsberg ( 1 9 7 9 ) notes , energy policy to date has 
focused primarily on pricing , hardware and regu latory 
approaches to " demand-side " management of energy u s e . The 
economic model of conservation assumes that behavioral 
adaptat ions at the consumer level wi l l  occur when the 
appropriate price " s ignals " ( Mause , l 9 8 0 ) are relayed to the 
consumer . Thus the primary obj ective of energy po licy 
should be to bring energy prices up to a level which 
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adequately reflects their "margina l "  or replacement costs . 
The " necessity " of this is ref lected in current rate 
structures . Res idential consumer electricity rates are 
often subs idized by higher municipal and commercia l  rates . 
In addition , the rate charged to the consumer remains 
constant throughout the day despite the fact that peak load 
energy costs may be higher than the normal base load as a 
consequence of bringing more expens ive generat ions systems 
on line . The real costs of energy production are further 
shielded from the consumer because of the use of " declining 
block " rates which discount costs the more energy which i s  
used ( EURDS , l 9 7 8 ) .  Thus , reforming rate structures would 
di scourage use--as suming that energy demand i s  a function of 
price . This approach to encouraging energy conservation 
represents what Schnaiberg ( 1 9 8 0 ) refers to as a " planned 
scarcity " policy . As Landsberg ( 1 9 7 9 : xvii ) notes : 
The central mes sage of this report i s  that energy-­
expensive today--is likely to be expens ive tomorrow and 
that society as a whole wi ll gain from a reso lute 
effort to make the price that the user pays for energy , 
and for saving energy , reflect its true value . 
Support for thi s  view comes from American experience 
fo llowing the embargo . It i s  general ly recognized that 
increas ing energy prices have played an important ro le in 
stimulating residential conservation ( Hirst et a l . , l 9 8 3 ) . As 
Mi lstein ( 1 9 7 7 ) notes , increas ing energy conservation i s  
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genera l ly cited as the number one reason for conserving 
among consumers . 
Whi le energy consumption i s  " elasti c "  to s ome degree 
( Morell , l 9 8 1 ) ,  this study and others suggest that the price 
ad justment strategy is limited . The results indicate that 
three factors in particular inhibit greater efficiency at 
the individual level : ( 1 )  therma l comfort and concern for 
hea lth , ( 2 )  lack of behavior re levant knowledge for 
affecting change , and ( 3 )  lack of control over deci s ions 
affecting energy use . Therma l comfort is a " persona l "  
factor whi ch has psycho logical , biological and sociological 
antecedents .  Psychologica lly , individuals associate certain 
thermal ranges with health and wel l  being . I t  i s  not likely 
that raising energy prices wi l l  disabuse consumers of this 
perception . As Rohles ( 1 9 8 1 ) notes , thermal preference is 
a lso affected by respondent ' s  age : older individua ls may 
have the need for higher home temperatures due to a greater 
risk of hypothermia .  Finally ,  stage in the life-cycle 
places d i fferent demands on energy use , particu lar ly in the 
early chi ld bearing stage ( Fritsche , l 9 8 1 ) .  All three 
factors reduce the e lasticity of energy consumption . 
Second , the pricing model assumes a near perfect 
diffu s ion of relevant conservation information neces sary for 
affecting behavior change . This research sugges ts that even 
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after a dozen years of higher energy costs , s igni ficant gaps 
in consumer conservation knowledge still  remain . Many 
individua ls  stil l operate within a " fo lk "  model ( Kempton and 
Montgomery , l 9 8 2 ) for assessing energy costs and conservation 
investments . Such a folk assessment results in i ndividuals 
placing greater efforts on conservation activities which may 
not have the highest payoff . Where individua ls lack 
appropriate knowledge for improving energy efficiency and 
retrofit , it i s  more likely that they wil l  respond to higher 
energy costs through curtai lment ( see Curtin , l 9 7 6 : 
Cunningham and Cook-Lopreato , l 9 7 7 ) which i s  the least 
ef fective s avings strategy ( Yates and Aronson , l 9 8 3 ) .  
Increasing prices wou ld undoubted ly increase hardship , but 
it is less likely to improve energy efficiency . 
Thi s  outcome may be especially true for those who have 
les s control over the deci sions affecting their energy use : 
i . e . , renters .  Higher energy prices would pena l i z e  renters 
as their conservation options are severaly limited . Renters 
are not in the pos ition to improve home retrofit or 
appliance stock of their dwel ling , especially where the pay 
back period goes beyond the renters planning horizon . Some 
efficiency improvement can be made : for example , adding 
insulation to windows , fi lter change and caulking . In  the 
absence of other conservation a lternatives , renters wou ld 
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compensate for higher energy prices through curtai l ing 
energy or other des ired services . 
These points question the effi ciency of the price model 
for a l locating the social costs of increas ing conservation . 
I t  i s  arguable ( from the perspective of the price mode l )  
that Americans have not made greater efforts to conserve 
because they have been shielded from the real costs of 
energy . For example , even after a quadrupl ing of o i l  costs 
at the barrel ,  th� rea l ( i . e . , ad justed by consumer price 
index ) cost of a ga llon of gas in 1 9 7 5  was 5 5 . 8  cents , down 
from 5 7 . 6  cents in 1 9 6 0 . Thi s  s ituation changed 
s ignificant ly in 1 9 8 0  with the ga l lon price increas ing to to 
$ 1 . 2 5 .  The point being , however , that the real social 
impact o f  increasing energy prices was de layed considerably , 
largely· the result of goverment price regu lation ( Wa lter and 
Zentner , l 9 7 8 ) .  
However ,  even i f  the price model i s  pursued--as it 
probably will  be ( Landsberg and Dukert , l 9 8 1 ) , econometric 
analysis suggests that energy prices wou ld have to be 
doubled to achieve a 1 0  percent reduction in use ( Stern and 
Gardner , l 9 8 1 ) .  Unless these changes were abrupt , a 
s igni f icant lag period would occur before such s avings would 
be manifest ( Craig et a l . , l 9 7 6 ) .  I t  i s  a lso l ikely that 
prices would have to be ad justed continua lly to avoid long 
term psychological adjustment to new rates . I n  any case , 
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the latter figure falls short of what can be expected from 
encouraging conservat ion through attitude change , prompts , 
information feedback and consumer education . 
Even if  1 0  percent is a plaus ible estimate of potential 
energy savings , the distributiona l impacts of rais ing energy 
prices mus t  also be cons idered . Increas ing energy costs 
will  undoubtedly impact on the poor and working c lass 
negative ly ( Hutch and Whitehead , l 9 8 1 ) . Thi s  i s  especia l ly 
true as energy costs , both direct and indirect , cons titute a 
much larger share of their income than the wel l  off  
( Morrison , l 9 7 8 ) .  Discuss ion of increas ing prices has 
included concern for equity in energy po licy--such as the 
so-called " li fe line " rate which provides a modicum of usage 
at an ostensibly lower rate . However , it i s  doubtful that 
pricing s trategies des igned to ameliorate the regres s ive 
effects of such increases would offset h igher pri ces for a l l  
such consumers ( Blocker , l 9 8 4 ) .  In  addition , differential 
rates designed to assist the disenfranchi s ed are likely to 
raise equity claims among other consumers ,  both residential 
and commercial . 
Thu s , from a social psychological viewpoint , the 
assumpt ions of  the pricing s trategy do not adequately 
reflect the reali ties faced by the residential consumer . I t  
assumes that i ndividuals are rationa l information utili zers , 
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and further , that they wi l l  minimi ze los s and maximize gain . 
The beneficial ef fect of rais ing energy costs must sti l l  
"work " through the agency o f  human perception . Without an 
extreme ly abrupt and socia l ly undes ireable price change , the 
individual impact will  be both mediated by situationa l and 
persona l determinants and lag cons iderably behind po licy 
expectations . Increas ing energy costs won ' t  necessar i ly 
encourage better energy efficiency nor motivation to consume 
less energy . Fina l ly , the price model can ' t  be expected to 
a lter patterns of consumption which have become ingra ined in 
American culture . 
The empha s i s  on price mechanisms to affect energy 
e f ficiency i s  not surpris ing considering the dominance of 
the 11 Commodity 11 view of energy in American society . As 
Stern and Aronson ( 1 9 8 4 ) note , underlying the commodity view 
of energy i s  the notion that effi ciency and market values 
represent the criteria for how energy policies are j udged . 
Thi s  research suggests that for 11 p lanned scarcity 11 policies 
to be effective , they must account for those " human factors " 
affecting like ly aggregate response ; such as , lack of 
behavior relevant knowledge , perception of the ut i lity , 
difficu lty of the behavior , etc . 
Individual and group responses to energy are more 
complex than economic mode ls of human behavior a l low , yet 
much of the evidence for the latter i s  ignored by energy 
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policy makers ( Stern and Aronson , l 9 8 4 ) .  Thi s  ref lects not 
only the hegemony o f  market considerations in energy policy , 
but the " fa ilure of consensus " ( Yankelovich , l 9 8 3 ) in 
achieving a coordinated national program of energy 
conservation . Whi le this is due in part to the 
antiregu latory po litical mood of the eighties reflected in 
Reagan ' s  energy policy ( Kat z , l 9 8 4 ) ,  it is a lso c lear that 
the energy " problem"  has not been an i ssue which has 
ga lvani zed an active public cons tituency . From the public ' s  
view , cons iderable " collective ambiquity " ( Smelser , l 9 6 2 ) has 
existed and s t i l l  persists as to how the problem is to be 
defined ; i . e . , a question of too much or too little , too 
costly or too cheap . As Yankelovich ( 1 9 8 3 ) notes , 
individuals  struggling to make sense of the energy " crisi s "  
found it  difficult t o  develop a coherrent view . 
Conscientious individuals who did conserve often found they 
had to pay h igher prices as uti lities compensated for lost 
revenue . Whi le President Carter was declaring the energy 
cris i s  " the moral equivalent of war , " the CIA claimed it was 
a hoax . And oddly , as oil prices increased , so did its 
avai labi lity at the pump . It is somewhat surpr i s ing in 
retrospect that in this "problematic definition o f  the 
situation " ( Hewitt , l 9 7 9 ) ,  attitudes predicted conservation 
behavior at a l l . 
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The public definition of the energy problem which 
fina l ly did emerge was one emphas i z ing its price . Thus with 
decline of energy prices due to the co llapse of OPEC and 
increas ed efficiency , the energy cri s i s  for many has ceased 
to exist ( Z inberg , l 9 8 3 ) . Ga l lup no longer even includes 
energy as one of its 11Most Important Problems . .. Thi s  turn 
of events i s  unfortunate . As Craig et al . ( 1 9 7 6 ) note , 
energy supply and demand interface with other is sues of 
nationa l s ignficance not directly dependent on the price of 
oi l--trade imba lance , resource dependency , environmental 
disammenities o f  energy production , trade competition with 
less energy intensive economies , depletion of nonrenewable 
energy resources , and not least of a ll ,  nationa l security . 
To the extent that these dimens i ons of the energy 
problem can be conveyed to the publi c ,  they represent a 
bas is for bui ld ing a policy consensus on the energy i ssue 
outs ide of the strict confines of the commodity view . 
Yanke lovich ( 1 9 8 3 ) be lieves that such a coorientation of 
views between public and leadership may be emerging . 
Opinion polls demonstrate public concerns for environmental 
protection , resource dependency abroad and the need for 
adopting .. a lternative .. fuels for our longterm energy needs . 
Proponents o f  both 11 soft 11 and "hard " energy paths accept the 
need for increased conservation , at least in the transition 
period to the latter a lternatives ( Dunlap and Olsen , l 9 8 4 ) .  
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However , s igni ficant ideological and va lue c leavages 
exist and w i l l  persist for some time to come . I t  i s  
techno logically feasible t o  describe a lternative energy 
futures , but perhaps impossible to resolve the ves ted 
interests in maintaining or changing the energy status quo . 
The solution or solutions to the energy ?roblem are 
inextricably intertwined with a complex of  social values 
which cannot be maximi zed all at once . Resolving these 
competing social va lues may be the real energy crisis . The 
concluding comment of a Kennedy School conference report on 
the energy problem in 1 9 8 0  underscores thi s  problem : 
I t  may be that we simply cannot do the things 
suggested : gain long term consumer acceptance of 
smal ler and less powerful cars ; develop a synthetic 
fuels industry that will change the environment and 
character of now isolated regions ; raise uti lity rates 
for current customers to save money for their chi ldren ; 
or relieve our economy of decades of  success ive 
encrustations of regu lation • • •  
Our abi lity to communicate ,  debate and understand 
energy problems and the inherrent c lash of interests 
and values they precipitate may be at the heart of 
gaining consensus on what needs to be done . Resolution 
of these conf licts may be as critical to our energy 
future as economics and technology . It may , in fact , 
represent the u ltimate chal lenge pos ed by the energy 
problem ( In Yanke lovich , l 9 8 3 : 3 6 ) .  
Consumer " education , "  as advocated earlier , may be 
insufficient to resolve such basic va lue conflicts . 
However , it does represent a s ignificant component of 
changing individual conservation behavior and inc luding the 
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public in any consensus bui lding efforts . Energy price 
increases per se cannot be expected to tip public support 
toward conservation and away from a consumption ethi c ,  as 
the decade of the seventies attests . 
At base , however , energy value conflicts are rooted in 
the larger institutional contradictions of American society . 
The dominant actors in the energy debate , including to some 
extent those energy regu latory bodies of the federal 
government ,  have a short term vested interest in maintaining 
the "treadmi l l  of production " ( Schnaiberg , l 9 8 0 ) .  Both 
energy companies and local utilities do not have a 
significant material stake in conservation . The federal 
government , responding to the needs of large energy 
companies and uti lities , has tended to emphas i ze an energy 
picture focusing primarily on encouraging energy production , 
rather than changing demand . The latter would entai l  
chal lenging the taken-for-granted consumption ethic 
underlying American culture and the production ethic 
underlying American energy business . This latter role i s  
one that the federal government i s  not likely t o  take 
through at least most of this decade . 
Without a coordinated national energy conservation 
policy , we can expect conservation efforts at the individual 
level to reflect a policy of " laisez -faire " . Where 
utilities are faced with growing electricity demand and 
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deficient generating capacity , conservation " investments " 
may represent the least-cost strategy for meeting future 
needs . Depending on the public uti lity policies of the 
area , some uti li ties can include conservation inves tments 
in the overal l  rate base , thus giving them greater material 
incentive to conserve . Where the oppos ite i s  true--stable 
or declining electricity demand and excess ive generation 
capacity as is the case in much of the North East , uti lties 
may be faced with "marketing " electricity and increasing 
consumer rates ( Morell , l 9 8 1 ) .  
The problems facing such uti lities represents what 
Garret Hardin ( 1 9 6 7 ) has refered to as the "tragedy of the 
conunons " --a s ituation of individual self seeking in a 
limited environment which eventually brings ruin to a l l . In 
the absence of mandatory public uti lity regulations , 
" conservation-minded " utilities could f ind themselves in the 
s i tuation where a change in the local production-consumption 
relationship would dictate the need for a marketing rather 
than conservation strategy ; that is , in the absence of 
another energy cris i s . I f  as Hardin notes , " freedom" i s  the 
recognition of neces s ity , we have the choice now to impose 
restraints on our self seeking before circumstance dictates 
that they be imposed on us . The cost in the. short term of 
not doing so  may s imply be a continuation of the social and 
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environmental disammenities of an energy intensive society . 
The long term consequences may be to again find ourselves 
vunerable to the shifting geopolitics of energy . 
Unfortunately , i t  may take the latter to renew America ' s  
commitment to conservation . 
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IWl '«l EF'F'tCT 
smt:IIHA T POS I T IVE EF'F'tCT 
\tRY POS IT IV!: Ef'F'tCT 
2. All thinq� cons1oorod , do you fool that cl\.,qo• 1n the coat and !lU!llllY of -rqy 1n the bat O.cadlt have •ae 
your l1fe1 
A LOT GSE THAll IT WAS 
2 A L ITTLE IIOIISE rltAN IT WAS 
J HAD NO Ef'F'ECT 
4 A LITtLE BETTER TIIAN IT WAS 
A LOT SETTER THAll IT liAS 
J ,  ,,. follo•ing set of Queetione is about ycur attitudlt t01r11rd a nuiiiOor of priSIIU. feeing ttw nauan. We are 
intoroatad ln too. I!!!! fCHtl about oacl\ of ttoo•. Ttoora an no •rang ell' ri fllt ana ... ra. P 1uaa indlcata •hetl'ler 
you atrcnqly aqree , cldh aqrn, cldly diaeQHO , or strongly disaQrn (PLEASE CIRCLE Tl£ '1Jit£R CF 'rllUR 
ANSIE:R ).  
T o  ,.,.. .--ie grollth and 
a 111911 atandcd of lhing, .. 
-t incraua our -f'IIY 
conau..,ucn . 
,,. environ-ant suat lle 
protected, sven it thb Ileana 
ttoo price of pde and serv1cea 
riea. 
Continued -oaic QrOwtto ia 
needed to 11111ro .. o Aaaric- ' 
standard of living . 
Thlt public needs to bo involved 
in energy davelc_.,t in their 
COtDunity or tlt'llicn af the country. 
A•ricane cen ,., ... • batter Qua.Uty 
of lifo oven if .. era using loaa 
energy . 
Moro officiant uso of praoant 
enarw sourcaa, rather than 
O.valcping ,... sourcaa , •:1.11 twlp 
soivo futuro -rgy priSb'-. 
ruturo -l''iiY nooda can lle provided 
























Only through develooinq rene•eble 
energy reeour�ee su� as solar and 
Wlnd pawer Can we SOlve ruture -rgy 
needs . 
In this �untry -e an not doing 
enough to protect the natural 
environ1111nt . 
Soent1sts can solve ar�y prabln ., 
•nqht race i.f o;hen enouqh t.i1110 and 
-Y · 














DON ' T  KNOW I 
5 
s 
4. Tte -rgy situation hae d'l&n91td conudenbly in the pat decade . How serl.oue do you think tho present 
enerqy situation ia? 
1 W:RY SERIOUS 
2 SIII£11HA T SERIOUS 
J A CONC£RN Ill T 'CIT SERIOUS 
4 NOT SERIOUS AT ALL 
S DON ' T  KNOW 
S .  s- people believe that ., c:on expect other c:halllJe• l.n the ruture. He. terioue do you think the enerqy 
prob l .. will be in tho � !!a  years? 
W:RY SERIOUS 
2 SIII£11HA T SERIOUS 
) A CIKERN IIJ T  MIT SERIOUS 
4 NOT SERIOUS AT ALL 
S CON ' T  KNOW 
6. Hen is a Uat or - aapech or tho -riJ:r prable<l that othen hove COMidlred i11110rtant . In the first 
section circle tte reepon• if you think the 1t• appli" to the preeant situation only . In the riqht hand 
section ���tic tho space prodded i f  you think it •ill be e ptoble• !!!:!. l!!£! fro. now. (BE SURE TO HARK EACH ITEM 
f'OR EACH SECT ION ) .  
PRESENTLY A PROBLEM? I 10 '!EARS F'ROH 'jQW? 
I 
.fCRE£ OISAGM:£ NOT SURE I .IGREE DISAGREE NOT SURE I 
Individuals era usino; too aud'l, not 1 2 ) 1 2 ' 
coneorving enough 
Too IIUCtl depondenc:o on roreign oil 2 ) z ' 
Too IIUCh govorn-.nt regulation or 1 z ) 2 
energy caapenioa 
Electrieity/hoeting coete ItO too hit�! 1 2 ' 2 ' 
Coet of building power plenta too hit�! 1 z 2 
2 
2 4 3  
Envi ronmentalists �aka it too difficult 
to find new sourcee of energy 
ACld run (�e to burning coal l 
�ot enouqn �notation capac1ty to satisfy 
future -rgy noeda 
Too �uch control by energy campaniea 
PRESENTLY A PROBL(M? 





10 'tEARS f'ROH !'jQW'> 
ACRE£ D ISACREE NOT SURE I 




llhat do you sea • the -t 1a1portant inuee related to the � -rgy situation? __________ _ 
7. The following set of questions asks you how you feel �t using energy ln you h� . Please indicate -thor 
you STRONGLY ACREE ,  H[LOLY ACREE , MILDLY D ISAGREE, ar STRONGLY D ISAGREE with eacn. 
It ' s  lnoortant to save 
energy oven i f it doeen ' t 
save such aaney . 
While others �ight tolerate 
turning down the thor-tat in 
the winter , .., own need for 
•at11th is high • 
Caneuaen have the right to uee 
u such -rgy • they ...nt n 
can pay for .  
I t ' s  appropriate for resident• of 
of A•rica to try and saw energy. 
If tho pr1ce of tlcliiO -rgy ware 
le• I would prooaDly use ,.gre. 
Moet indlvicklals could uee leaa 
anergy if they •re •re thrifty 
• around the hOuse • 
I have a �ral obligation to try 
and save energy. 
I t ' s  aaaential to .., health and 
well being for the house to be 
well heated in winter . 
I tried to conserve energy but it 





































My own energy conservat ion w1ll 
help supplies laat longn. 
E:r-ergy proll le=s are CIIUied lly 
people like � us1ng too �uch 
energy . 
It ��PrJroprtate far residents o f  
Knoxville t o  try and sa-.e energy. 
I '  • the kind of person who ia 
careful in how they use energy. 
I t ' s  ueeleee to try and save enargy 
since tho Utility wi l l  ra1se � 
rates tr I ctl .  
T he  energy sltu.tian is one that 


















DON ' T  (N()W I 
I 
s 
8. l isted below are a nuamr of iclaaa that heve bean put forth as ways of providing far this country ' s  -rgy 
neeGI . Haw iii!Porhnt ct1 you think eacn of the fallowing ways of supplying energy should ba in the nut ten 
years (CIRClE 'I'OIJR ANSI€R ) • 
Build plants that can convert coal to 
natural gas and oil 
Allow 110n drilling far ail and natural 
g• CS� 9Qvernaent land 
(xpand undirgraund �ining far coal 
Develop econom1cal solar collectors 
CCS�vart aU shale to synthetic crude oil 
Nltianal or local conservation pn�gna 
(xpand the use of •ind pawr 
RalaJC auto salsaion rulaa and atandarda 
to sa-.e gaaoline 
(xpand atrip �ning for eoal 
I mport 110re ail and natural gaa fre� 
averse• 
Develop 9110tllaral energy sourcea 
\t:RV 
Ilf'CRTANT 























Relax �isa1on standards for power plants 
to burn 111911 su lfur content fuel 












'CIT SURE: I 
� 
9. In this sect ion, please pro•ido us �ith so=e inforaation on �  you uaa energy . rtrst , for each of tho 
following it- indicate how often you or -DIIra of tl'lia household have dane 1 perua.�lar baha•lar in the past 
� ( l.EF'T ttAf\0 CO..UifiS ) .  Also indicate �ich of tho it- you intend to do 1n tho next weak. 
HOW orTE:N IN THE PAST HONTH? INTE!fl TO DO 
THIS VE:EK? 
VERY SOK:WHAT !flT VERY 'CIT 
OF'TE:!I QnEN DrTEN AT ALL I YES 'CI 
Tt«n out 1i9hta when nat in use z ' 4 2 
Turned heat down durinq day 10hile 2 4 z 
away frCJI h-
W•hed only full loads in clotholl z ' 4 2 
washer 
Closed fireplace dsalpor ..non nat z ' • 2 
in u• 
Lwt shower tiiiiO 2 ' • 2 
Vstchod leSI T.V.  ( to  ��ave -1:'9)') 2 4 2 
W•hod only full loads in tho ' • l 2 
dishwasher 
H1n9 clothea to dry rather than 2 ' • 2 
UDod clothes dryer 
Set back thermaetat at night z ' • 2 
ft«nod dishwuhar off bafora dry 1 2 ' 4 1 z 
cycla 
Chanqod �uh1nq IICchina cycle to z J • 2 
use la• hot water 
s 
2 4 6  
10 . � a- ,  ror &ach or the rollaw1n9 1tems indicate whether you ha•e dane this act t • i t y  already or �Ian to 
sQI!IIItlme m the tte•t few I!IOI'Iths . ( IF" !'(IT �PLICABL£ TO YOUR OIIELLING, li'C>ICAT( THIS R(SPONS£ ) .  
Replaced water heater with a 
more efficient one . 
Turnod oawn water heater thermostat 
Add!td i.neulation to the attic 
and/or walls 
lnatallad thermopane windawa 
Replaced heat in9 syst .. with mora 
eft'iciant one 
Purchaaed therul dnpea 
lnatallad waatheratr ippift9 on doors 
and/or windo,. 
Added clack tl1118r for water heater 
or ther-tat 
Purchaaed wood burni"9 atove 
lnatalled atorm windows 
Purehaaeo solar water heater 
Put plaatic on windowa 
Add!td inau latian blanket for watar 
he a tar 























00 !!!!. PI.AN 

















11. People have ��any idaaa about -fCJY uae around the houaa. f"or each of the follaw&n9 ltaa indicate -thor 
your AGREE or DISAGREE with each. 
GIE£ OISAGII££ DOH • T ICNOW I 
Moat of the winter utility bill ia for space haatin9 1 2 ' 
"R Yalut" rafera to heat loaa in a fireplace z J 
l-riniJ the thar-tat to 65 *9f- will •• 2 ' 
moat people aora auaceptibla to flu and colda 
An open da�per in the fireplace hal no effect 2 J 
on heating 101111 
Clack tha�tata cannot ba uaad for .. tar haatara 1 2 
6 
2 4 7  
You must turn the ther�atat down at least 5 
degrees to saw any anarCJ)' 
The Er-ergy Efficiency Ru io (EEF'} is a nunar that 
ratea energy efficiency ror similar ajlllliancea 
� 40 watt bulb uses lees energy than a 60 •ett bulb 
F'roet rreo ratrigeratore uae lesa anergy than 








DON ' T  KNOW I 
' 
12. In the ne•t section we are lntereeted in your attltudea toward a fa. specirlc energy uae behaviors. 
rtrst , on a scala or 1 to 7, .mere a r.nc or 1 •- savee )'OU vary Utt.bt energy aftil 7 •ans you save a lot or 
energy , r.te each of the following activitiae . 
I SAVES YOU SAVES TOll I 
I \'tRY LITTLE A LOT I 
Using lees lighting in the house 1 2 J 4 5 6 7 
Turn the tiler-tat dDwn 2 or J dtgra .. z J 4 5 6 7 
Turn water heater dawn to 120 dtgreea 1 z ' 4 5 6 7 
Put insulation ln attic or walls 2 ' 4 5 6 7 
Put .. atheretripping around daon/windowa z J 4 5 6 7 
U• 11111lianeea lna 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Replace old heating equip8ent with new 1 z 3 4 5 6 7 
lJ . 'low , ror each of the following behavior. ,  indicate haw likely or unlikely you think the stated outc­
listed below it are to occ:ur , F'or eaupla, IIOW likely dD you think 1t 1a that turnJ.ng your tllatiiiOst.at dl7ol'l 
u night would .. ve on your utility bill? 
SETTIIG BACK TI£RMIISTAT AT NIGHT 
Save on uti�lty bill 
Be twalthier 




























Save an utility bill 
Have leu ·"Doney to spend on othel:' thinqs 
C011t 1110re than it ooauld save 
Increase the resale value of na�a 
Satisfaction tryin; to save ener;y 
TURNING DOWN WATER HEATER TO 120 DECREES 
Save on utility bill 
Not -u;n hOt .,.tu for bath/appliancoa 
Would not ;at dishes or clothoa aa clean 
Satisfaction trying to save anai:'9Y 
MORE ENERGY CONSERVATION IN THE UNI TED STATES 
Hike United Stat .. lna •.nclent on 
forai�J' oil 













































14, Nmo, laokin; at tho s- it- please indicate haw dnirabla or undHinb1e tho stated outc00111 -auld be .  
s - of tl'leee ratings qy appear obvio .. to you; for ••MPla, running out of hot water is uncsesiraala. I n  sucn 
caaea we are intereeted in lcnawing .!!!!! W\desirabla )'OU think it is . 
SETT I NG  BACK THERMOSTAT AT NIGHT 
Savin; on utility bill 
Being unca��rortabla 
Being healthier 
r..tly ... bars unhappy with te.paratura 
Satisfaction trying to save energy 
ADDING INSULA T I ON 

































Hav&ng lees raaney far other thi.n911 
CCBUIICJ 110re than it IIIIIU ld aave 
Satisfaction trying to save energy 
TURN OO.N WATER HEATER TO lZO DEGREES 
Saving on utility bill 
VERY 
lHlES IRABLE 
�ot enough hat .. tar far baths/appliances 1 
�ot g��tting dishes ar clothes aa clean 
Satisfaction trying to eave energy 
HORE ENERGY CONSERVATION IN Tl£ UNITED STATES 
Hll<inc:J United States loaa dependent an 
foraiCJ' oil 
Helpi119 tho onvironllllftt 

























a chaclc in tho glace that best 
doacribaa your ooinian. Ple- placa your earle 1n the .-lddle of the spacea, not an the boW1Cianes. Also, for 
each stat-t ploaaa rate l"'a. � you feel 1110ut about your opinion. 
Setting back thor�tat .t CIXD_: _: ---I I : IIAD  
nif1'ttillo ial eatr-ly ali9fttly neither SliC)I'Itly .. tr-ly 
HOf certain are you? CERTAIN_: ---: ---: :Urc:ERTAI:\1 
�tatr-ly sUC)I'Itly neither aU9fltb oatre•lr 
Adding inau lation is: Gl)(l) ___ I -: I -: :BAD 
e�ttr-ly slightly neither slightly eaU-ly 
Haw certain are you? IXRTAIN_: ---I :UHa:RTAIN 
oxtr-ly d&;fttly neither Slightly ••tr-ly 
T cning down the .. tar heater CIXD ___ : ___ : : BAD  
to 1 20  degr- extr-ly slightly ne&thar sUC)I'Itly llltro•ly 
HOf certain are yau? IXRTAIN_: -: :UNCERTAIN 
extr-ly di9fltly neither sliC)I'Itly e•tre•ly 
Conserving ��are -rgy in the CIXD ___ : ---: : : BAD  
United Stat• extr-ly aUI)IItly neither !lli9fltly o•tre•ly 
Haw certain uo yau? CERTAIN_: ___ : :UNCERTAI!I 
o•tr-ly allghtly na&thor a lightly ••tr-ly 
9 
2 5 0  
16 . We would a l so like to �now now you tn1nk otner people •iew your energy us1ng act 1 v 1ties . P lease rate now 
hkely otners are to support your energy use llenaviors . These questions aro also rated on a five po1nt scale. 
Most people who are important to 
111t thir* I snould try to save lftllre 
energy 
�t people wno are important to 
,., th1nc I should ... etneuze ..,. 
hollla 
�ost people who are important to 
me thine I snould turn lilY water 
heater temperature down 
Host people .no are imoartant to 
,., think I should replace exieting 
appliancaa for �re effi cient ones 
LIKELY_ : 
eKtr-ly 
LIKELY __ : 
•utre••ely 
LIKELY __ I 
IUt l:'ltaDly 









-: -· :UNLIKELY 
ne1ther Slightly axtre•ly 
---: I :U!�LlKELY ---
na1ther slightly e"tr-ly 
: -: :UNLIKE� Y 
ne1 tner slightly extn<�ely 
---: ---I :UIUI([LY 
ne1ther sliljhtly axtr-ly 
Ganerally , I .. nt to do what �t 
people th1nk I should dD 
LIKELY __ : ___ : ___ : ----:--: UNLIKELY 
elltre�ly sliljhtly neither slightly elltr ... ly 
17. S� energy behaviors are 11111ra di rric:ult than otnara ror - people to do .  Pleua rate how difrtc:ult seen 
or the following are to you. 
Nightti.a thermoatat setback OIF'rtCULT --: ---: ---I ---I :EASY 
extr-ly slightly neither slightly extr-ly 
.-dding inaulation Olf'riCULT ___ : ___ 1 -: ---: :EASY 
""tr ... ly a lightly neither slightly extr-ly 
Turn down water heater OIF'riCULT ___ : -I ---I ---I :EASY 
te���M�ratura extr ... ly slightly neither Slightly extn•ly 
We are also interested ln yOUl' vi- on the utility that providn electricity and gee , Pleue anawer the 
following .  
1 8 .  a ... rall the qual.i t y o f  serv i c:e  I rseehe frM IQJ8 Ia been 1 
1 EXCELLENT 
Z SATISF'ACTIJIY 
) UNSAT ISF'ACTORY 
4 POOR 
19 . In the peat six ..,the , about now .ny ti•• , if any , tave you eailed �8 with • prob 1" or any sort., 
1 ZERO TIHES (IJJ TO �ZZ) 
2 (J£ TIHE 
J TWO Ill TIIIEE TIHES 
4 F'IIUR r IHES OR HOllE 
zo. Whieh or the following u- beet clncrlbae the natura or your call: 
1 HAD OIF'F'lCULTY PAYING THE BILL ( CALLED TO HAXE ARRANGEMENTS) 
2 BILL WAS INCORRECT ( 0\'ER-II:AD THE HETER ) 
) BILL WAS INCORRECT (UIUR -II:AO THE HETER I 
4 MECHANICAL Ill ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
5 BECAN Ill EIUD SERVICE 
6 CHAHG£ rT B ILLINC ADOAESS 
7 OTHER (PLEASE SPECifY ) __________ _ 
10 
2 5 1  
Zl . Wtucn of tna fallowing c.toqaries tlllst dllscutllls your setisf'action with tna utility •s reepanso to your 
problll'll 
1 VERY SAT ISFACTORY 
Z SOMEWHAT SAT ISFACTORY 
J SOMEWHAT UNSATISFACTORY I Dr UNSATISFACTORY 
" VERY UNSATISFACTORY _j ldiY., _______________________ _ 
22. The rallawinq list indicates saaa of tna proqraas NUB is sponsortng aresentl�.  P te•se indicate �tnar or 
not you have heard of the proqrlll, p•rtic.ip•tod 1n the put !Jut nat now, presentl� putictpate, or pl.-. to 
particia•te in the futuro (FIRST SECT ION ) .  Also , indicete haw satisfied you are with the arograQ ( s )  <hlch you 
h••• or preaently gerticia•te in. 
Monthly budget plan 
Electric appliance rep•ir 
Red teg setars 
Benk draft billing 
Third perty notice 
I .-YEN • T I£ARO PARTICIPATED PRESENTLY PLAN TO I 
I or PROGRAM IN PAST INYOL YEO IN I 







Special pey!Mflt date for 
eocial aacurity recipients 
l z J 
LOISe purchase plan for 911 
water naatere 
Fuel coat COII!Iatison 
c .. pilot .. rvice 











I VERY SOI£WHAT ..CT I 









Ttw next eat of quaetiona are about - aoecta of your houllehold whic:ll lliqllt 1ffect -rgy use • Again , Ill 
your eneW8ra .�o 1trictly confidential end will never be ... ociltad with your � .  
ZA , Do ya u  nave a thermostat for cantrolling 
the naet inst dll this '-1 
1 ltS 
2 NO ( SKIP QUESTIOf6 26, 27, 28) 
l DON ' T  KNQW 





2 5 2  
26 . �t �at temoerature 111 the �hsrmostat 
usually set 1n the wlntar •hll� you 
are I'ID!Ie befor� you go to bed? 
temoersture _______ _ 
27. At whet tet���erature i:s tl'e therOIOatat 
usually set �1le you u� sleep1nq ? 
t811118rature _______ _ 
ze • .\t �t t�erature is the thermostat 
uau ally set �en no one is at t1aa1e 
( for expOple, when you are at wortc)? 
t111111erature. _______ _ 
29. What is tho fuel for the ���&in heat.inq 
sy1tea in this C..llinq? 
1 NATURAl CAS 
Z El!CTRICITY 
BOTTLED CAS 
4 FlJ(L OIL 
s CtW. 
6 Sll.AR EI£RGY 
7 WOOO-chordl of 100od used par wintar 
nu.otr _____________ ___ 
8 KEROSEI£ I£ATER -GALLONS USED PER HDHTH 
gall_. ______ _ 
9 0Tf£R SOURCE ( SPECIF"Y). ___ _ 
10 HAVE NO I£AT 
:ro. Do you have a -hi119 Cllchine? 
1 'I'ES 
Z NO 
[ f yes , haw _.., U.S il it UMd per 
-lc? 
numbor __________________ __ 
Jl . Co you have a clotheS dryer? 
1 'I'ES 
2 NO 
If yea , 11 it CJII or lllectric? 
1 GAS 
2 ELECTRIC 
32 . How 'a>lny ro00011 are there ( not counttnq oatl1rooi:IS , 
foyers, hallways, or balcon1es l ?  
nu�r ________ __ 
ll . About how old is this dwelling? 
LESS THAN 1 'tEAR ll.D 
1 TO 2 'tEARS 
l ro s 'tEARS 
4 6 TO 10 'tEARS 
5 10 TO 15 'tEARS 
6 16 'tEARS OR I'OIE 
7 OOI • T  ICNOW 
34 .  Do you sea your utility bil l ?  
1 YES 
2 NO 
)5 , When coapari119 IIOIIthly bills, cD you look at the coat in 
ter111 of differences 1n dollars, or in ter1111 of kilowatts of  
1.18891'? 
1 OOlLARS 
2 ICILOWATTS OF USAGE 
)6 ,  Do you have 1 .. tar halter? 
1 YES 
Z NO 
l7, Wtwt teapersture is the .. ur heater sat an? 
1 t"l)erature _______ _ 
Z DOH • T KNOW 
0 
l8. Is that an electric or 911 water heater ? 
1 CAS 
Z ELECTRIC 
)9. Do you h.,• 1 diehwaaher? 
1 YES 
2 NO 
40, � would you characterize tl'e O.Sllinq in wh1ch you 
Uva? 
lZ 
2 5 3  
1 TRAILER 
Z !ETACI£0 SIMGU: F'AMILY IOJSE 
l l F'AMILY IGJSE, 2 UNITS SI!E BY SI!E 
4 !ETACJ£1) l-4 F'AMILY IOJSE 
5 ROlf ICIUS£ (l OR 101£ UNITS IN .\N ATTACHED ROW) 
6 APARTI£NT IOJSE ( S OR 101£ UNITS l STORIES OR LESS l 
7 APARTI£NT 1C1U5E (6 OR IOIE UNITS 4 STOII ES OR HOllE l 
B APARTMENT IN A PARTIALLY COHHERCIAL STRUCTURE 
9 OTHER ( SPECIF'Y) ____________ _ 
f" 111aUy , I >Ciu ld l 1ke to ask a r.,w background quest1ons. This Ln formatum 1:1 for iul!lllauz1nq the :nu lts . 
Individuals wlll  never be ident1 fied . 
41 . In wl'oat year .. re you DOrn? 
year -----




5 '£VE:R HARRIED (SKIP rt:XT QLEST IOH ) 
43 . Do you nave any children'> 
1 YES 
2 NO 
tr yes , haw Nany children are presently 
living wlth you? 
�-bet _____________ _ 
P le- indicate the aqee of the children 
ll¥1119 w1th you 
F'iret child. ____ ......;!lllc:ond child. ___ _ 
Third child. ____ rourth child. ___ _ 
F'ifth child. _____ Sixth child. ____ _ 
othera. _________________ _ 
44. Which or these beet describes your uaual 
stand on political iseuae ? 
1 STRONGLY LIBERAL 
2 HOO(RATELY LIBERAL 
.J SLIGHTLY LIBERAL 
4 HIOOt.£ rT Tl£ ROAD 
5 SLIGHTLY CONSERVATIVE 
6 MODERATELY CONSERVATIVE 
7 STRONGLY COHSERVATIVE 
45. Ant yOU I 
1 Elf'LOYED FUU Tit£ 
2 ElfllO\'ED PART Tit£ 
J HOT EJoPLD\'ED DUTSIIE Tl£ 10£ 
4 tH:IfiLO\'ED SE£1C ING WORK 
5 STI.OENT 
4 RETIRED 
116. Your usual occupation when enployed 
( or before retiroaent ). 
________ ......;J08 Tilt.£ 
----------HIIJOR DUTIES 
116 .  Which or these broad categor 1es best dltllcntlee the nuace r 
of square feet in your hol!ll? Do not inc!ude s garage, or 
unfinished bae�nt unleae these are heated . 
1 LESS THAN 500 SQUARE f'EET 
2 501 TO 1000 SQUARE f'EE T 
.J 1001 TO 1500 SQUARE F"EET 
4 1501 TO 2000 SQUARE F"EEf 
5 2001 TO 2500 SQUARE F"EET 
6 �RE THAN 2500 SQUARE f'EET 
47. Your sex is: 
1 HALE 
2 f'EHAL£ 
AS. Your racial or ethnic grollf! is : 
1 WHITE 
2 BlACK 
.J MEXICAN AMERICAN 
4 ASIAN AMER ICAN 
5 AHER I CAN INDIAN 
6 OTI£R 
49. What ia your uaual political preference? 
1 STROIG. Y OEHUCRAT IC 
Z HILDL Y OEI«lCRA T IC 
.J INJEPENJENT 
4 HILOLY REPUBLICAN 
5 STRONGlY REPUBL ICAN 
6 IG PREF'EII£NCE 
7 OTHER 
50. What ie your religioue preference ? 
1 CATHILit 
Z .XWISH 
.J PROTESTANT ( SPECIF'Y DENOMINAUI)j), _______ _ 
4 10£ 
5 OTHERS ( SPECin), ____________ __ 
51 . About now often do you at tend religious services ? 
1 HUR£ THAN 0Na: A IIIEEJ( 
2 ABOUT CH:E A lf:EIC 
J A FtW Ul£5 A HUNnt 
4 ABOUT ONCE A 14lNTH 
5 A FtW Tll£5 A vtM 
6 CH:E A ltAR 
7 I£Vflt 
52. Your higheat level of education? 
.D 
IG niRHAL EDUCATION 
2 GRAtE SCHOCI. 
.J SOl£ HIGH SCHOOl 
4 HIGH SCIC!Ot. GIWliATt 
5 SOl£ ctUECE 
6 COlLECE GIWliATE 
7 SOl£ CRACUATE I«<RIC 
8 CRAOUATE/PROF'ESSIDNAL DEGREE 
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5J . �en of these orood cotegor1es best dascr1bes 
you total fa.1ly 1nccme before ta•es fer 1984. 
1 Lees than $10 , 000 
Z $10 , 000 to $14 , 999 
J S15 ,ooo to Sl9, 999 
4 $20 ,000 to $14 , 999 
s SZ5 , 000 to $29, 999 
6 $)0 1 OOQ tO $34 1 999 
7 SlS ,000 to $39 1 999 
a S40 ,000 to 544 , 999 
9 S4S , 000 to $49 , 999 
10 $50 1 COO or 11JRE 
We are vary IIPPrlciatlve of the help you have 'Ji'Wan us .  Your reeponsae to this surny 101ill help pro.. icle a baia 
for underatandi'"'9 anergy use in the no.. Wtt IOIOUld aclditicnally lilclll to c01111are pscple1 s ras.pon=ses to their 
ec:tual uae of -rgy in their '- ·  Fer this rouon ,  • llavs included a c:onaant fol'lll (BELOW) ssking for ,our 
per111iasion to allaor the utility to rille- snergy ,_ inforaation for your no. for the paat '"" -.till . AC)IIin, 
this inforsaticn •ill be used for scientific purpoaaa only and •ill never bo aaaociated with individual persons . 
After you have read and 9ignad the for111 , please detach 1t frOG the quaationnaira . 
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Plaaae take a row llinutea and check thet 101.1 have -wered all the qutetione on evary page. Once 101.1 have 
COIIPleted the queetionnalre, pleaee refold it lllld qil it ta ut Jn tlw encloaed paetage-paid envelope. Se sure 
ta lnellllle the coneent f'o;'lll even if' you have not. .;reed to all01f the utility to releaee your ener;y uae 
inf'ort�atiCJ'I. Once a;ain, thllllk you very •IICh ror your help. 
lS 
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APPEND IX B 
SAMPLE COMPARI SONS WITH DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 
This appendix examines the c loseness of fit between the 
completed s tudy samp le and selected census demographics as 
well as a few other se lected stati stics . The sample was 
drawn from the cus tomer listings of the Knoxvi l le Uti lity 
Board . The actua l method of customer se lection i s  di scussed 
in the introduction of thi s study . Like most uti lity 
boards , the area serviced is not bounded by political or 
county boundaries . KUB in particu lar services a very wide 
area of East Tennes see . The counties included in this area 
are Knox , Anderson , Grainger , Union and Jefferson . Knox 
county is the center of the uti lity district and has the 
highest popu lation concentration . For this reason , 
demographic compari sons have been divided into the tota l 
sample versus the aggregated statistics o f  the s ix counties . 
Some comparisons wi l l  be made for Knox county and a 
subsample of Knoxvi l le respondents ( as defined by zip code ) . 
KUB does not serive any of these couties comp letely . Thus 
census estimates provide only a crude approximation to the 
actual area of the uti lity board . 
Table 1 compares age distribution between the sample 
and census estimates broken down by aggregate counties and 
Knox county . Examining columns one and two first , s ome 
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Table 1 Sample Comparison of Age with Census Estimates 
Age 
2 0 - 2 4  
2 5 - 2 9  
3 0 - 3 4  
3 5 - 3 9  
4 0 -4 4  
4 5 - 4 9  
S 0 - 5 4  
5 5 - 5 9  
6 0 - 6 4  
6 5 +  
o f  Counties Ad joining the Knoxvi l le Uti l ity Board 
( percentage in parentheses ) .  
Sample Aggregate Sample Knox 
( tota l )  Count ies ( Knoxvi l le ) County 
On ly 
1 5  4 9 4 5 6  1 3  3 5 6 2 9  
( 5 . 3 ) ( 1 5 . 0 )  ( 6 . 0 )  ( 1 5 . 8 )  
2 6  4 2 7 2 2  2 1  2 9 5 9 1  
( 9 • 1 ) ( 1 2 . 6 )  ( 9 • 6 ) ( 1 3 . 2 )  
3 7  3 8 2 8 8  3 0  2 5 3 2 0  
( 1 3 . 0 )  ( 1 1 . 3 )  ( 1 3 . 8 )  ( 11 . 3 )  
3 0  3 0 2 9 6  2 3  1 9 1 4 3  
( 1 0 . 5 )  ( 8 • 9 ) ( 1 0 . 6 )  ( 8 . 5 )  
2 1  2 7 2 3 3  1 6  1 7 1 2 9  
( 7 . 4 ) ( 8 .  0 )  ( 7 . 3 )  ( 7 .  6 )  
1 7  2 5 5 2 4  1 2  1 6 3 1 8 
( 6 . 0 )  ( 7 • 5 ) ( 5 . 5 )  ( 7 . 3 )  
3 0  2 5 1 7 9  2 2  1 6 1 5 8  
( 1 0 . 5 )  ( 7 .  4 )  ( 1 0 . 1 )  ( 7 . 2 )  
2 5  2 4 2 9 0  2 2  1 5 5 51 
( 8 • 8 ) ( 7 • 1 ) ( 1 0 . 1 )  ( 6 .  9 )  
2 9  2 2 6 9 2  2 5  1 4 3 8 4  
( 1 1 . 5 )  ( 6 . 7 )  ( 1 1 . 5 )  ( 6 • 4 ) 
5 5  5 4 5 1 2  3 4  3 5 7 5 7  
( 1 9 . 3 ) ( 16 . 0 )  ( 1 5 . 6 )  ( 1 5 . 9 )  
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undersampling of 2 0 - 2 4  years appears to have occured ( 5 . 3  
percent in the sample versus 1 5  percent ) whi le there i s  a 
distinct oversampling in the 6 0  and above categories . The 
midd le categories appear reasonable close . The Knoxvi lle 
subsample does not differ markedly from the total sample . 
Thi s  i s  due primari ly to the fact that Knoxvi lle respondents 
represent 7 6 . 5  percent of the completed sample . Here the 
oversampling of older respondents is not so obvious .  Since 
there i s  a tendency for older Americans to be more energy 
consciou s , it  i s  likely that there i s  a bias toward the more 
energy conscious elements of the population . In this sense , 
the data may provide rather libera l estimate of  the degree 
of energy consciousnes s in the utility district . 
Table 2 compares income statistics for census 
estimate with the study sample . Columns one and two show 
that there has been an under sampling of lower income ( less 
than $ 1 0 , 0 0 0 ) persons ( 2 0 . 4  percent in the sample versus 
3 4 . 3 ) .  Thi s  problem undoubtedly results in mai l  
questionnaires where lower economic status individua ls are 
speci f ica l ly oversampled . At the upper end of  the scale 
there i s  a distinct over sampling . Those in the $ 3 5 , 0 0 0  and 
above categories constitute 2 7 . 7  percent of the sample 
versus 9 . 6  percent for the counties . Comparison for the 
Knoxvi l le subsample and Knox county ( columns 3 and 4 )  show 
very litt le dif ference for the total sample compari sons . 
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Table 2 Sample Compari son of Income with Census Data from 
Couties Ad joining the Knoxvi l le Uti lity Board 
( percentages in parentheses ) .  
Sample Aggregate Sample Knox 
( total ) Counties Knoxvi le County 
Only 
Income 
Les s  than 1 0 , 0 0 0  5 8  5 9 7 9 4  4 2  4 0 9 6 6  
( 2 0 . 4 )  ( 3 4 . 3 )  ( 1 9 . 3 )  ( 3 4 . 7 )  
1 0 , 0 0 0 - 1 4 , 9 9 9  4 0  2 9 4 3 3  2 9  1 9 0 0 5  
( 1 4 . 0 )  ( 1 6 . 9 )  ( 1 3 . 3 )  ( 1 6 . 1 )  
1 5 , 0 0 0 -1 9 , 9 9 9  2 9  2 5 6 6 5  2 1  1 6 5 5 8  
( 1 0 . 2 )  ( 1 4 . 7 )  ( 9 • 6 ) ( 1 4 . 0 )  
2 0 , 0 0 0- 2 4 , 9 9 9  3 3  1 96 3 5  2 1  1 3 2 1 6  
( 1 1 . 6 )  ( 1 1 . 3 )  ( 9 . 6 )  ( 1 1 . 2 )  
2 5 , 0 0 0 -3 4 , 9 9 9  4 6  2 3 0 5 8  3 9  1 6 2 0 8  
( 1 6 . 1 )  ( 1 3 . 2 )  ( 1 7 . 9  ( 1 3 . 7 )  
3 5 , 0 0 0- 4 9 , 9 9 9  3 5  1 1 0 9 5  2 7  7 9 8 2  
( 1 2 . 3 )  ( 6 . 4 )  ( 1 2 . 4 )  ( 6 . 8 )  
5 0 , 0 0 0+ 4 4  5 6 2 8  3 9  4 2 4 0  
( 1 5 . 4 )  ( 3 . 2 )  ( 1 7 . 4 )  ( 3 • 6 ) 
Tota l  2 8 5  1 7 4 3 0 7  2 1 8  1 1 8 1 8 1  
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With an oversampling of older respondents it is of course 
indicative of a greater proportion of higher income 
individua l s . Due to the upscale income bias , the study 
probably over estimates the extent of conservation behaviors 
actua lly occuring in the population , at least for those 
behaviors which require materia l resources .  
Table 3 compares sample and census estimates for 
education . Columns one and two show a distinct oversampling 
o f  the better educated . Thi s  i s  true in a l l  categories but 
particu larly so at the upper-end of the sca le .  The 
Knoxvi l le sample only shows an undersampling of the grade 
school group in particular ( 6 . 6  percent versus 2 5 . 4  
percent ) .  Again , this problem ref lects on the sample 
estimates s ince age , income and education more than like ly 
af fect attitudes toward conservation in the home . Several 
factors probably help account for this problem . First , the 
study focuses on home energy use--individua ls who live in 
apartments or who use alternative fuels ( e . g . , coa l ,  wood ) 
may not have felt that the study was appropriate for their 
circumstances . Indeed , many of the personal notes received 
via the mai l  or telephone calls suggests thi s . Second , the 
questionnaire was rather inte llectual ly demanding ; those who 
cou ld not read or or read well wou ld be unlikely candidates 
to return the questionnaire . Third , individua ls in the 
col lege age category are probably more mobile and les s 
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Table 3 Sample Compari son for Education with Census Data 
from Count ies Ad joining the Knoxvi l le Uti lity 
Board ( percentages in parentheses ) .  
Sample Aggregate Sample Knox 
( tota l ) Count ies Knoxvi lle County 
Educat ion 
Grade School 
0 - 8  Years 3 5  7 2 2 6 6  1 4  3 9 0 1 3  
( 1 5 . 5 )  ( 2 4 . 8 )  ( 6 .  6 )  ( 2 5 . 4 )  
High School 
9 - 1 1  Years 2 6  4 3 4 2 0  2 2  2 8 4 1 7  
( 9 . 1 )  ( 1 4 . 9 )  ( 1 0 . 1 )  ( 18 . 9 )  
1 2  Years 6 9  9 0 7 4 2  5 0  5 9 2 7 0  
( 2 4 . 2 )  ( 3 1 .  2 )  ( 2 2 . 9 )  ( 3 8 . 5 )  
Col lege 
1 - 3  Years 6 1  3 7 0 1 7  4 8  2 7 6 1 2 8  
( 2 1 .  4 )  ( 1 2 . 7 )  ( 2 2 . 0 )  ( 1 7 . 6 )  
4 +  Years 8 5  4 7 5 0 6  7 8  3 5 5 5 0  
( 2 9 . 8 )  ( 1 6 . 3 )  ( 3 5 . 8 )  ( 2 3 . 1 )  
Total 2 7 6  2 9 0 9 5 1  2 1 2  1 5 3 8 2 8  
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like ly to spend time f i l ling out the questionnaire . Such 
individual s , where they live away from horne , are 
disproportionately likely to live in group quarters of some 
type , or renting , and perhaps less likely to def ine energy 
conservation as relevent to their particu lar circumstances . 
As Table 5 demonstrates ( f irst and second rows ) the study 
oversarnpled horne owners ( 7 5 . 2  percent versus 6 3 . 2  percent ) 
although not overtly so . 
Fina l ly ,  Table 4 and rows three and four of Table 5 
examine comparisons for uti lity related statistics . Table 
4 ,  row one , compares the percent who indi cated t hat they 
were " presently involved " in the month ly budget program at 
KUB ( which prorates averaged uti lity bi l ls over the 1 2  month 
period ) .  The s ample figure i s  rather close to the KUB 
figure ( 1 0 . 1  percent versus 8 . 1 ) . However , the sample 
figure may be biased as it represents a s ubsarnple of only 
2 4  cases whereas the tota l number of KUB customers 
participating in the program i s  1 0 , 2 3 1 . 
To summari z e  here , the sample for the horne energy study 
generally overrepresents o lder , better educated , high income 
horne owners . Some o f  the factors contributing to this 
outcome are discussed . However , the sample characteri stics 
do not rai se as much of a problem here a s  perhaps other 
studies . Genera l ly ,  horne owners who upscale in these 
se lected characteri stics represent the mos t  rnobi lizable 
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Table 4 Comparison Between Sample and Two Selected Uti lity 
Statistics --Percent in Month ly Budget Program and 
Percent Receiving Gas Service . 






1 0 . 1  
2 
1 1 . 8  
KUB 
8 . 1  
1 0 . 8  
Ref lects an estimated percentage . The denominator 
( resident ial customers ) inc ludes an over lap between 
cus tomers receiving both electric and gas service ( they are 
counted twice ) .  This i s  done to compensate for the fact the 
KUB denominator is contructed in the same fashion . 
2 
Percent only of those individuals who s igned consent 
forms to a l low access to customer accounts . 
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Table 5 Percentage of Owners Versus Renters for Knox County 
and Sample ( Knoxvi lle res idents only ) , and Percent 








( Knoxvi le 
On ly ) 
1 6 4  
( 7 5 . 2 )  
5 4  
( 2 4 . 8 )  
2 0 5  
( 9 5 . 0 )  
1 1  
( 5 . 1 )  
2 6 5  
Knox 
County 
7 4 5 6 5  
( 6 3 . 2 )  
4 3 3 8 6  
( 3 6 . 8 )  
1 0 8 0 2 0  
( 8 5 . 5 )  
1 8 3 3 6  
( 1 4 . 5 )  
portion o f  the popu lation for implementing conservation 
programs . Lower scale res idents or renters may be unable to 
imp lement energy improvements in their dwe l ling . Lower 
income home owners cou ld conceivably profit from 
conservation improvements , but not be able to capitalize  on 
such where resources are diverted to a l leviating short term 
financial need s . Second , while the sample may not represent 
good point estimates of the popu lation , the distribution of 
pertinent variables appears reasonable enough such that the 
nature of the relationships between variables is not 
serious ly distorted . 
Fina l ly , an analysis of response rates for each of the 
6 0  clusters ( 2 0 routes ) in the sample was performed . Each 
o f  the clusters had an original N of 1 2  with 3 clusters per 
route . The purpose of the analys is  was to examine whether 
or not the overall response rate ( 4 2  percent ) was randonly 
distributed over the geographic area of the sample . Each of 
the routes were classified as either urban , mixed with a 
predominance of urban , mixed with a predominance o f  rural , 
and a l l  rura l .  This classification i s  based strictly on z ip 
code for the respondent ' s  home addres s .  Whi le thi s method 
is a crude one for estimating urban/rura l differences , it 
wil l  suf fice . Based on this classification the response 
rate ( unad j usted ) for urban is 4 1 . 4  percent , for mixed 
predominant ly rural urban is 3 8 . 1  percent , for mixed 
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predominalty rural i s  2 9 . 2  percent and for all rura l i s  4 1 . 7  
percent . With the exception of the last figure , the data 
wou ld suggest that the urban area had a higher response 
rate . The last figure represents only 2 routes which cou ld 
be categori zed as a l l  rura l .  Route 9 which includes Mascott 
and route 1 2  which includes Corryton can both be 
rec lassified as urban although they do not have z ip codes 
beginning with 3 7 9 . Us ing this adjustment both routes could 
be put into mixed with a greater portion rural .  Thi s  
category ' s  response rate wou ld then become 3 5 . 4  percent . 
Thi s  data suggests one probably bas i s  for the somewhat low 
overall response rate for the sample ; i . e . , rura l routes 
general ly did not produce has high a response rate . 
Demographic Comparison Between Sample and All  Electric 
Customers 
Demographic comparisons were made between a l l  e lectric 
customers and overall sample for poss ibi lity of bias . Table 
6 examines three demographic variables for thi s  purpose--
income , age and education . Results indicate a reasonably 
c lose fit for both income and age . Some se lectivity appears 
to be working in the case of education , however . I n  
particular , the category grade school o r  less i s  
underse lected . This may be due to the pos s ibility that such 
persons are more likely to be rural and served by uti lities 
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Table 6 Compari son of Income , Age and Education for All 
E lectric Group and Overa ll  Sample ( percentages 
shown ) 
All Electric Overal l  
Homes Sample 
Income 
less than $ 1 0 , 0 0 0  2 0 . 0  2 0 . 4  
$ 1 0 , 0 0 0 -$ 1 4 , 9 9 9  1 4 . 4  1 4 . 0  
$ 1 5 , 0 0 0 - $ 1 9 , 9 9 9  1 1 . 2  1 0 . 2 
$ 2 0 , 0 0 0 -$ 2 4 , 9 9 9  1 3 . 6  1 1 . 6  
$ 2 5 , 0 0 0- $ 3 4 , 9 9 9  1 9 . 2  1 6 . 1  
$ 3 5 , 0 0 0 - $ 4 9 , 9 9 9  1 3 . 6  1 2 . 3  
$ 5 0 , 0 0 0 +  1 2 . 5  1 5 . 4  
Age 
2 0 - 2 4  5 . 3  6 . 2  
2 5 - 2 9  9 . 1  1 3 . 4  
3 0 - 3 4  1 3 . 0  1 2 . 6  
3 5- 3 9  1 0 . 5  9 . 5  
4 0- 4 4  7 . 4  7 . 1  
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Table 6 ( can ' t )  
-- - -
All Electric Overall 
Homes Sample 
Age 
4 5 - 4 9  6 . 0  6 . 3  
S 0 - 5 4  1 0 . 5  1 1 . 8  
5 5 - 5 9  8 . 8  8 . 8  
6 0 - 6 4  1 1 . 5  8 . 7  
6 5 +  1 9 . 3  1 5 . 8  
Education 
Grade School 0 - 8  1 . 6  1 5 . 5  
Some High Schoo l 1 3 . 1  9 . 1  
High School Grad . 2 7 . 0  2 4 . 2  
1 - 3  Years College 2 5 . 4  2 1 . 4  
4 Years Co l lege 3 2 . 0  2 9 . 8 
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other than KUB . Thus the overal l  mean for education i s  
s lightly higher i n  the all electric group than the overal l  
sample ( 5 . 0  versus 4 . 7  respectively ) . 
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APPENDIX C 
GLOSSARY 
Attitude ( act ) : Attitude toward the act or behavior . In both 
Fi shbein/Aj zen and Triandis mode ls , this term i s  
conceptual iz ed as a n  eva luative response toward a behavior . 
Attitude Certainty : Certainty to which an attitude 
statement is made measured in terms of a semant ic 
differential scale . 
Attitude ( ob j ) :  Att i tude toward the object ; i . e . , toward the 
genera l actvity ( e . g . , saving energy ) as opposed to attitude 
toward a particu lar behavior ( e . g . , turning down thermostat ) 
conceptuali zed as a genera l eva luation of the obj ect . 
Behavioral Intention : Respondent ' s  intention to perform a 
particu lar behavior conceptua lized by both Fishbein/A j zen 
and Triandi s  as varying a long degrees of like lihood . 
Conservation Ethic : General belief scale measuring personal 
obligation to save energy . 
Curtai lment Behavior : Type of conservation activity 
involving a reduction of energy services ( e . g . , using less 
hot water ) .  
Disgruntled Conserver : Genera l belief scale measuring 
respondent ' s  dissatis faction with prior ef forts to conserve . 
Efficiency Behavior : Type of conservation activity involving 
better use of energy services ( e . g . , washing only fu l l  loads 
of laundry ) .  
Efficiency Improvement : Type of cons ervation activity 
involving horne retrofit or appliance change ( e . g . , adding 
insulation to atti c ) . 
Energy Knowledge Score : 1 0  item scale measuring respondent ' s  
genera l knowledge o f  residential energy us e .  
Expectancy Value : Beliefs regarding the expected value or 
uti lity of performing a given action , conceptuali zed by 
Triandis and Fishbein/A j zen as the perceived probabi lity of 
a given occurence resulting from the behavior multiplied by 
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the evaluation ( i . e . , pos itive-negative ) of that 
occurence . For Fishbein and A j zen ,  expectancy va lue i s  
another measure of attitude and should b e  highly correlated 
with attitudina l affect . 
Folk Assessment of Conservation Behavior : Refers to either : 
( 1 )  the measurement of personal energy consumption in 
do l lars or gal lons rather than standard energy units , or ( 2 )  
respondent ' s  rank ordering of energy u sing activities 
according to the perceived quantity o f  energy consumed . 
Habit : Behaviora l routine conceptual iz ed by Triandis in 
terms of strength or regularity of prior activity . 
Health Concern : Genera l be lief scale measuring respondent ' s  
concern for persona l health consequences o f  lowering 
househo ld temperature . 
Perceived Difficu lty of Behavior : Respondent ' s  perception of 
difficu lty associated with performing speci fic conservation 
act measured in terms of a semantic differential . 
Personal Normative Belief : Respondent ' s  fe lt moral 
obligation to save energy . 
Role Belief : Belief that an action i s  prescribed by 
a particular group norm ; e . g . , Knoxvi l l ians should try to 
save energy . 
Sel f  Concept : Individual ' s  energy self concept ; i . e . , 
whether they view themselves as conservation minded or not . 
Sub jective Norm : Perception of re levant others ' normative 
expectations , conceptua li zed by Fishbein/Aj zen and Triandis 
as the likelihood that other ' s  expect individual to perform 
a given behavior multiplied by the willingness to comply 
with such expectations . 
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